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ABSTRACT

Computer graphics and geometric modeling often use unstructured surface
meshes to define objects. This can result in complex, time-expensive calculations to
simulate surface interactions when simulating physical processes or rendering images.
This thesis describes a computational geometric model based on discrete uniform-
volume elements (univels), and applies this approach to well-known problem: using
the Monte Carlo method to simulate the transport physics of neutral particles (neu-
trons and photons) through complex geometric models.

The most consequential product of this work is Juniper, a comprehensive trans-
port modeling software system useful for both practical applications and experimental
research in particle transport.

Using a structured Cartesian grid of univels has several promising advantages:
tracking particles through a univel grid is known to be much faster than alternative
geometries. And univel-based particle tracking is particularly insensitive to the com-
plexity of the geometric model. To use these advantages Juniper must rasterize the
input model into univels.

Antialiasing is a well-known technique in computer graphics to reduce the visual
impact of discretization artifacts. In existing graphics applications this is almost
entirely done with three-dimensional color vectors. Juniper is designed to explore
antialiasing the geometry univelization, while developing novel ways to cope with
high-dimensionality material vectors.

Antialiasing creates blended vectors near high-frequency information areas of the
rasterization grid. When the grid is an image the vectors are on a three-dimensional
color space and can often be stored and interpreted directly. But for particle transport
the univel values are high-dimensionality material vectors. An exact representation
of their blended forms yields impractically large model sizes. Instead, these vectors
can be quantized to a manageable set of prototype vectors, reducing the univel grid
to a table of indices. The quantized material vectors retain the computational advan-
tages of univelized particle transport while potentially improving the fidelity of the
transport results.

Exploring this problem has provided new insights into digitization of high-
dimensional values, effects of univel size on transport result accuracy, and the an-
tialiasing of high-dimensional vector spaces. A new library of carefully defined high-
precision cargo object models in a universal format (XML) is another result.
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INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM

Introduction and Background

Introduction

The genesis of this study lies in a project initiated at Montana State University

some years ago. This project developed the neutral particle radiation transport engine

for the MINERVA medical radiotherapy treatment planning system. By necessity this

transport code operated on a uniform-volume-element (univel) problem geometry

model. However, some potential inherent advantages of the univel approach led to

the concept of an extension to support a much broader problem domain, where the

problem model would have to be imported from other geometric types, the transport

core would have to support a more complete set of nuclear physics processes, and

result analysis would have to support more general experiment goals.

This was a practical project targeting practical outcomes. The interdisciplinary

nature of the problem domain, touching on chemistry, physics, and mathematics as

well as the computer science aspect, was a particular interest to the author and

expresses a common thread in computer science as a discipline, with application

domains driving algorithmic or theory questions and vice versa. Complex concrete

problems present challenges that can engender more abstract and widely-applicable

essences that extend the domain of computer science while also birthing practical

software ready to be used by others toward the motivating problem.

This last point became a primary objective as this work progressed. While the

motivating problem of nuclear particle transport generated abstract questions related

to aliasing in three-dimensional rasterization, the related aspect of high-dimensional

vector quantization, the role of incorporating domain properties to improve vector

quantization à la perceptual transforms in computer graphics or audio compression,
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efficient in-memory representation of large sparse vector sets, or interconversion of

data model and file format designs; the concrete solution embodied by Juniper as a

functional software system represents a core contribution.

As the rest of the thesis unfolds it will develop its concepts through analysis

of the motivating concrete problem. This will be of most value for all readers—the

computer scientist and other scientists (who may desire to learn about and use Juniper

for either practical or research purposes). The computer scientist reader should be

able to recognize the computer science and software development aspects of this thesis

along the way, including digitization, aliasing and antialiasing, simulation, modeling,

model descriptions in a universally recognizable form, and aspects of the construction

of Juniper itself. At the end the thesis will clearly identify these contributions in the

Summary, Conclusion, Contributions, and Future Work sections.

Background

In the mid-20th century interest in the problem of subatomic particle transport

physics expanded alongside technological changes. The invention of nuclear reactors

raised practical particle transport problems with geometries far more complex than

had been previously examined. While problems with the simplest geometries have

analytic solutions, these required numerical methods. The difficulty of calculating

those methods would have been overwhelming but for another timely invention, the

computer.

The most prominent numerical method for solving particle transport problems is

Monte Carlo. In it virtual particles are projected through the problem space. These

analogues of real particles are treated as pointlike, traveling with constant velocity

and energy between collisions, and colliding only with materials in the problem space,

not other particles. With simplifying assumptions like these the probabilities of the
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various possible collisions and subsequent reactions a particle might experience are

assembled in a set of cross-section data. These cross-sections can be very complex as

they depend on the particle type and energy, and on the nuclides comprising each ma-

terial type. Pseudorandom numbers are used to sample the probability distributions

in the cross-section data to determine each virtual particle’s initial state, the distance

to its next collision, and the details of the reaction at that collision. This iterates

until the particle is absorbed at a collision or leaves the problem space, whereupon the

process repeats, often for millions of particles. By measuring the desired properties—

such as flux through a particular object—of these projected particles, the method

creates a statistical sample of the true values that would result from the complete

physics of the problem.

MCN, the Monte Carlo Neutron transport program, was created at Los Alamos

in 1967. Its successor, MCNP, is one of the most widely used particle transport

simulators in the field. Its input file format reflects that age: organized around a se-

quence of 80-column (punch) cards, it uses a terse language of mnemonics, specially-

interpreted columns, and exceptional cases largely to work around the limitations

of that format. It also represents its problem geometries with polynomial surface

functions. Tracking particles through this type of geometry suffers the problem of

expensive particle-surface intersection calculations. This cost can be alleviated by

substituting a discrete geometry made of a regular grid of rectangular elements, uni-

vels. The Minerva radiotherapy transport program uses such a model based on the

natural univelization of three-dimensional MRI or CT scan data. Where other phys-

ical processes such as heat flow are to be simulated along with radiation transport,

neither of these geometry representations is appropriate. Rather, a polygon boundary

mesh and then tetrahedral volumetric mesh are necessary for common finite element

method (FEM) programs.
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? ? ?

The problem of detecting smuggled nuclear material is an ongoing one. Existing

detectors rely on the materials’ naturally-emitted radiation, and can be foiled by

methods like shielding. An active scanner would project neutron radiation into the

scanned object (such as an ITU shipping container) and detect the induced radiation

signature (Figure 1.1). Developing such a detector requires building a large library

of radiation signatures through both experiments and simulations. A more efficient

particle transport simulator would help this process; the approach used by Minerva

is a natural fit.

Figure 1.1: Nuclear material detectors

? ? ?

Aliasing is a fundamental problem in rasterization, as in any form of pulse-

code modulation. Signal features with frequencies beyond the Nyquist limit of the

sampling density become distorted. This includes the rasterization needed to convert

an input geometric model in a constructive solid geometry (CSG) form to a univel
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representation, where high-frequency features are found in small objects and sharp

edges. Two-dimensional raster antialiasing is a well-studied problem in the world of

computer graphics. There antialiasing filters remove high-frequency structure and

combine three-dimensional color vectors into blended colors. When memory capacity

is limited, those colors may then be quantized to a limited palette. An antialiased

univelization proceeds analagously, though blending material vectors which may have

more than a hundred dimensions. Memory limitations and the nature of the transport

algorithm call for similar quantization to a material palette, a more difficult problem

in that high a dimensionality, although high-dimensional quantization has appeared

in speech compression and image-similarity applications.

Converting a CSG or surface function geometry representation into a mesh ge-

ometry is known as boundary evaluation and merging. Boundary evaluation, the

simpler of the stages, converts primitive objects or surfaces into a mesh form through

type-specific conversions. Merging uses mesh equivalents to CSG Boolean combining

operators to combine submeshes into the eventual world model. Once this surface

mesh is complete, it can be converted to a volumetric mesh of Delaunay tetrahedra by

adding interior Steiner points, forming a model appropriate for other physics domains

mentioned above.

Statement of the Concrete Problem

Univel geometries have proven efficiency benefits for particle transport simu-

lation where the input geometry is itself inherently raster, benefits that might be

extensible to other geometry representations. Therefore, the problem of this study

is to evaluate univel-based neutral particle transport simulations where the univels

must be rasterized from non-univel geometries, especially as applying to the issue of
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designing active scanners for applications such as radioactive contraband smuggling,

and with consideration for multiphysics interfacing.

Purpose

The specific objectives of this study are

� to implement general neutral-particle transport simulation, with a univel-based

geometric model representation, including support for (γ, n) and (γ, fission)

reactions, and the broad library of material types, necessary for evaluating

neutron- and γ-photon- based active scanner designs for detecting fissile nuclear

material smuggled inside ITU cargo shipping containers;1

� to construct mesh representations of input geometries in parallel with univelized

representations, suitable for use by outside tools for other physical simulations,

to support multiphysics evaluation of problems such as fourth-generation nu-

clear reactor design;

� to develop a translation-friendly input file format, one that enables cross-

validation between MCNP2 (a popular existing particle-transport simulation

program) and Juniper (the simulation program developed for this study) by

faithfully translating MCNP input files, but more human-readable to improve

flexibility, and more machine-readable with better structure and fewer special

cases, using graph-based geometry and material specifications to aid factoring

and reuse of common subunits;

1see the Conceptual Framework section for further description of the physics here
2(Monte Carlo Neutron Photon); see the Definition of Terms in Appendix A
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� to support antialiased univelization and transport on antialiased geometric mod-

els, and to evaluate the tradeoffs among effectiveness, computational cost, and

ultimately the utility of this approach.

Conceptual Framework

An effective method for simulating the physics of uncharged (neutral) subatomic

particles passing through nontrivial problem scenarios is the Monte Carlo method.

In it, empirically-determined tables of particle reaction properties are sampled pseu-

dorandomly to construct a possible “history” of a particle as it traverses, scatters,

and reacts. With enough histories a statistically representative pattern of the particle

transport scenario emerges. Particularly important for this study are reactions that

couple neutrons and photons, including (γ, n), the photodisintegration of a nucleus

by a gamma ray, yielding a neutron; (n, γ), neutron capture, releasing excess energy

as a gamma ray; (γ, fission), gamma-ray induced fission reactions which yield both

neutrons and photons as daughter particles; and (n, fission), neutron-induced fission

which also yields both types of daughter particles. Properly simulating charged parti-

cles like protons and electrons requires somewhat different methods but is unnecessary

for the types of problem for which Juniper is designed and can be ignored.

Although an early inspiration for a univel geometric model in particle transport

was the inherently raster nature of patient scan data, it brings additional efficiency

benefits making it attractive for other problem types. In fact for a NURBS (Non-

Uniform Rational B-Spline)-based3 geometric model 65% to 90% of particle tracking

time is spent calculating particle-NURBS intersections [1]. With a univel geometry,

particle tracking can instead be calculated with an algorithm analogous to the Bresen-

ham line-drawing algorithm [2], using mostly integer arithmetic for a significant speed

3see “NURBS” in the Definition of Terms in Appendix A
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improvement. This principle is used in the Minerva radiotherapy planning software,

an inspiration for this project, which constructs a univel model of a patient based on

image data from medical scans, and uses it for efficient flux and dose calculations [3].

A second benefit is the indifference of the transport algorithm to model complexity—

all univel models of the same size have the same transport cost, a property not true

of a surface-function model where adding complexity adds intersection calculations.

This is equally true for an antialiasing extension: the more complicated rasterization

is more costly up front, but it doesn’t add to the transport cost.

In rasterization, fine features, those with a spatial frequency on the order of the

univelization sampling frequency or higher, are distorted by aliasing. The impact of

this on the veracity of transport calculations is unknown. Antialiasing techniques,

well-established in domains like computer graphics, are often used to mitigate the neg-

ative consequences of aliasing. One approach, prefiltering, eliminates high-frequency

components of the signal prior to sampling. This might be accomplished spatially by

“blurring” the signal image or objects, or by blurring the samples by using weighted-

area sampling rather than point sampling. Another approach, postfiltering, typically

uses supersampling to combine multiple point samples into one result pixel. In recur-

sive subdivision supersampling the sampled pixel area is subdivided into, for example,

four subpixels, each of which is sampled directly or subdivided recursively until some

limit, and the multiple subsamples combine into an overall value. Stochastic su-

persampling randomly selects a certain number of point subsamples within an area

around the pixel and combines those into the overall value.

Non-antialiased univel data consists of a regular grid of indices into a table of

material data. When antialiased, each univel will be a material vector—potentially

unique—with over a hundred dimensions, requiring quantization to reduce back to

index/table form. The classic algorithm for vector quantization is due to Lloyd [4],
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as will be described further in Section 3 on page 43 (Material Vector Quantization),

which proceeds by constructing an initial codebook of representative vectors, then

iteratively refining those code vectors based on which signal vectors quantize to them

(their “support”), in a manner reminiscent of the k-means clustering algorithm. The

algorithm relies on nearest-neighbor queries of the vector space, which is difficult to

perform efficiently on high-dimensional vectors. Spatial indices that support such

queries on high-dimensional data is an area of ongoing research.

Computational physics methods on discretized geometries divide geometric rep-

resentations into two categories, structured meshes and unstructured meshes. A uni-

velized model, with its regular Cartesian cells, is considered a structured mesh. For

particle transport univels are appropriate, but they do distort certain properties of

the geometry that makes them unsuitable for certain other physics domains. This

particularly includes transforming smooth boundaries into jagged ones, which changes

the surface areas and normals of objects. An unstructured mesh representation, using

an arbitrarily-connected graph of arbitrarily-located vertices, can represent the same

original geometry in a way more appropriate to those physics domains at the cost of

mesh complexity. One type of representation useful for such unstructured meshes is

the piecewise linear complex (PLC)4, which divides space into complexes more general

than polyhedra.

Assumptions and Limitations

Juniper stores the univel grid internally as a flat array. For even the largest

simulations under consideration this is sufficient, and the entire world model fits in

memory. However, future large problems and/or smaller univel sizes may exhaust

4see “PLC” under Definition of Terms in Appendix A
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memory, requiring more complex space-partitioning data structures such as an octree

or a 256-tree. Juniper only handles uncharged particles with straight-line paths be-

tween collisions—neutrons and photons. This limitation is shared by MCNP. Juniper

doesn’t match all of MCNP’s capabilities, rather, it prioritizes the subset of most-

used and interrogation-specific features, especially in its current implementation. The

particle-transport properties of nuclides, embodied in the cross section library, can

usually—but not always—be assumed to be independent of the molecular context

(e.g., what other nuclides are in proximity due to chemical bonding). Juniper supports

only a limited set of context-sensitive nuclide cross-section data: protium (hydrogen)

in water, in polymer, or in general;5 deuterium in D2O only; oxygen in water or in

general; and carbon-12 in graphite, in polymer, or in general. Other situations are

not supported. Its cross-section library contains only 84 nuclides out of the 339 that

occur in nature.

The problem that univels don’t preserve the surface area and normals of objects

was mentioned above; these aren’t necessary for particle transport calculations. There

is an irreconcilable tradeoff when meshing curved surfaces, for any mesh resolution,

which is where to locate vertices representing the surface—to minimize the error in

volume, minimize the error in surface area, minimize the surface deviation (distance

between true and meshed surfaces), or minimize the error in vertex placement (dis-

tance between true surface and vertices). Which to optimize is domain-dependent,

but for its purposes Juniper uses the last, minimizing the error in vertex placement.

5That is, the “in general” cross-section data is used unless the nuclide is in one of these specific

contexts.
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Questions to be Answered

� Can Juniper improve on the effectiveness/efficiency of MCNP for particle trans-

port simulation, taking advantage of univel-based transport calculations, con-

firming the experience of Minerva but with additional reactions supporting

broader problem types?

� Do antialiased univel models give improved simulation results versus simple

univelization? In particular what is the univel resolution vs. result fidelity

tradeoff with and without antialiasing?

� Can the specific properties of material vectors be used to offset their problems

with high-dimensional vector quantization?

� If antialiased univel models do give improved simulation results, what is the

computational cost and is it worth it? Here the interesting tradeoff is between

computational time, space, and result quality.

Significance of the Study

Fundamentally, the radiation transport problem is itself significant. The planned

applications to developing active detectors for smuggled nuclear material, and to de-

veloping fourth-generation nuclear power plants, are timely issues with the potential

for real-world implications. Pushing the state of the art in radiation transport simu-

lator capabilities contributes to the general problem even beyond these specific appli-

cations. Univelizing non-univel geometries for particle transport is a new approach,

and while there’s been some work on antialiased voxellization for computer graphics,

antialiasing with high-dimensional attribute vectors6 has not been done before.

6Color vectors in graphics, material/region vectors in Juniper
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This study examines rasterized univel particle transport, the issues of data rep-

resentation and file format useful to that end, the possible benefit of antialiasing

the rasterization, and generating mesh geometries alongside univel ones for multi-

physics support. Therefore this review will consider the particle transport problem

and programs simulating it, the relationship between computer graphics and gen-

eral computational geometry, voxels and univels in 3-d geometry, antialiasing, vector

quantization as it applies to color reduction and antialiasing, high-dimensional spatial

indexing, constructing geometric meshes from other representations, file formats for

scientific data and geometric representations, and the issue of numerical computing

in the Java language.

Particle Transport

An accurate description of the physical behavior of neutral particle (e.g., neu-

tron and γ photon) interaction with matter is quite complex [5]. In simulating

their transport through practical geometries, analytical methods are insoluble and

numerical approaches must be used instead. A common numerical approach is Monte

Carlo, which simulates a finite number of particle “histories” through the geometry,

selecting reactions probabilistically from probability density functions with a pseu-

dorandom number generator, building a tally x̂ of some property of interest, that

approximates the true value x̄ with sufficient histories. Lewis and Miller [6] discuss

this in depth. One of the most prominent Monte Carlo particle transport simulators

is MCNP (Monte Carlo N-Particle) [7]. It supports several particle types, a large

number of reaction types, criticality analysis, general sources and tallies, and tech-

niques for variance reduction. Geant4 (GEometry ANd Tracking) is another, more
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recent, Monte Carlo transport program. It is similarly broad-featured, supporting

many applications, but its prime motivation was in detector design for particle accel-

erators, focusing on high-energy physics [8, 9]. Lastly, Minerva is a more specialized

transport program designed specifically for radiotherapy planning [3]. Minerva uses

univel geometry in its particle transport core, which was the inspiration and starting

point for Juniper.

Geometry

There is a close similarity between Monte Carlo methods for solving particle

transport problems and approaches like ray tracing or radiosity for solving the ren-

dering equation [10]. This is one of many fundamental analogies between issues in

the domains of computer graphics and particle transport, being as they are highly

based on three-dimensional computational geometry. This raises opportunities for

making use of established computer graphics techniques toward particle transport;

a rich collection of such computational geometry resources intended for graphics ap-

plications but useful to Juniper appears in the book Geometric Tools for Computer

Graphics [11].

Univels

In typical particle transport simulations with surface-function-based geometries

a significant contributor to computational cost is particle-surface intersection calcula-

tions. This can be improved by substituting a transport algorithm using mostly inte-

ger arithmetic in a way analogous to the Bresenham line rasterization algorithm [2],

making use of a univel-based geometry [1]. A univel is a three-dimensional volume

element similar to a voxel; voxels are receiving increased attention for volumetric

applications in computer graphics for many of the same reasons that pixels, the 2-d
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raster representation, did: as memory increases to support the relatively large stor-

age overhead, the computational advantages of raster formats become attractive [12].

Additionally there are techniques to improve voxel storage efficiency in balance with

computational performance [13].

This phenomenon applies also to particle transport, but where the input geome-

try is not already in univel form it must be converted (univelized). The most common

way of doing this is point sampling: querying the input geometry at a representa-

tive point in each univel, typically the univel’s center, and assigning that value to

the entire univel [14]. A modified approach that is sometimes appropriate uses point

sampling near an object surface, then a marching method to propagate values to more

distant volume elements [15]. Usually the sampling points (and univel arrangement)

are selected on a Cartesian lattice. However, a similar accuracy can be obtained with

29.3% fewer samples by using a body-centered cubic (bcc) lattice instead, at the cost

of complexity [16]. This follows from the same geometric properties that make a bcc

structure one of the putative solutions to the sphere packing problem.

Antialiasing

The problems caused by aliasing in 2-d rasterization, such as missing details

and “jaggies” at boundaries, have been well-known for some time [17] and extend

also to the 3-d case. Many antialiasing methods exist to reduce the harmful effects

of aliasing, these include sampling more than one point per univel (supersampling),

randomly jittering the sample points away from pixel/univel centers (stochastic sam-

pling, one form of nonuniform sampling) [18, 19], bounded subdivision of the object

quadtree [20], or prefiltering the image components prior to point sampling to reduce

high-frequency information [21]. A prefiltering method designed specifically for vol-

ume graphics voxellization is the V-model approach [22]. This approach converts the
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object representations into a three-dimensional density function, where the function

is chosen to have no spatial frequencies above the sampling density’s limit. Point-

sampling these models yields a fuzzy classification of interiorness for the voxels (or

univels) without aliasing. In the computer graphics domain voxel antialiasing serves

somewhat different goals than pixel antialiasing, as the latter aims to maximize the

subjective visual quality of rasterizations while the former aims to maximize the

quality of subsequent volume graphics calculations [14]. The needs of the particle

transport problem share goals similar to those of volume graphics.

Quantization Juniper requires the antialiased, per-univel material vectors to be

reduced to indices into a much smaller table of reference vectors, a quantization

problem. The algorithm due to Lloyd [4] sets the standard for constructing a vec-

tor quantization codebook from a set of training vectors. For situations like this

where, once the codebook is created only the training data need be quantized, the

problem is known as “cluster analysis” and is fundamentally related to the k-means

clustering algorithm [23]. Originally described for one-dimensional quantization, it

can be extended to apply equally well in higher-dimensional vector spaces [24]. Vector

quantization can produce a 17-fold reduction in data size in volumetric data [25], but

although this paper included a discussion of higher-dimensionality issues, the results

were based on 1-d vectors only. Higher-dimensional quantization for image data is

described in Xiang [26], which quantizes 2-d image pixels, but 3-d color vectors (in

an RGB color space). Another approach to 3-d color vector quantization uses fuzzy

set membership to perform many-to-many mapping between data vectors and code

vectors as an intermediate step, with good results [27]. Recently the use of normal-

ized mutual information, as an alternative to the symmetric Kullbeck-Liebler metric,
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has been proposed as a useful high-dimensional similarity measure for hyperspectral

imaging [28].

Indexing High-Dimension Vectors Lloyd’s algorithm involves repeated nearest-

neighbor queries over the vector data, queries which contribute much to the com-

putational cost of the algorithm. That cost can be mitigated by effective spatial

indexing of the vectors for efficient querying. Most spatial indexing methods contain

at their core, or are derived from, the R-Tree—which is in essence a B-Tree of spatial

bounding boxes [29, 30]. Multiple R-Trees are possible for the same underlying data,

with different patterns of directory rectangles at the non-leaf nodes. Finding good

R-Tree structures can significantly impact performance, and is the goal of the R*-Tree

modification [31]. One early alternative to the R-Tree family is the Grid File, which

independently subdivides each dimension of the data, then assembles convex rectan-

gular portions of the subdivisions as buckets [32]. This approach doesn’t scale well to

higher dimensions, partly because each query must search every dimension’s index.

However all traditional spatial indexing methods must deal with the so-called curse of

dimensionality—the exponential relationship between dimension number and volume.

Dimensions beyond two, or certainly three, are problematic for spatial indexing [33].

In fact the exact nearest-neighbor problem is conjectured to be exponentially complex

in d, though this hasn’t been proven. Indyk [34] has a good theoretical overview of

that and other aspects of the high-dimensional nearest neighbor problem. Quite

a few improved indexing methods have been proposed in recent years that achieve

some incremental gains over the dimensionality problem. These methods variously

involve using bounding hyperspheres instead of hyperrectangles at the directory non-

leaf nodes (SS-Tree) [35]; using the intersection of a hypersphere and a hyperrectangle

to bound non-leaf nodes (SR-Tree) [36]; calculating the Voroni nearest-neighborhood
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of the code vectors, then storing their bounding hyperrectangles in an R-family-

Tree (NN-Cell) [37]; using the Hilbert, Peano, or other space-filling curve to map

n-dimensional coordinates to one dimension, then binning that derived coordinate

into flat divisions or indexing it in a B-Tree (Spatial Hashing or Hilbert Curve In-

dex) [38, 39, 40]; forming a hybrid hierarchy from minimum bounding rectangles, each

comprising a tree of compressed (binned) coordinates, each indexing a flat file of exact

vectors (IQ-Tree) [41]; further improving the tree structure of R*-Trees with a better

node-splitting algorithm and larger directory “supernodes” (X-Tree) [42]; dynami-

cally contracting and extending subsets of the dimensions for indexing in a tree (TV-

Tree) [43]; dividing the n-dimensional space into 2n hyperpyramids, then subdividing

those into parallel hyperfrustra, and using a total ordering of hyperfrustra to create

a one-dimensional coordinate of each object, which is indexed in a B+-Tree (Pyra-

midal Technique) [44]; or modifying the Pyramidal Technique by subdividing the

hyperpyramids with spherical shells rather than planes (SPY-TEC) [45], an approach

that has specific advantages in high-dimensional nearest-neighbor queries [46]. Lastly

mention must be made of the non-index Linear Search, as the curse of dimensionality

means all spatial indexing methods eventually fail to improve on it as n increases. A

partial ordering of these techniques’ relative performances on high-dimensional data,

according to these sources, is summarized in Figure 2.1.

Mesh Geometry

Some physical simulations in 2-d and 3-d expect an unstructured, boundary-

conforming mesh—for example, the finite element method. In order for the mesh

elements to be well-shaped for the simulation, a common approach is constrained

Delaunay triangularization [47] or tetrahedralization [48]: adding interior (Steiner)

points to create tetrahedra conforming with the input boundary, where the choice
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Figure 2.1: Relative general performance of spatial indices, as reported in the litera-
ture

of new points, and post-placement adjusting of the mesh, is done to maintain the

Delaunay criterion. In three dimensions this criterion is that no vertex lies inside the

bounding sphere of a tetrahedron. Being Delaunay isn’t enough alone to guarantee

a physically “good” mesh; there is for example the possibility of sliver tetrahedra,

but there are refinement techniques that can remove most such problems [49]. One

program that generates Delaunay teterahedralizations from a surface mesh in PLC

form, and that Juniper’s Sinnet mesher is designed to use, is TetGen [50, 51].

In a constructive solid geometry (CSG) representation, objects are constructed

from 3-d primitives combined using regular Boolean operators, forming a tree or DAG

of composed units. In a boundary representation (B-rep) geometry, objects are repre-

sented by the vertices, edges, and oriented facets that constitute their boundary [52].

The problem of converting a geometric model from a CSG representation to a B-rep

representation hinges on converting the CSG primitives, a relatively straightforward
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prospect, and performing the equivalent of the Boolean operators on these “primitive”

B-reps [53]. This process is known as boundary evaluation and merging. Eberly [54]

has a good explanation of the fundamentals of a common technique. However, there is

a proliferation of difficult corner cases, especially in the three-dimensional domain [55].

Many of these are along the lines of coplanar contact, collinear contact, or point

contact; where objects intersect only in a lower-dimensional way. Correct boundary

evaluation and merging of these cases requires complex special handling [56, 57].

In addition merging often produces nonmanifold conditions that complicate the data

structures of surface mesh representations. Some data structures supporting nonman-

ifold meshes include simplicial complexes, extended combinatorial maps, and partial

entity structures [58, 59, 60]. Altogether, effective boundary evaluation and merging

depends on appropriate design choices selecting the best tradeoffs among flexibility,

time and space efficiency, and ease of use [61, 62].

Volume Modeling

The commonality among these uses of raster (univel, voxel), CSG, and mesh

geometries is that each implements a volume model. Nielson [63] emphasizes the dis-

tinction between a 3-dimensional model and a volume model, where a volume model

is a spatial enumeration with a relational part, and maps from 3-d positions to depen-

dent values (whether scalar, tuple, or vector). By interpreting graphics-inspired scene

graphs as volume models, describing volumetric content, Nadeau [64] uses “Volume

Scene Graphs” as hierarchical compositions of elements including volumetric data

(from sources like medical or geological scans) and space-filling functions. When the

dependent variable of a volume model is a scalar field, the hierarchical composition

can implement Boolean operations in a method called Constructive Volume Geometry
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(CVG) by analogy with CSG [65]. This method resembles techniques like the v-model

approach to antialiasing described above.

File Formats

There is a plethora of file formats for representing 3-d geometric models, using

different geometric representations and targeting different applications. The MCNP

“deck” input format was designed to answer needs very close to those of Juniper [7].

But there are desirable features of an input format it doesn’t support, such as the abil-

ity to represent hierarchical geometry trees, or supporting translation and exchange

of geometry information through things like building on an underlying XML basis.

These are some of the features provided by the GDML geometry data exchange for-

mat, designed closely with Geant4 [66]. However, with a different group of geometric

primitives, translating certain MCNP problems into GDML is made difficult. Another

CFG geometry input file format is the Scene Description Language used by the ray-

tracing program POV-Ray. Despite being designed for the computer graphics domain

there are many commonalities in the 3-d geometric modeling requirements [67].

One insight provided by these existing formats is that there are multiple lay-

ers of design choices in input formats: one is how to structure the geometric data,

still another is how to represent that structure in a binary or text file serialization.

One general approach to the latter question, specifically intended for scientific data

exchange, is HDF5. [68] This provides a general data model, binary file format for stor-

ing/exchanging data models, and a library and API for working with these files. Al-

ternatively there are more general approaches that seek to define standardized binary

encodings of more universal data models, on which domain-specific data structures

can be layered. These include EBML and the various encodings of ASN.1 [69, 70].

Yet, for reasons such as flexibility and long-term readability of archived data, experi-
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ence shows that textual, rather than binary, file formats are preferable. In particular

layering a higher-level data model on the well-recognized XML format is a popular

and advantageous strategy [71]. McGrath [72] examines the comparative strengths

and weaknesses of XML and binary data formats for scientific data specifically. For

3-d geometric models both the aforementioned GDML and X3D formats are XML-

based [66, 73]. X3D is an ISO-standard data format for multimedia 3-d computer

graphics, a successor to VRML intended for web publishing, visualization, and other

applications. If a type of file is to support multiple users over longer time periods,

its design can face complex and conflicting requirements with no clear solution; Folk

and Barkstrom [74] consider this aspect of file formats “at a very early stage of

development”.

With recent interest in so-called “big data”, there has been examination of the

suitability of these sorts of simulation file formats for their integration with related

formats and/or containment in a “reproducible science” model data container such as

a Research Object Bundle [75], similar to the proposed use in biology of XML-based

formats such as BioPAX, FieldML, SBGN, SBML, CellML, and NeuroML composed

in an OMEX container format for sharing through the COMBINE archive [76].

Java Language

The idea of using the Java language for computationally-intensive programs is

often automatically dismissed. There are considered to be fundamental weaknesses

in the language’s design interfering with speed, which is often considered a tradeoff

with other benefits like safety and expressiveness toward program design [77]. But

with appropriate language-specific techniques for design optimization, and the use

of Java’s just-in-time compiling for environment-specific optimizations, this tradeoff

can be adjusted to regain speed, though at the potential cost of reducing some of
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those other benefits [78]. With regards to the object-oriented paradigm in general

Besset [79] makes extensive use of both Java and Smalltalk for numerical methods

computation, and in comparison with C, finds in favor of the OO approach and

considers Java, at least, competitive with C.
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Figure 3.1: Juniper overall architecture

The Juniper program is at its heart a Monte-Carlo particle transport simulator,

using a univelized geometry representation and written in Java, intended for a range

of applications including evaluating neutron- and γ-photon-based active scanner de-

signs for detecting fissile nuclear material smuggled inside standard ITU shipping

containers, and exploring problems of next-generation nuclear reactor design. Its
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design draws on the INEL/MSU (Idaho National Engineering Laboratory/Montana

State University) radiotherapy simulator Minerva and the particle transport pro-

gram MCNP, and includes broader reaction and material types and provisions for

translating MCNP input, generating univel geometries from nonunivel representa-

tions (including antialiasing), and generating PLC surface mesh representations of its

geometries. In this way it can achieve the stated objectives of expanded univelized

particle transport, multiphysics mesh support, improved input data representation

supporting MCNP validation, and evaluating antialiased univelization. Early work

on the program was discussed in Hall and Starkey [80] and Hall and Starkey [81].

Figure 3.2: Packages comprising Juniper’s Java code showing nesting; arranged à la
Figure 3.3
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Figure 3.3: Inter-package dependencies among Juniper’s source code

Juniper is formed from six modules providing the core transport functionality

and associated support: Transcore, handling the particle transport; Translate,

which converts MCNP input files for use with Juniper; JTDL, the input format for

specifying geometries and run data; Trace, which rasterizes input geometries into

univel form; Antalun, an extension for Trace that adds support for experimenting

with antialiased rasterization; and Resin, which converts geometries to a mesh rep-

resentation to support multiphysics simulations. Figure 3.1 shows the relationships

among these modules. The Ligare package (Figure 3.4) contains code for binding

together these modules, controlling simulation and analysis runs, together with a col-
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lection of miscellaneous integration scripts written for Ruby1, Bash2, and Windows

PowerShell3.

Transcore

Simulating particle transport through a geometric model is the responsibility of

Transcore. It draws from JART—the transport module of the INEL/MSU radio-

therapy simulator Minerva—as well as the MCNP transport simulator. As a Monte

Carlo simulation engine it generates virtual particles and tracks them as they move,

collide, and react with the modeled geometric structure. Each generated particle

and its subsequent interactions are tracked as a “history”. A pseudorandom number

generator selects for each history: the initial particle state, locations of collisions,

types of reactions, number and initial states of daughter particles created by some

reactions, and many other processes of the history’s particle tracks based on the input

problem description and a database of reaction types and properties per nuclide, the

cross-section database.

Like many Monte Carlo transport simulators the particle tracking is not directly

analogue: certain adjustments improve efficiency and reduce variance in the final

result. Principal among these is the association of a weight with the virtual particles.

A particle with weight 1.0 might be said to correspond with one physical particle.

Then to ensure good sampling of part of the problem space, if a reaction called for

a particle to be absorbed with 80% probability, the particle would instead be always

kept alive but with a new weight of 0.2. High-interest areas might be sampled with

many particle histories by “splitting” a particle into multiple copies, preserving the

total weight. Lastly to ensure the program doesn’t spend excessive time calculating

1Ruby programming language, https://www.ruby-lang.org/en/
2Bourne Again SHell, https://www.gnu.org/software/bash/
3Microsoft PowerShell, https://msdn.microsoft.com/powershell

https://www.ruby-lang.org/en/
https://www.gnu.org/software/bash/
https://msdn.microsoft.com/powershell
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Figure 3.4: Class diagram for the Ligare package, responsible for integrating func-
tionality from many of the other Juniper modules for running simulations, analyzing
their results, and rendering models.
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the histories of very-low-weight particles not contributing much to the result, those

particles are culled in a probabilistic fashion, so as to maintain conservation of weight.

Translate

The Translate module of Juniper is responsible for converting MCNP input

files, based on surface and cell geometry definitions, into Juniper’s input format—

JTDL (Juniper Trial Description Language). To this end JTDL includes several

features specifically to aid translation, described later. To better handle some of the

idiosyncrasies of MCNP’s input format (stemming from its history as punch card

input) Translate begins with a preprocessing stage. After preprocessing, Translate

separately converts the geometry, material, source, and run parameter sections of the

MCNP input.

The geometry of a problem in MCNP input files is defined in two separate

sections: a list of oriented surface functions, and a list of “cells” defined by Boolean

combinations of some surfaces. There may also be macrobodies: precombined surfaces

forming more complicated shapes. Although JTDL allows arbitrary mixing of prim-

itives and combining operations, Translate directly mirrors the input structure by

first translating the surfaces to equivalent primitive or composed CSG objects placed

in a directed acyclic graph (DAG) forest of components. Then it translates the cells

themselves into portions of the JTDL world structure, referencing their constituent

components.

Each MCNP cell also references an entry in its material/region table. These

data can be directly translated to JTDL material and region specifications, placed

in separate areas much like the geometric components. Those portions of the world

structure representing cells then reference their regions in the same way. Particle

sources in MCNP input are also directly translatable to their JTDL equivalents—
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a source occupies a region of space (either spheric, cylindric, or a Cartesian box).

Within that region new particles are generated with attributes that may be constant,

drawn from a random sampling of probability density functions, or specified by certain

functions of other parameters. Lastly, parameters specifying the desired result tallies

or controlling the specific simulation run must be translated in a more ad-hoc fashion.

? ? ?

Preprocessing: MCNP limits line length to 80 characters, using “continuation

cards” to spread long input units across multiple lines. Some types of MCNP input

form 2-D tables of data listing attributes of objects. The default table format orients

the “attribute” dimension down multiple lines, with the “object” dimension along

each line. This was considered inconvenient for actual cards of input, so tables may

be flipped. The preprocessor converts input cards into abstract lines representing one

discrete input unit each. MCNP input also contains “special syntax items” which

substitute letter codes for expected numeric entries; shorthand forms for repetition,

skipping defaults, linearly interpolating a range of entries, or more complicated oper-

ations. The preprocessor unpacks these codes.

JTDL

In order to represent the problem input for simulations and other functions the

XML-based JTDL input language is designed to be able to represent every component

of a complete problem description.

JTDL was partially inspired by the Geometry Description Markup Language

(GDML), an XML-based geometry data exchange format developed for use by par-

ticipants in the Simulation subproject of the CERN Large Hadron Collider Computing

Grid Project. Some limitations prevent GDML from being directly useful for Juniper
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Figure 3.5: Class diagram for the Translate module (continued next page...)
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Figure 3.5: (...continued from previous)
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input: having a different group of geometric primitives, translation of certain MCNP

problems is more difficult; more generally their approach to geometry specification is

not as flexible as one might like; and it is not clear how to smoothly integrate the

needed extensions for Juniper’s handling of things like material and region attributes,

particle sources, and result tallies.

The multiple advantages of basing a file format on XML are well-known: there

are numerous software libraries available for manipulating them, including automat-

ically validating them against a schema, and if necessary they can be directly edited.

The specific design of the trial definition components and how they’re specified in

the input is meant to balance objectives of easily supporting direct translation of

MCNP input files, being human-readable enough to be edited, modular to allow large

or small problem types, and flexible to support ongoing iterative changes to problem

runs.

In particular, since a complete problem description might be extremely compli-

cated, in JTDL it can be factored across multiple files describing different constituent

aspects of the scenario(s). Thus geometric elements common to different problems

can be separated from other aspects such as particle source(s) and details of what

data is to be collected (the “tallies”). The user can develop libraries of common

material types, component objects, and any other problem parameters that might be

unchanged.

The geometric portion of a scenario is described using constructive solid geom-

etry to combine, via the standard CSG set functions “union”, “intersect”, “negate”,

and “subtract”, primitive geometric shapes and affine transformations thereof into

an overall geometry DAG analogous to a scene graph as used in computer graphics.

The primitives supported by JTDL are summarized in Figure 3.6 and Table 3.1, and

the affine transforms in Table 3.2.
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Box Torus

Cylinder Cone Truncated
Cone

Volume Oid

Elliptical TorusPlane

Figure 3.6: Geome primitives used by JTDL geometric models.

Table 3.1: Geomes in JTDL

Name Description How Specified

box orthogonal rectangular paral-
lelepiped

defined by two opposite corner
points

plane infinite plane (extending to world
boundaries)

either by normal vector and offset,
or three points

torus possibly elliptic torus (an ellip-
tic torus is a surface of revolution
where the generating curve is an
ellipse)

center point, hole vector, one ma-
jor and one or two minor radii

cylinder possibly infinite solid cylinder two end points, radius, infinite
flag

cone cone of one sheet, possibly trun-
cated, infinite, or both

either by top and bottom points
and radii; or by vertex, open-
ing vector and angle, and possibly
truncation offset(s)

volume general hexahedron between six and eight vertices
oid general quadratic (spheroid,

paraboloid, hyperboloid)
coefficients to quadratic distance
function Ax2 +By2 +Cz2 +Dxy+
Eyz+Fzx+Gx+Hy+Jz+K = 0
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Table 3.2: Transformations in JTDL

Name Description

translate
scale uniform or separately by dimension
rotate either by axis and angle or by three Euler angles
shear separately by three orthogonal shear planes
reflect through an axis-aligned plane
matrix general transformation matrix

Material types are described as mixtures of pure nuclides and/or other mixtures,

again forming a DAG structure, where the mixture proportions can be specified by

mass fraction or by mole fraction. The primitive material types—called “nuclides”—

represent specific elemental isotopes and correspond with an entry in Transcore’s

library of cross-section data. The hierarchical DAG combination of these nuclides

supports techniques such as combining isotopes into a library of natural-abundance

elements, combining those into common compounds, and those into useful mixtures,

all using the same mechanism. See Appendices B and C for examples of this approach.

Attaching densities, and possibly transport attributes like “importance”, makes region

types from material types. The regions can then be associated with objects in the

geometry DAG, attached to arbitrary nodes at any level of the geometry.

If the geometry is to be used for a particle transport simulation it’s necessary

to specify the particle source(s) and the details of what data is to be collected (the

“tallies”). To balance convenience and flexibility there are several particle source

types, ranging in complexity from a simple prototype source to a collection of sta-

tistical tables, functions, and dependencies that can be combined in arbitrary ways

to represent sophisticated patterns of particle starting locations, directions, energies,
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and other parameters. Likewise there can be one or multiple tallies, representing

anything from a measure of all particle fluence at a point, to a grid of the energy

fluence throughout the model geometry specific to a particular particle type and

energy range.

Any of these components can be defined in-place, in a separate section of the file,

or in other files, and any node can be named for inclusion by reference elsewhere. As

mentioned this flexibility eases support for multiple approaches to input definition,

whether different types of manual design, machine construction from a GUI design

program, or machine translation from other file types (especially MCNP input). In

particular, in JTDL model portions being included by reference can be copied with

variations in their parameters, allowing “template” constructs as a basis for individual

variants as needed. This also directly supports translation from MCNP files. For a

detailed example of a JTDL model distributed across multiple files, see the “container”

model listed in Appendix D

Trace

Preparing the input problem model for particle transport simulation requires

that the CSG model be rasterized into a discrete univel representation. The Trace

module performs this function. The most straightforward method is to point-sample

the DAG structure along a Cartesian grid at the centerpoints of the univels. Unless

overridden, the most-specific region attribute of the model at each point is assigned

to its associated univel.

The typical ITU container problems are much larger, physically, than patient

scan data; which was the inspiration for the approach taken by Juniper. However, for

transport efficiency keeping the univel model as a single in-memory array is desirable.

As an opposite consideration, to avoid transport artifacts the univel size must be
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smaller than the mean free path of the tracked particles, typically on the order of

0.5 cm linearly. The univel grid array stores a two-byte index for each univel into a

region table, while that table stores the appropriate simulation data for its region.

Figure 3.7: Class diagram for the Trace module, showing only nesting and inheri-
tance.

All the components of the Trace module are shown in Figure 3.7. This includes

the classes related to representing the geometry DAG, material types, particle sources,

as well as utility components like testing modules or broadly-used datatypes such

as Point and Dimensions. Core functionality of the module is found in classes

such as Geometry, Loader, and Trace itself. For simplicity only the class names
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Figure 3.8: Prominent classes of the Trace module and selected interfaces with other
modules, also showing associations.
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Figure 3.9: Trace module classes used in geometry DAG data structures; referenced
heavily by other modules.
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and fundamental interrelationships among them are shown; even so it’s a rather

complicated diagram.

One of the most important subsections of this module is the set of classes involved

in the geometry DAG itself. Not only Trace but several other modules interface with

these datatypes for their internal representations of geometric models and/or mate-

rials and regions. A more detailed diagram of that set of classes and components is

shown in Figure 3.9. This diagram includes the major reference relationships between

components.

A third way of looking at the classes of the Trace module is shown in Figure 3.8.

Here, reference relationships are added and major interfaces with other modules are

included, showing how this module interacts with other aspects of the Juniper pro-

gram. To reduce complexity somewhat, minor classes are not shown.

Antalun

The conflicting limitations of physical accuracy and memory capacity on univel

size and problem size are joined by an aliasing problem: a thin slab of material

(such as the wall of an ITU container) could have a thickness on the order of one

univel size. After rasterization the slab’s thickness would be substantially altered,

and where the slab passes between sampling points it may disappear entirely. Similar

problems affect any fine features of the geometry. The computer graphics world has

used anti-aliasing techniques for some time, and those techniques—especially for 3-D

voxellization antialiasing—can be adapted for univel rasterization. Experimenting

with this approach is the domain of the Antalun module. The model shown in

Figure 3.10 has been antialiased by Antalun; note the blended transitions between

colored regions.
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Figure 3.10: Antialiased univel test model “eggcrate”; in this rendering red is mapped
to hydrogen, green to carbon, and blue to nitrogen.

A principal obstacle is that, in computer graphics, each pixel or voxel value is

typically a color vector in some 3-D space like RGB. The antialiasing process creates

uniformly blended color vectors around high-frequency areas which, for most modern

applications, can be stored completely. But univel values in Juniper’s models are high-

dimensionality region/material vectors. Storing a unique, blended material vector for

each antialiased univel results in unworkably large model sizes and is incompatible

with some transport calculations. A necessary step, then, is quantizing these material

vectors into a region table of at most 32,767 entries4.

4In order to limit the univel grid entries to 2-byte values; the Java signed short type.
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Figure 3.13: Gaussian v-model

Model-Space Antialiased Rasterization

Uniform oversampling is often used to combat aliasing, but with a model of

this complexity, no reasonable amount of oversampling can be guaranteed

to produce good results.

—Greene and Kass [20]

Antalun uses a prefiltering approach to antialiasing, where the object model itself

is filtered of object details with higher frequency than the Nyquist limit of the univel

resolution (the spatial frequency of the sampling process). It does this by switching

to a V-Model representation of geomes and CSG combining functions. Conventional

geome primitives can be treated as a distance function representing the distance

from any point to its surface, which is then passed through a Heaviside function to

flatten it to a crisp inside/outside predicate (Figure 3.11). But in a V-Model that

distance function is instead scaled onto [0, 1], interpreted as a fuzzy predicate where
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the conventional object surface lies at the 0.5 truth degree. The scaling might use

a linear (Figure 3.12), quadratic, or Gaussian transformation (Figure 3.13) with the

“spread” tuned according to a resolution parameter. The CSG combining functions

also have V-Model equivalents, shown in Table 3.3. The method II column is the

standard interpretation of fuzzy set operations, but methods I and III can give more

physically approprate results. With the CSG geometry reinterpreted as a V-Model,

it is Cartesian-sampled at regular points like Trace, only this time producing an

alias-free rasterization with (potentially) unique material vectors for each univel.

Table 3.3: V-Model forms of CSG operators

Operator Method I Method II Method III

Union saturating add: maximum: inclusion-exclusion sum:

D∪(A, p) = min

[
1,
∑
a∈A

d(a, p)

]
max
a∈A

[d(a, p)] a long seriesa

Intersection product: minimum: product:

D∩(A, p) =
∏
a∈A

d(a, p) min
a∈A

[d(a, p)]
∏
a∈A

d(a, p)

Negation D¬(a, p) = 1− d(a, p)
Subtraction defined in terms of the other functions:
D−(A, p) = D∩(B, p), B = {a0,¬a1,¬a2, . . .}

awhich series is familiar from probability theory:∑
a∈A

d(a, p)−
∑

a,b∈A

d(a, p)d(b, p) +
∑

a,b,c∈A

d(a, p)d(b, p)d(c, p)− · · ·+ (−1)n−1
∏
a∈A

d(a, p), n = |A|

Material Vector Quantization With over 100 unique nuclides these material vec-

tors have a high dimensionality, although in practice each contains only a subset of the

possible nuclides, a sparse vector. But these material vectors are still incompatible

with the transport approach, expecting indexed regions. What’s more there is the
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Figure 3.14: Vector quantization in 2-D

size problem: consider a 1-meter cube univelized at 0.5 cm resolution. The univel

grid will have 8,000,000 univels; if each univel has a complete material vector (76×8)

bytes, the grid occupies 4.5 GiB. So the univel grid must be returned to a form where

each univel references a region table entry. Here again graphics techniques are useful:

until recently limitations of display hardware and storage size led image data to often

be kept in a palettized format—a color table and an image map referencing that

table. “Color quantization” algorithms construct a good color palette for a full-color

image. Following such an approach, that 1-meter cube’s material vectors would be

quantized into 215 regions in an antialiased region table, and 2-Byte univels, giving

a 15 MiB univel grid and 19 MiB material palette, only 34 MiB total. Figure 3.14

shows how three original basis materials might be blended into many unique material
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vectors, then with a smaller number of code vectors dividing the vector space into

nearest-neighborhood Voroni regions each vector in a region is mapped to the defining

code vector.

Antalun uses a common algorithm for developing a vector quantization code-

book from a set of training data due to Lloyd, shown in Algorithm 1. From the

assumption most univels with “blended” material vectors will be found at the faces

where two regions abut, the codebook initialization (marked † in Algorithm 1) fills

the n− r non-basis entries with uniformly-spaced linear combinations of basis pairs.

A particular challenge in applying this algorithm for high-dimension material vectors

is identifying the nearest-neighbor codebook vector to an original material vector, and

doing it more efficiently than a simple linear search through the codebook. Either

the codebook, or the space of material vectors, or both could be indexed spatially

to support more efficient nearest-neighbor queries. Over the years considerable work

has gone into spatial indexing, although primarily for 2- and 3-D data due to the

“curse of dimensionality” which makes higher-dimensional data difficult to efficiently

index.
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Algorithm 1: Lloyd’s as used by Antalun

Data: X, a set of material vectors
Data: B ⊂ X, a set of basis material vectors of size r
Data: C0, an empty codebook of n vectors (n > r)
Result: Cq, an appropriately-filled quantization codebook

initialize the first r entries of C0 from B
fill the remaining n− r entries by some method †
for k ← 0 do
{quantize X using Ck and evaluate }
foreach x ∈ X do

find codevector y ∈ Ck such that distortion d(x, y) is minimized
add x to Sy, the set of vectors supporting codevector y
update overall distortion D with d(x, y) by some method

if D < Dge or k = klim then
{Dge is "good enough" distortion, klim is iteration limit }
return Ck

{mutate codebook according to centroids of supports }
foreach z ∈ Ck do

let z′ be the centroid of Sz

add z′ to Ck+1

k ← k + 1

Viewing and Rendering

Uniview There are several submodules for visually examining models and sim-

ulation results, and numerically analyzing them as well. The Uniview module is an

OpenGL-based viewer that can display univel grids, region table data, particle sources

used in simulations, fluence maps resulting from simulation runs, the specific trajecto-

ries of individually logged particle histories,5 and other information. As this module

is somewhat simpler a more complete class diagram is shown in Figure 3.16—the

5A certain number of particle histories are logged at random for debugging purposes; in addition,

histories matching patterns of unusual behavior or containing any errors are also logged.
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Figure 3.15: A screenshot of the Uniview program displaying slices of an ITU con-
tainer model. Note the univelization of this model uses material antialiasing.

tall Uniview class in the center of the diagram has the core functionality of the app.

Notable elements include the two different types of GridRenderer; as this program

was developed by trial-and-error the earlier PointGridRenderer became unwieldy

and hard to interpret as a way to visualize a univel grid, and was mostly replaced

by TexGridRenderer which uses textures for that purpose. Also, note at the left of

the diagram the necessity of two different types of RegionTable, as antialiased univel

grids and non-antialiased grids have different needs for displaying region data.

Construe Offline rendering of the CSG-based JTDL models is achieved quite

simply with the Construe module shown in Figure 3.17. For now this module trans-

lates the JTDL geometry into a POV-Ray input file for rendering by that program

into a final image. (Anticipating a possible need for other forms of rendering, the

module is designed in a more general, future-compatible way.) Owing to the strong
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Figure 3.16: Detailed class diagram for the Uniview module.
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similarity between JTDL’s CSG structure and that of POV-Ray’s modeling language

the translation is rather straightforward. To improve the quality of the rendered

images the JTDL format has been extended to allow optional inclusion of mappings

that correlate region and material types of the simulation model with distinctive

POV-Ray texture types. One may even specify inline POV-Ray code in the JTDL

file for more detailed custom textures, lighting and camera details, and so on.

Figure 3.17: Class diagram for the Construe module.

Analyzing Results

Several smaller modules aided with the analysis of Juniper’s results in these ex-

periments, not to mention the Uniview visualizer. This includes the one diagrammed

in Figure 3.19 which imports individual simulation run results into a master database

and supports slicing that database in various ways for mathematical analyses between

run parameters, and the one diagrammed in Figure 3.18 which supports related anal-

yses for statistical examination of univelization errors prior to the actual transport
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process. Both modules support output formats suitable for further examination man-

ually, via ad-hoc analysis scripts, or Gnuplot visualization.

Figure 3.18: Class diagram for the univel analyzer submodule, in the
juniper.ligare.univels package.

Figure 3.19: Class diagram for the transport result analyzer submodule, in the
juniper.ligare.transresult package.
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Sinnet/Resin

Examining more sophisticated questions about a physical system often involves

combining simulations of multiple different physical processes on the same geometric

structure (multiphysics). While univel representations of models’ geometric structures

are useful for particle-transport calculations, they’re less suited to other problems

such as heat transfer where finite element methods are preferable. For this reason

Sinnet/Resin, an extension to Juniper, converts any JTDL model into a matching 3-D

surface mesh representation. This mesh can be passed on to a program called TetGen

to fill the interiors into a solid mesh according to the Delauney criterion, producing

a volumetric mesh suitable for passing on to other physics simulations. Figure 3.20

shows an interior cutaway of such a mesh produced from this module and TetGen.

The fundamental problem Sinnet/Resin must solve is converting a CSG ge-

ometry specification into a matching surface mesh representation, a process called

boundary evaluation and merging. In this it makes use of the fact that a set of CSG

primitive objects, combined using Boolean operators, is equivalent to a set of planar

mesh elements called PLCs combined using Euler operations. To perform boundary

evaluation it converts each geome primitive into a corresponding PLC mesh. Each

geome type has a custom PLC equivalent representation. Merging these PLC meshes

into more complex meshes, following the structure of the Boolean operators, is the

more difficult part of the problem. There are a number of special cases possible that

require more specific, ad-hoc techniques to correctly merge problematic submeshes.

Additionally there’s a fundamental tradeoff when converting CSG primitives into

PLC form where the CSG object has curved surfaces: no PLC can match the objects

surfaces completely correctly. Increasing the vertex count of the PLC can improve
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Figure 3.20: An example of volumetric meshing produced by Sinnet followed by
TetGen
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fidelity at the cost of mesh complexity. This tradeoff is managed by Sinnet/Resin

through a set of user-input constraints.
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PRESENTATION & ANALYSIS

Modeling a Typical Filled ITU Container

Supporting a thorough test of the univelization and antialising aspects raised by

this work required developing a sophisticated model representative of the target prob-

lem, one that included large physical dimensions, high-resolution feature descriptions,

a broad range of material types with widely-varying nuclear transport behavior, and

a close fidelity to the real objects and relationships being modeled.

The ITU Container model, filled with unitized loads of typical shipped objects,

described in this section satisfies those needs. The dimensions and material compo-

sitions of these objects derive from multiple sources including geological liturature,

manufacturers’ datasheets, and even fieldwork to directly obtain ground-truth mea-

surements of many objects. While some of the constituent material fractions used

may seem tiny and unnecessary, the widely different reaction properties some nuclides

can have in macroscopic cross-section render the transport significance of even trace

substances non-obvious. So this model follows a “better safe than sorry” philosophy.

The complete texts of the JTDL source files comprising the finished model are

listed in Appendix D. Also refer to Table C.1 in Appendix C for details of the com-

positions of high-level material types used in these models.

The ITU Container Itself

The nice thing about standards is that there are so many of them to

choose from.

—Andrew S. Tanenbaum

Although a widely-used standard that must be broadly compatible between im-

plementations to allow containers to be moved between ships, trains, and trucks ef-
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fectively, there are many variations in ITU container designs having different lengths,

heights, or specialized features such as those for a liquid tank, cooler, flatbed, or side

door. The most common lengths are 20′, 40′, 45′, and 53′; heights vary from 8′ to

10′ 6′′.

For this model the container is based on the external dimensions 244 cm ×

259 cm×484 cm, that is, 8′×8′ 6′′×15′ 11′′, and internal dimensions 235 cm×239 cm×

479 cm, that is, 7′ 8′′× 7′ 10′′× 15′ 9′′. In order to reduce the size of the univel grid at

the highest resolutions, only about half the container is modeled, the end opposite the

door. Most of the container’s structure is made of Cor-Ten steel1 with the internal

flooring being made of wood.

Figure 4.1: A view of the top of the container model from outside, near an end corner.
Note the difference between the rectilinear corrugations of the roof and the trapezoidal
ones of the walls (the lower part of the model has been cut away for clarity).

The walls and roof of the container are 2 mm thick and corrugated to occupy

a space 4 cm thick (walls) or 2.5 cm thick (roof). Figure 4.1 shows the roof of the

1Cor-Ten is a trademark of U.S. Steel; other weathering steels have similar compositions.
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Figure 4.2: Looking up at the underside of the container model, near that same
corner. The plywood flooring is visible between the Cor-Ten stringers.

container model. The tops and bottoms of the walls are spanned by box beams, C-

beams, or L-beams made of steel 3 mm thick, and the subfloor is spanned by C-beam

stringers of the same thickness and 15.5 cm tall, spaced 50.8 cm apart on center, except

for a modified arrangement near the container’s end. These stringers are visible in

Figure 4.2. The two vertical edges at the end are supported by posts made of steel

10 mm thick and folded to form a partial box cross-section of 15.2 cm× 17.8 cm. The

four corners at the end have 16.2 cm×17.8 cm×11.4 cm box-shaped “corner fittings”,

hollow with 20 mm-thick walls. All the adjacent posts and beams meet at these

fittings, which also have three standardized oval or rounded-rectangle holes, used to

secure containers to each other or their carrier. Inside the container the stringers

are topped with 29 mm-thick wood flooring, the only portion not made of Cor-Ten.

Another perspective of the container, showing its interior, is depicted in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: A cutaway view looking at the interior of the container model. The model
has been cut on a diagonal across all three axes.

Contents of the Container

The industry-standard modern container packing technique is usually to assem-

ble objects into similarly-sized “unitized” loads that can be manipulated by a forklift

or push-pull device as a single object. The base of these unitized loads is some type

of the familiar pallet (wood or plastic) or a thin slipsheet of some material.

While containers can be “stuffed” with a single type of object uniformly filling

the container’s volume, many end up with a heterogeneous mixture of object types.

Many shippers send what’s called a less-than-full container load of their items to a

freight forwarder who performs load consolidation, repacking containers from multiple

clients to make up full container loads. Additionally, for this study’s purposes a

container model stuffed with a broad sampling of possible container contents is useful

for proof-of-concept analysis.
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Modeling Unitization Bases (Pallets and Slipsheets) The geometry of a slipsheet

is very basic: a 122 cm× 102 cm× 1 cm rectangle. Although slipsheets can be made

from various materials, these models use HDPE plastic. There is more variation in

the geometry and composition of pallets; here an arrangement common in North

America is used. The pallet has overall dimensions of 122 cm × 102 cm × 12 cm and

is made of wood. It has seven 1.6 cm-thick planks on top and five on bottom. These

are connected to three 3.4 cm × 122 cm × 8.6 cm rails with steel nails. The rails are

notched so that the tines of a forklift can pass under the pallet from all four sides (a

four-way stringer pallet). A rendering of this model is shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: A wooden pallet as used by the model

Modeling Consumer Electronics Rather than explicitly modeling the internal

structure and multifarious material types of electronic devices, the model abstracts

them as homogeneous objects made of bulk “technical matter”. This material is

derived from the average composition of e-waste. [82] It has two subtypes: a high-

density version, with the density of a typical cell phone (1.67 g/cm3); and a low-
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density version made of a blend of 10% technical matter and 90% air,2 This ratio

approximates the density of a flat-screen TV (0.16 g/cm3). The rationale for having

two blends is that many consumer electronics have considerable airspace inside, at

a level of detail too fine for these models, so the homogenization technique can be

extended to faithfully represent the substance of the objects being modeled.

The model uses a similar approach for the electronics’ corrugated cardboard

containers and packing supports. Rather than modeling fine details, corrugated

cardboard combines its component materials, a blend of wood fiber and air, at that

ratio that gives the desired density for corrugated cardboard, 0.06 g/cm3. In particular

it combines 89.2% air and 10.8% red maple.3 For a more complete listing of many

of these “homogenized” material types used in this and other portions of the model,

see Table C.1 in Appendix C.

Then to represent typical consumer-electronics devices as shipped, a rectangular

slab of high-density technical matter is suspended inside a corrugated cardboard

package by spacers (also corrugated cardboard). Also included in the package is a

cylinder of low-density technical matter representing a peripheral device, such as

an charger.

There are actually two consumer electronics models: The small “widget” model

representing something like a smartphone, measuring 5.8 cm × 11.5 cm × 0.9 cm and

packaged inside a 12 cm×17.7 cm×5.1 cm box along with a peripheral 7 cm long and

2 cm in diameter, shown in Figure 4.6; and the large “widget” model representing

a tablet computer or similar, measuring 17.8 cm × 11.5 cm × 0.9 cm and packaged

inside a 24 cm× 17.7 cm× 5.1 cm box, with a peripheral identical to the small widget

model’s, and shown in Figure 4.5.

2All ratios are atomic fractions unless otherwise specified.
3This density-blending trick for avoiding fine details is used in a few other places as well.
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These package sizes are chosen so that both large and small widgets could be

packaged together in a larger box for shipping—see Subsection 4 for the broader

packaging and modularization designs.

Figure 4.5: The large “widget” model

To represent larger consumer electronic devices, the model also contains a rep-

resentative flat-screen television model. Like before, the model is a corrugated

cardboard box containing the television itself and several peripheral objects held

by spacers. Here, the spacers are blocks of expanded polystyrene foam (EPS) hold-

ing the corners of the television against the corners of the box. The television it-

self measures 102 cm × 65 cm in its longer dimensions and its thickness tapers from

2.5 cm at the edges to 9.5 cm near the center. The television is made of low-density
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Figure 4.6: The small “widget” model

technical matter.4 Its peripherals comprise two steel slabs, 26 cm× 50 cm× 2 cm

and 12 cm × 55 cm × 2 cm representing a stand or support bracket; a low-density

technical matter slab 13 cm×3 cm×6 cm also representing a charger or some sim-

ilar device; and a cardboard slab 21 cm× 28 cm× 0.5 cm representing an instruction

manual. A view inside this model (with the surrounding box removed) is shown in

Figure 4.7.

Modeling Food and Drink This role is served by two types of object: a “flat”

of 20 aluminum cans of soda pop in a cardboard half-box, and an assembly of 140

spheres of generic food matter packed in a cardboard box.

4Recall this material was specifically based on the density of a flat-screen television.
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Figure 4.7: The flat-screen television model

For the soda pop, each can is an aluminum5 cylinder 1.2 mm thick, the bottom

end filled to a height of 10.7 cm with the soda pop material type (to give a volume

of about 353 mL) and the remainder of the space filled by pure CO2 at 15.799 g/L

density (based on the typical fill pressure of a can of pop being 830 kPa).

These cans are arranged in a 4 × 5 grid and located inside a bottom-half

corrugated cardboard box, with walls 3 mm thick. The final object has dimensions

27 cm× 40.2 cm× 12.5 cm and is shown in Figure 4.8.

With the wide variety of food types that might be shipped, this model abstracts

them into a single “food in a box” representative object. The geometry of the model

is inspired by a crate of apples—spheres 7 cm in diameter stacked using hexagonal

5Al Alloy Mix
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Figure 4.8: A “flat” of soda pop in aluminum cans; note the model has been cut away
to show the contents of some of the cans.

close packing, cased in a corrugated cardboard box 3 mm thick on the top and

bottom, 6 mm thick on the sides. The spheres are arranged in 4 layers of 7×5 for 140

spheres per box, with the box having overall dimensions 60.9 cm× 36.5 cm× 26.7 cm.

The model of generic “food matter” (Food) is based on a hierarchy of blends

inspired by common food items and adjusted to the bulk composition of a Western-

Pattern diet: 50% carbohydrate, 15% protein, and 35% fat, by Calorie. If fat has

about 9 Cal/g and the other two about 4 Cal/g this amounts to a mass ratio of

62 : 18.6 : 19.3. This only represents the bulk of the dry composition—food items

vary widely in their water content. Randomly sampling items from the list given in

ARS [83] yielded an average water content of 32.3% by weight. Then the mineral

composition of most foods is minor but table salt, NaCl, is common enough to be
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included—average salt content of the listed items is 1.35%. Lastly taking the average

density of foods on the list gives Food its density, 0.765 g/cm3.

This level of detail on the composition of typical food is on point of principle:

at an elemental level all food components are mostly comprised of the four elements

Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen, and Nitrogen; with only moderate variations of the ra-

tios. The most variation comes from water content and overall density. A more

precise model would probably have to at least separate this into several distinct types

of representative food matter, but for this study’s purposes a single averaged type is

assumed sufficient.

Figure 4.9: A box of generic food material arranged like apples; cutaway view to show
interior.
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Modeling Soft Goods Another class of objects commonly shipped are lower-

density “software”.6 In this model soft goods are represented by two types of objects:

a box of paper towel rolls and a box of mixed clothing.

One roll of paper towels is modeled as a cylinder 38 cm tall and 13 cm in diameter,

made of low-density paper 0.15 g/cm3, and with a 4 cm diameter hole lined with a

1 mm thick cardboard tube. Twenty of these are stacked into a corrugated cardboard

box making an overall package size of 26.6 cm×56.6 cm×65.6 cm, shown in Figure 4.10.

Clothing is shipped in many different ways: some of them involve hanging the

clothes on hangers, some have them folded and densely packed in boxes, or loosely

bundled, or baled into large (up to 100 kg) plastic-wrapped bales. As a compromise,

and to represent the range of materials that would be present and include plenty

of higher-resolution model components to exercise the univelization parameters, this

model includes some hangers inside a box of densely-packed mixed clothing, a cubical

cardboard box 60 cm on a side. Each box has 20 hangers arranged in two columns,

the hangers having an ABS plastic body attached to a hook and horizontal shaft made

of steel wire 3 mm in diameter.

The remainder of the interior of the box is a mixed fabric material representing

the tightly-packed clothing. This material once again uses the density blending “trick”

to combine a 50/50 mixture of cotton and nylon-6,6 with air to achieve the density of

clothing compressed for bulk shipment, 0.082 g/cm3. In Figure 4.11 the fabric material

has been made transparent (and blue), revealing the arrangement of hangers inside

the box.

6In the older sense of the word, as in fabrics or other non-hard articles of merchandise or manu-

facture. [84]
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Figure 4.10: A box of paper towels; once again cutaway and with some rolls removed
to show the interior arrangement.

Modeling Porcelain Floor Tiles Many of the previous objects have relatively low

density, or are denser objects shipped in boxes with plenty of protective airspace. In

order to also represent higher density and more uniform objects, the test models also

include a box of porcelain floor tiles.

A stack of 15 floor tiles are stacked in a box closely enough to be modeled by a sin-

gle rectangular volume of porcelain matter, surrounded by 3 mm-thick corrugated

cardboard to make up a package measuring 30 cm × 15 cm × 30 cm. Notice from

Figure 4.12 the cardboard isn’t fully enclosed on the top, or bottom, exposing the

tiles.

Assembling Items into Unitized Modules

Often for shipping objects are first assembled into unitized loads, then these units

packed into a shipping container, to ease handling. It also eases model design: the
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Figure 4.11: A generic representation of densely packed clothing; cutaway view.

Figure 4.12: A box of floor tiles as typically packaged
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previously-mentioned objects, when stacked onto a pallet or slipsheet and possibly

surrounded with strapping and braces, form a single defined module that can be

referenced multiple times. Each referenced copy is moved into its specific position to

match the sort of configurations commonly used when “stuffing” ITU containers.

Many unitized loads are built “full-height”—reaching near the top of their sur-

rounding container. Objects that are denser, or oddly-shaped, are often not unitized

that high. In shipping, the container might be stacked with heavier, denser unit loads

on the bottom and the free space above filled with less-dense units to fill the void.

For this model, in order to incorporate a variety of object types, the container

is stuffed with such a two-layer packing. In general there are two size families of

module, tall and short.

A tall module has dimensions on the order of 122 cm× 100 cm× 102 cm, though

less-dense modules are taller, to about 124 cm. A short module has dimensions more

like 122 cm × 80 cm × 102 cm. The modules’ base sizes remain similar and they just

vary in height. In practice, the final model contains an arrangement of modules that

fit the container volume well using mostly tall modules with type-appropriate heights.

Modules Used in the Model

mod-tile Boxes of floor tiles, standing on edge in three rows making 72 boxes al-

together, with edge braces and straps holding them to a pallet. Shown in

Figure 4.13. The edge braces are 10 cm wide in both directions, either 60 cm

or 92 cm long, and 0.7 cm thick; and made of cardboard. The straps are

12 mm× 0.43 mm in cross-section and various lengths; and made of steel.

mod-tv Three flatscreen television boxes standing on edge, with straps similar to

those in mod-tile holding them to a pallet. Since all the televisions are parallel
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Figure 4.13: A pallet of floor tiles, with edge braces and straps

this creates a certain amount of spatial anisotropy that could influence particle-

transport features.

mod-foodstuff Both types of food and drink objects are combined in this mod-

ule: first 30 slabs of soda pop in three layers of ten, then on top of that 10

boxes of generic food matter in two layers of five. All these layers alternate

the arrangement of boxes to “interlace” them (such as bricks are), reflecting

common practice. Hypothetically the boxes would be wrapped with plastic

wrap to secure them in the unitized load, but such wrap is too thin to be worth

modeling here. This modules is built on a slipsheet instead of a pallet.

mod-widgets Both large and small widget models, 572 in total (156 large and 416

small) packaged into a module. First they are packed into larger cardboard

shipping boxes, 3 large and 8 small widget packages per box, which measure
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24.6 cm×18.3 cm×36.3 cm. Then 52 shipping boxes are arranged into four layers

of 13 with an interlaced arrangement similar to that used for mod-foodstuff.

Note the boxes’ sizes were specifically designed that two small widgets would

occupy the same space as one large one, for efficient packing. As seen in Fig-

ure 4.14 this module also contains regions of parallel plates that may introduce

anisotropic physics behavior, although here there are multiple domains with

different domains being perpendicular. This module also uses (hypothetical)

plastic wrap and a slipsheet base.

mod-software The module meant for the lower-density objects, for stacking atop

the higher-density modules. This ended up being the only module to need tall

and short varieties; this being the tall one. It comprises four boxes of clothing

and three boxes of paper towels on a slipsheet base; the clothing on one side

and paper towels on the other. Like several other modules an assumed plastic

wrap binding it together is unmodeled.

mod-thinsoft The shorted variety of “software” module. This one has only two

boxes of clothing but four boxes of paper towels, and also the usual slipsheet

and unmodeled plastic wrap. This module is only 87 cm high, versus the taller

mod-software’s 123.2 cm.

Packing Unitized Modules in the Container

Not all shipping containers are packed “properly”, and it’s not uncommon to

find some contents may have shifted, especially after rough handling or heavy seas.

Nonetheless for this model the container is stuffed with unitized modules in one of

the common, ideal arrangements used to help protect them against shifting in transit.

This is shown in Figures 4.15, 4.16, and 4.17. The modules are placed in two rows,
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Figure 4.14: Module of large and small widget packages as stacked in shipping boxes.
All cardboard has been removed in this picture to show the internal arrangement of
the components.
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flush with the container walls. As both pallet-based and slipsheet-based modules

have a nonsquare footprint, some modules are turned 90◦ to both slightly shorten the

load longitudinally, and to help interlock the modules. Gaps between the modules

would ordinarily be filled with lightweight dunnage such as inflatable polymer bags.

Dunnage is not modeled here for similar reasons as not modeling the plastic wrapping

on modules that would otherwise have it. Each row comprises two tiers; with denser,

sturdier modules on the lower tier and less-dense or structurally weaker modules

above. On the lower tiers are: mod-software, mod-foodstuff, mod-tv, mod-tile;

then mod-tile, mod-widgets, mod-tv, mod-foodstuff; shown in Figure 4.16. On the

upper tiers are: mod-thinsoft, mod-foodstuff, mod-software, mod-software; then

mod-widgets, mod-software, mod-software, mod-foodstuff; shown in Figure 4.17.

Figure 4.15: The high-fidelity integrated model; container sides cutaway for visibility.

Simplifying the Model into
Lower-Fidelity Versions
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Figure 4.16: Combined container model, showing lower tier with modules labeled.

In order to evaluate the effects of univelization and antialiasing on fine features

of the model, lower-fidelity variations of the model were constructed that represent

the same component objects and modules, but with fewer details. There are two

of these modules: the medium-fidelity model (Figure 4.18) mostly uses an approach

of simplifying the geometry of the objects, preserving the volume of the constituent

materials while reducing the complexity of their shapes and eliminating fine features.

The low-fidelity model (Figure 4.19) extends this further by using the same blending

trick described on Page 58 to replace many detailed objects with rectangular volumes

filled with a homogeneous blend of their components’ materials.
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Figure 4.17: Combined container model, showing upper tier with modules labeled.

The medium-fidelity model makes the following changes: (a) The ITU container

continues to be made of Cor-Ten posts, beams, and panels of various thickness and

a plywood floor, but with fewer bends and features. The side and top panels are

not corrugated and the stringers have plain rectangular sections rather than being

c-beams. (b) The pallet has a single top platform of wood and three rectangular

rails below. (c) The widgets module has the same overall arrangement of parts, but

all widgets are the same size, all peripherals are rectangular, and the internal card-

board packing materials are removed. (d) The television package is reduced to four

rectangular volumes, representing the television, its peripheral, and the two steel

mounting brackets. The module arranges them the same as the high-fidelity module
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Figure 4.18: The medium-fidelity integrated model.

but leaves out the the braces and straps and uses the medium-fidelity pallet. (e) The

flat of soda pop is a rectangular volume of soda pop with a thin sheet of aluminum

below and an air-space above. (f) The boxed food object is a Cartesian array of

food cubes with no box. (g) The food module uses the same arrangement of popflat

and boxed food as its high-fidelity version, and also uses the same slipsheet model.

(h) The boxes of paper towels also lose the box, and contain solid cylinders of density-

adjusted paper. (i) The box of clothing is simplified by representing ten hangers at

a time as a collection of steel and abs boxes, and also loses the surrounding box.

(j) The “software” module is identical with its high-fidelity version, just referencing

these medium-fidelity components. The same is true of “thinsoft”. (k) The box of

floor tiles is just a box of porcelain of the required volume. The associated module

has no braces or straps and uses the medium-fidelity pallet.
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Figure 4.19: The low-fidelity integrated model. Unlike other renderings this uses
randomized object colors to make the boxlike object boundaries more visible.

The low-fidelity model: (a) This ITU container is a uniform-thickness hollow box

of Cor-Ten, except for the floor which is made of wood. (b) The pallet is a solid box

of blended air and red maple. (c) For the widgets module each shipping box is filled

with a single large rectangular volume of air/technical matter blend suspended

in the middle of an airspace. The shipping boxes are arranged on a slipsheet in the

same way as in the higher-resolution versions. (d) The television package is similarly

a suspended rectangular volume of blended matter based on the compositions of the

medium-fidelity model. The module arranges them as in the medium-fidelity module

also, on a low-fidelity pallet (e) All thirty flats of soda pop are combined into a single

large rectangular volume of blended matter approximating the overall dimensions of

them as stacked in the food module. (f) The boxed food object is a single blended-

material rectangular volume. (g) The food module, then, combines the one large
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volume of soda pop on a slipsheet with ten low-fidelity food boxes on top, arranged

like their higher-fidelity versions. (h) The boxes of paper towels are also designed

as a single rectangular volume of blended material. (i) The box of clothing follows

this design too. (j) The “software” and “thinsoft” modules are arranged like the

higher-fidelity versions but using the low-fidelity components. (k) The module of

boxed floortiles is much like in the medium-fidelity model, just with this version of

the pallet underneath.

Nuclide Substitutability During Antialiasing

One of the final steps when using antialiasing to univelize a model is mapping the

resulting material vectors to a smaller palette of materials, the vector quantization

step. The simplest approach, and the one presented so far, to choosing a code vector

to substitute for some general material vector is to choose the one closest in Euclidean

distance. However, not all materials are equally different in their particle transport

physics properties. The neutron reaction cross sections, for example, of 11B are much

closer to those of 16O than they are to 10B—see Figure 4.21. This section inves-

tigates whether taking these reaction properties into account when judging palette

substitutability during quantization can be productive.

As a first step consider comparing nuclides at the broadest level, namely their to-

tal macroscopic cross section for all reaction types, and for both neutrons and photons.

For between-nuclide comparison these macroscopic cross sections are represented as

the logarithm of the combined cross section in barns.

Two measures were considered for calculating the similarities between the total

reaction cross-sections of two nuclides across all energies: the Symmetric Kullbeck-

Leibler divergence, given by
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Figure 4.20: Some representative neutron cross sections. Note the axes are log/log.
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Figure 4.21: The combined neutron cross sections for the nuclides 16O, 10B, and 11B
discussed in the text. The cross section of 10B below 1× 104 eV differs considerably.
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Figure 4.22: Some representative photonuclear cross sections, also plotted log/log but
note the different scales on the axes relative to Figure 4.20.
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DSKL(p‖q) =
∑

i

(pi − qi) ln
pi

qi

and the χ2 difference, given by

χ2
2(p‖q) =

∑
i

(pi − qi)2

pi + qi

where p and q represent the two cross-section histograms being compared and pi

is the cross-section over energy interval i. Notice the χ2
2-difference is more susceptible

to shifts in the absolute magnitudes of both cross section curves p and q, making

DSKL a more attractive choice and the one used here.

Juniper precalulates the SKL divergence between all nuclides’ total cross-sections

in its library, storing them as an XML datafile for later use during specific simulation

runs. In the future these precalculations could be performed on-demand for particular

reaction types, energy ranges, or other properties relevant to the individual simula-

tion. For now, only the pregenerated xsdiff.xml file can be selected, or not, by a

JTDL trial.

To incorporate these cross-section similarities between nuclides in the quantiza-

tion phase of antialiasing a model, the similarities are interpreted as angles between

the dimensions of the material space in which the material vectors are embedded.

That is, if 8X and 13Y are found to have completely dissimilar cross sections their

pairwise angle would be 90◦, while if their cross sections were identical their pairwise

angle would be 0◦. In this way the material vectors are considered to be in a skew

space, and the (square of the) distance between material vectors x and y is given by

dx,y = (x− y)> ·G · (x− y)
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where G is the metric tensor, a symmetric matrix in which each element gi,j = gj,i

is the cosine of the angle between material dimensions i and j. (So if all nuclides were

completely dissimilar their pairwise angle cosines would be zero and G = I.) This

distance metric is also known as the Mahalanobis distance [85].

In an actual simulation run the aforementioned method is actually performed

twice:

1. At the start of the run, the precalculated nuclide-nuclide differences are used

to calculate the distances between the basis set of materials defined by the

particular model being univelized, creating a second metric tensor of material

similarity angles based on the cross-section similarity angles of their constituent

nuclides, and

2. During quantization of the antialiased univel grid, that second metric tensor is

used to find the closest palette material for each blended material vector.

Applying the nuclide-nuclide cross section difference calculations shows the sig-

nificant variation in differences, as apparent in Figures 4.24 (sum of all particle and

reaction types), Figure 4.25 (neutrons), Figure 4.26 (γ photons, photoatomic reac-

tions), and Figure 4.27 (γ photons, photonuclear reactions). Also see Table 4.1 to

identify rows/columns in these plots.

The Alternating-Glass Model

In order to exercise the role of physics similarity between nuclides in material

vector quantization, there could be a model that represents some plausible scenario

involving two material types that seem highly similar without considering nuclide

substitutability, but very dissimilar with that consideration added. That motivation

drives this alternating-glass model, nicknamed “fenster”, which takes the shape of a
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Pairwise Cross-Section Differences, Total, ln(barn)
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Figure 4.24: Sum of all differences between nuclide macroscopic cross sections. Note
the dominant contribution from 237Np’s and 239Np’s large differences in photoatomic
cross section versus the other nuclides

square beam of glass comprising alternating thin layers of two types of glass materials:

soda-lime glass (window glass) and “slate glass” (a type of lead glass with a high

lead and boron content). This type of glass has a very high neutron cross-section,

especially relative to soda-lime glass—however, both types of glasses contain fairly

broad blends of elements, with lead and boron simply two among many when cross-

sections aren’t a consideration.

Figure 4.28 shows an image of this model. The overall dimensions of the beam

are 120 mm× 20 mm× 20 mm. The lead glass plates are 1 mm thick, tilted about
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Pairwise Cross-Section Differences, Neutron, ln(barn)
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Figure 4.25: Nuclide differences in macroscopic cross section with respect to incident
neutrons only

1◦ in pitch and 4◦ in yaw; the soda-lime glass plates are 2 mm thick and tilted

similarly; there are no gaps between the glass plates. The space around this beam

is surrounded by air. This structure is positioned with one corner of the beam at[
0, 0, 0

]
and the opposite corner at

[
120, 20, 20

]
—with its long axis parallel to

the x direction (all coordinates in mm). The two types of plates alternate along the

length of the beam, except for the end nearest the origin which is thicker, between

3.2 mm and 5 mm thick (as the plates have a tilt but the beam end does not) and

made of soda-lime glass.
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Pairwise Cross-Section Differences, Photoatomic, ln(barn)
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Figure 4.26: Nuclide differences in macroscopic cross section with respect to three
photoatomic reactions with incident γ photons: pair production, Compton scattering,
and the photoelectric effect

Antialiasing Reduces the Sensitivity of Fluence Artifacts on Univel Size

Consider the fenster model described in section 4 on page 83. These experiments

use that geometry for a series of trials in combination with a collimated7, broadband

neutron source. With this source, neutrons originate from a square region at x = 1 mm

(parallel to the yz plane), with y and z coordinates ranging from 5 mm–15 mm. The

origins of these particles are uniformly distributed on that square. The neutrons are

7i.e. the direction vectors of the particles are initially parallel
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Pairwise Cross-Section Differences, Photonuclear, ln(barn)
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Figure 4.27: Nuclide differences in macroscopic cross section with respect to photonu-
clear reactions with incident γ photons. The largest differences come from isotopes
of Thorium, Uranium, and Plutonium

perfectly collimated with their velocity vectors always in the

[
1, 0, 0

]
direction.

To cover the full range of possibly-relevant physics the energy of these particles is

broadband: ranging from 1 × 10−4 eV to 1 × 107 eV. The logarithm of the original

particles’ energies is uniformly distributed on that range.

In conjunction with that source, the tallies are set up to measure the neutron

fluence along the center axis of the beam (and model), along [y, z] = [10 mm, 10 mm].
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Table 4.1: Names of nuclides by index in pairwise cross-section difference plots

Nuclide Index Nuclide Name Nuclide Index Nuclide Name Nuclide Index Nuclide Name
0 np-239 30 pure absorption 60 d in d2o
1 si-28 31 u-236 61 argon
2 gd-157 32 k-39 62 u-234
3 graphite 33 sulfur 63 n-14
4 gd-158 34 o-16 64 co-59
5 ni-64 35 o in h2o 65 fe-56
6 gd-160 36 w-182 66 o-17
7 fe-54 37 w-184 67 hydrogen
8 pu-242 38 moly 68 he-4
9 w-186 39 w-183 69 cr-50
10 pu-238 40 n-15 70 cadmium
11 pb-206 41 pu-239 71 beryllium
12 si-30 42 u-235 72 carbon
13 pu-241 43 li-7 73 gd-155
14 sodium 44 magnesium 74 ca-40
15 he-3 45 aluminum 75 pb-208
16 pu-240 46 pb-207 76 u-233
17 mn-55 47 cu-63 77 bismuth
18 fe-58 48 si-29 78 cr-52
19 gd-154 49 ni-60 79 au-197
20 ni-58 50 fe-57 80 b-11
21 th-232 51 h in h2o 81 cu-65
22 i-127 52 gd-156 82 cr-53
23 b-10 53 cr-54
24 h in poly 54 u-238
25 chlorine 55 pure scatter
26 li-6 56 scandium
27 ni-62 57 fluorine
28 phosphorus 58 c in poly
29 ni-61 59 np-237

This fluence measure is normalized to the number of source particles initialized in the

simulation.

Examining the transport results qualitatively, the major feature shown by the

fluence along the beam axis is a gradual diminishing taper dominated by neutron

absorptions, and to a lesser extent showing the particle histories scatter once into

an angle that leaves the model without further non-absorption reactions. Along
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Figure 4.28: Rendering of the original “fenster” model. In the simulation neutrons
enter the glass from the right along the long axis.

these beam paths the reactions experienced by the neutrons are 54% scatters, 43%

absorbtions, and only 3% other reaction types.

In the profile of fluence curves as a function of univel size (without antialiasing)

shown in Figure 4.31 and elsewhere, note the particular extreme variation in neutron

fluence from u to u. The severe “cliffs” and “valleys” represent the presence of aliasing

artifacts that distort the neutron beam’s progress through the model. Visualizations

of the aliased model corresponding with some of the more promenent deviations

in the fluence curve surface are shown in Figures 4.33, Figure 4.34, Figure 4.35,
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Figure 4.29: Dose along the neutron beam axis of the “fenster” model as a function
of univelization scale, neutron dose.

and Figure 4.36. Observe the very obvious aliasing from alignments between the

rasterization sampling phase and the glass-slab spacing.

In contrast the identical fluence curve profile, with Juniper’s Antalun antialias-

ing, is shown in Figure 4.37 shows no such “cliffs and valleys” transport artifacts.

There remains some small variance but no severe result dependency on small differ-

ences in u value particularities. The surface is smooth and much more uniform.
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Figure 4.30: Dose along the neutron beam axis of the “fenster” model as a function
of univelization scale, gamma-ray dose.
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Figure 4.31: Wireframe of neutron fluence along the beam axis as a function of u,
without antialiasing.
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Figure 4.32: Shaded version of the fluence surface from Figure 4.31. An animation of
this figure is available online at Hall [86].
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Figure 4.33: Internal view of a univelized version of the “fenster” model. Univel size
is 1.1 mm in all dimensions.

Figure 4.34: Internal view of a univelized version of the “fenster” model. Univel size
is 3 mm in all dimensions.
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Figure 4.35: Internal view of a univelized version of the “fenster” model. Univel size
is 3.5 mm in all dimensions.

Figure 4.36: Internal view of a univelized version of the “fenster” model. Univel size
is 6 mm in all dimensions.
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Figure 4.37: Wireframe of neutron fluence along the beam axis as a function of u,
with antialiasing.
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Figure 4.38: Shaded surface from Figure 4.37.
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Antialiasing Reduces the Overall
Error for Certain Parameter Choices

See Figure 4.39 for a details plot of the neutron fluence inside the filled ITU

container model described previously, as caused by a neutron source located in the gap

between adjacent modularized loads toward one end of the container. The “camera”

for this plot is located far to the +Z side of the container, with the plot showing

successive vertical slices (in the XY plane) from the far to near sides.

Observe several features: the gap between modularized loads allows “beaming”

of neutrons further to the right along the middle of the container. Triangular “sprays”

reflect the shadows of particular objects, although highly blurred by scattering pro-

cesses. One feature that stands out in particular is the black shadow toward the

lower-left of the plots, caused by the relatively dense pallete of ceramic floor tiles lo-

cated there. The high density of neutron collisions there produces a noticable pattern

of secondary gamma rays, which can be observed by comparing the image centered

on the neutron source in Figure 4.40 (neutron fluence) against Figure 4.41 (photon

fluence).

A partial view of the landscape of transport error as a function of the univeliza-

tion parameter space is shown in Figure 4.42. Notice the mean absolute error in

neutron fluence decreases to a minimum, then rises again, as the antialiasing width

parameter w increases (with w = 0 representing the non-antialiased rasterization)—

for most univel sizes. But the particular minimal points are not systematically pre-

dictable, at least in this form.

However, when directly examining the material vector error caused by univel

rasterization, with antialiasing and without, there is a definitive advantage. In Fig-

ure 4.43 all four exploratory parameter sets used for antialiasing show significant

reduction [87] in univelization error versus the non-antialiased approach.
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Figure 4.39: Views through the container model of neutron fluence. There is a
neutron-emitting radiation source located toward one end but spaced away from
the walls and floor. The view is from the container’s side, with each subplot being
successive slices from the far side to the near side.
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Figure 4.40: Slice through the neutron source along the YZ plane, showing neutron
fluence.
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Figure 4.41: Slice through the neutron source along the YZ plane showing photon
fluence.
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Figure 4.42: Mean Absolute Error of neutron fluence.
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Figure 4.43: Material vector error versus “full-color” unquantized vectors for four
antialiasing parameter sets and a non-antialiased rasterization. Using the container
model and calculating statistics over all univels in the grids.
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, FUTURE WORK

Summary

Initially, the primary focus of this work was to explore modeling particle trans-

port with univel geometries rather than the more ubiquitous non-univel geometries,

which typically use either unstructured surface mesh geometries or systems of poly-

nomial surface equations. In order to accomplish this goal it was necessary to design

and implement a software system that would first translate input data intended for

surface-mesh models into a universal (XML) format to use as input to the univel-based

software. Then the univel-based modeling software had to be developed. Juniper re-

sulted from this effort. Indeed, it slowly became clear that Juniper itself was evolving

into the major contribution from this work as it grew into a large, comprehensive,

and flexible modeling and simulation system in its own right.

As Juniper was developed it was used successfully to explore various questions

related to univel-based nuclear particle transport simulation, including sensitivity to

parameter choices, the particular effect of aliasing and this algorithm for antialiasing,

and 3-dimensional visualization of the model and simulation results; as presented in

the body of the thesis.

Conclusions

Juniper

To meet—or sometimes exceed—the needs of this work’s objectives, Juniper has

grown into a large, comprehensive, and fully-fledged modeling and simulation software

system. Juniper can be expected to be readily adaptable by others, albeit with some

necessary adjustment and debugging to meet problems exposed by new problems and
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new eyes, and used as the frame for conducting many kinds of particle transport and

performance experiments.

While the inherent computational complexity of Juniper will remain unchanged,

it stands to benefit easily from migration to more powerful execution environments:

the underlying Monte Carlo algorithm is inherently “embarrassingly parallel” and

the existing code uses multithreading in all computationally intensive phases to fully

harness modern multicore processors. In these experiments Juniper has also been

bound by its space complexity: requiring in-memory data structures for the univel

grid, tally grids, material vector tables, and so on for effective performance. Unlike

other particle transport software its space complexity is a function of the physical

dimensions of the modeled object, as well as the desired univel grid resolution, and

not a function of the model complexity. Still, without the material vector quantization

process this property would be lost when using antialiasing, and render the transport

problem intractible.

Antialiasing

Juniper was used successfully to explore the results of antialiasing performed as

univelization of input data was carried out. It was unknown whether there would be

a positive difference in the results. As shown in the body of the thesis, noticeable

improvements were seen when antialiasing was applied under certain circumstances.

The current conclusion, which future research entailing more experimentation with

Juniper would further illuminate, is that antialiasing will have a noticeable, positive

effect at least in situations in which adjacent objects being modeled have radically

different neutron cross sections for nuclides of the same category (see Figure 4.21 on

page 79).
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Experiments with the fenster model demonstrated the potential importance of

antialiasing when using univelized models: while it’s no surprise that a smaller univel

size yields lower error in the transport result, at the cost of memory, aliasing has the

potential to create serious model artifacts that significantly affect the result tallies.

These artifacts are eliminated by Juniper’s antialiasing. In turn that reduces the need

for modelers to manually inspect univel models for rasterization errors, and allows

selection of univel size to be based on the primary considerations of memory size and

fidelity goals, unconstrained by the need to dodge aliasing problems.

Effects of Univel Sizes

While it seems obvious that smaller univel sizes imply better modeling fidelity,

fewer aliasing artifacts, and hence more accurate transport results, Juniper simu-

lations effectively substantiated that expectation. Indeed this result contains non-

obvious corners, as it was found smaller univel sizes yielded greater result variance

under naive tally binning.

Contributions

Contributions to Modeling: Juniper

The most significant contribution of this work is the Juniper modeling and sim-

ulation software system. Juniper’s capacity to support experimentation of many as-

pects of nuclear particle transport in a univelized model has the potential for ongoing

impact as the driver of future research. In this way it comprises a novel methodology

of computational simulation experimentation. Juniper’s particulars have been dis-

cussed in detail in this thesis. A summary of some particularly noteworthy aspects

and contributions of Juniper is given here:
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� Juniper itself. This software package comprises over 90,000 lines of code, all

but a few hundred written solely by the author. The Java portion (the bulk of

the Juniper code) has 471 classes or interfaces distributed among 22 packages.

� Interdisciplinary research model for the nuclear particle transport domain.

Completing Juniper required broad—and often deep—abstract understanding

and practical applications of computer science, nuclear physics, mathematics,

and materials science. Juniper could rightly be referred to as an interdisci-

plinary contribution, a form of research experiencing notable visibility from

granting agencies recently.

� A new algorithm for transcoding MCNP data formats. Transcoding software

for translating MCNP data files into the universal XML format expected by

Juniper is a contribution that will open the door for cross-experimentation and

comparison of the surface-mesh modeled objects of existing software systems

with the univel-modeled objects of Juniper.

� A novel algorithm for antialiasing in 3-d raster grids on geometries with a large

material basis. This algorithm includes a novel approach developed by the

author to provide a higher-fidelity quantization of a high-dimensional vector

into an index into a table of code-vector materials, based on nuclide transport

physics similarity rather than the simpler Euclidian distances metric. More

detail is presented below.

� A review of JART and MCNP. Juniper’s core particle transport engine is

adapted from JART’s and some of its extensions are drawn from data and

algorithms inspired by MCNP’s design—not to mention the role of MCNP’s

input format in the design of JTDL and the translation module. That software
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was evaluated critically to drive miscellaneous improvements (and sometimes

bug fixes) in the design of Juniper.

� Thorough specifications of modeled objects in a universal format. The shipping

container model along with its chosen representative contents, including packag-

ing and dunnage, were meticulously constructed from various sources and even

direct fieldwork in order to faithfully represent their physical properties under

nuclear transport processes for accurate model results. Images of these shipping

container and object models, generated by Juniper’s visualization module, are

given in the thesis. The models constitute a contribution to the study of particle

transport, generally usable by others. Being encoded in an XML-based language

specifically designed to support interconvertibility eases these models’ ability to

be integrated with other simulation needs and toolsets.

� High-quality visualizations including 3-D and animated 3-D renderings. Ju-

niper was implemented with the capacity for high-quality visualization out-

put as reflected in the many Juniper-generated images included in this thesis.

More images, including rotatable 3-dimensional images, are accessible online

via Figshare [86].

� Expert software development. The development of Juniper exercised many as-

pects of large-program design, unfortunately including the path-dependence of

progressive development leading later code to be constrained by earlier decisions

that, in retrospect, became sometimes regrettable. It uses threaded parallelism

to fully harness modern multicore processors. It makes extensive use of ex-

isting libraries: jdom and snakeyaml for file I/O, sqlite-jdbc for database

access, junit for testing, jogl for 3-d visualization with OpenGL, trove and

Apache commons-math for data structures and numerical utilities. It uses Ant
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for building and Javadoc for documentation generation. It makes extensive use

of well-known design patterns: joining disparate modules using proxy, adapter,

and mediator patterns; using flyweight objects to represent large data tables in

object-oriented but memory-efficient ways1; and often using a novel combination

of builder, template method, strategy objects, visitor, and chain of responsibil-

ity patterns to convert complex and highly-general file formats into complex

and highly-general data structures, and vice versa; effectively creating a new

design pattern. Another novel pattern encountered often enough to deserve

notice might perhaps be called “polyphenism”: an abstract outer class hiding a

set of inner concrete subclass implementations, exposed only through a factory

method.

� Aspect-oriented process: this development process was helped with the use of a

novel machine-parsable comment microformat called “hylite” to correlate cross-

cutting concerns spread across multiple source locations and design documents,

along with the software tools to manage these annotations.2

Contributions to Antialiasing

Antialiasing with high-dimensional underlying vector spaces is one of the key

contributions of this thesis and represents a novel contribution to nuclear particle

transport simulation3. To summarize the nature of this work a simple example might

be helpful.

First, recall that aliasing is the term that describes what happens when a real

object is represented in digital form. The real object has features that are continuous.

1See MaterialTable in particular
2Cf. the well-known TODO or FIXME comments.
3It has been recently learned that, simultaneously, a similar technique was being developed in

the remote sensing field for hyperspectral imaging
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When represented in digital form, some approximation of the continuum of the object

must be captured in discrete form, such as the pixels recorded by the sensor in a

digital camera. When the image is enlarged enough one can see the individual pixels

as squares of a single color. Each of these is an alias for the span of actual colors from

which that single pixel is the recording of just one of those colors (and none of the

other colors in the span were recorded by neighboring sensors) on the continuum. In

computer graphics, this sort of digitization can make a continuous line appear jagged.

It should be obvious that the univels of the Juniper model are also aliases for the

underlying materials of the objects being represented. The high dimensionality of the

vectors for the problem studied here (as opposed, say, for the three dimensional RGB

vector space of a color image) made this problem much more challenging and in need

of new insights for a viable solution, as described in the thesis.

Antialiasing refers to techniques applied during digitization to reduce the alias-

ing and thus make the digitized object with its inevitable aliasing more true to the

original. As Juniper reached maturity it was applied to explore this concept on the

very high dimensional vector space of the particle transport problem. A substantial

amount of time was invested in this exploration that involved copious experiments

with results visualized in color in two and three dimensions. Each of these experiments

took long stretches of computing time to complete.

As noted in the thesis, the first thought was to use the Euclidian distances to

arrive at a value to be held by the univel at the sample point. However, experiments

uncovered an insight: two nuclides of two different material types can be closer in

cross-section recorded values at lower energy levels than two nuclides of the same

material type. So rather than Euclidian distances, the idea of using this nuclide sub-

stitution was born. Subsequent experiments did show an improvement in antialiasing

using this approach.
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Contributions to Computer Graphics

While most computer graphics operates on 3– or 4-dimensional color vector

bases, there is occasional exploration of the use of wider gamuts made possible by

additional primary colors. These antialiasing techniques on higher-dimensional bases,

themselves inspired by graphics approaches, could go on to re-inspire related work in

computer graphics where wider gamuts are an active concern.

Future Work

Juniper is now a first-class nuclear particle transport modeling system, making

novel use of univels, antialiased rasterization, and domain-based vector similarity.

It is fully prepared to serve as the driver of a large series of further experiments

exploring the many interesting questions in this domain, including those raised by its

own development.

This is good, as the author has accumulated a large file of such experiments

and analyses that could by quite productive for further examination—and would

like to undertake now were it not for the time constraints on the completion of this

thesis. Broadly they can be categorized as 1. Comparing the efficiency of univel-based

transport versus existing methods as a function of the parameter space, 2. Examining

the sensitivity of transport behavior to parameter selection, with particular attention

toward the feasibility of “self-tuning” in the parameter space based on model features,

and 3. Validating model results against ground-truth experiments, and

Similar to above, the full parameter-space behavior of this antialiasing algorithm

has only begun to be explored. Particular attention to the interactions between

feature size and raster sampling frequency is a planned area of future work. The

current use of cross-section physics differences in quantization is a proof-of-principle
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using the total difference across all particle types, reaction types, and energy ranges.

Examining the role of incorporating problem-specific selection of physically-important

difference features is also a natural next step. More interestingly, it may be possible

to use feedback from model-specific material distribution data to select antialiasing

parameters.

There are other avenues of possible future extension: energy fluence rather than

particle fluence is more physically relevant in many domains; furthermore, nuclides’

neutron cross-sections in particular can vary widely by particle energy. Does fluence

error behave differently when measuring Ψ instead of Φ, as these properties suggest?

More detailed examination of the spatial distribution of errors would add a dimension

of understanding to these results. And the Uniview program, while very capable in

some areas, has many others where improvement in its visualization (particularly

when displaying result and error grids) would be worthwhile.
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Card Originally an 80-column punch card, one (80-character-limited) line of text in

an MCNP input file.

Cell A geometric region that may be assigned attributes such as material or tally

information, defined by a Boolean combination of mathematical surfaces.

Cross-Section (Macroscopic) The probability of a reaction between a particle

and some specific material. The macroscopic cross section is dependent on

the atomic density of the substance, and the microscopic cross section of the

substance for that particle type and energy. Typically measured in inverse

centimeters, representing the expected number of collisions per distance traveled

by the particle.

Cross-Section (Microscopic) The probability of a reaction between a particle and

some material type, represented as a hypothetical cross-sectional area of the

material’s nuclei which a pointlike particle will react with only if it intersects.

Typically measured in barns, 10−28m2. The microscopic cross section is an

intrinsic property of a nuclide.

CSG (Constructive Solid Geometry) An approach for solid modeling based on com-

bining solid primitives (e.g., spheres or cubes) using standard set operators

like union, intersection, negation, and subtraction. The operators can also be

applied to combined objects, giving a general CSG model of an object a tree-like

data structure.

DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) A directed graph without cycles. Used by Juniper

to model the geometry structure as it’s more general than a tree but can still

represent a parent/child relationship.
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Dunnage Lightweight packing materials used in shipping to secure and protect

cargo, fill voids, and brace the load. Can be inflatable polymer bags, wooden

battens nailed in place, or even other cargo.

Euler Angles One representation of rotation, or orientation, in three-dimensional

space. There is a perilous diversity of conventions for their interpretation; Ju-

niper follows the x convention [88], where the three Euler angles φ, θ, and ψ

are applied in sequence as rotations about the z, x′, and z′ axes respectively,

with a right-handed coordinate system and right-handed rotations. (A w′ axis

is what a w axis becomes after one rotation step.) For example, the rotation

matrix when φ = 0, θ = 0, ψ 6= 0 would be
cosψ sinψ 0

− sinψ cosψ 0

0 0 1


Fluence Measure of the number of particles crossing an area, symbolized here by

Φ. The SI unit is m−2. Related quantities include fluence rate, φ, measured in

m−2s−1; and energy fluence, Ψ, measured in Jm−2.

Geome A primitive three-dimensional geometric element in Juniper’s CSG model,

such as a sphere, cylinder, or parallelepiped.

Heaviside Function (Step Function) In Juniper, converts distance-function repre-

sentations of geometric components into discrete inside/outside decisions. De-

fined as

H(x) =

 0 : x < 0

1 : x ≥ 0
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ITU (Intermodal Transport Unit) ISO-standard shipping container. Typically a cor-

rugated steel box 8′ wide, 9′6′′ tall, and 20′ or 40′ long.

JTDL (Juniper Trial Description Language) XML-based input format for Juniper.

Macrobody In MCNP’s input file format, an assembly of precombined surfaces

simplifying the definition of more common, complicated shapes.

MCNP (Monte Carlo Neutron Photon) Particle transport simulator, supporting

neutron and photon transport calculations through surface-function-defined ge-

ometric cells.

Mean Free Path The average distance a particle travels through a material between

(reaction) collisions. It depends on the material type and density, and particle

type and energy.

Metric Tensor In mathematical geometry, a function from two vectors to a real

value, interpretable as the inner product of those vectors. A famous application

is as the metric in Minkowski spacetime, used in special relativity. In a d-

dimensional geometric space that isn’t curved it can be represented as a constant

square matrix of rank d. Particularly, the metric tensor for Cartesian 3-space

is just I3.

Mole Fraction The amount of a constituent substance in a mixture, measured as a

ratio of moles of constituent to combined moles of mixture. A mole of a substance

is the count of formula units (such as molecules) divided by Avogadro’s number

(about 6.022× 1023).
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Monte Carlo A form of computational simulation using pseudorandom samples of

the problem space. In particle transport, virtual particles probabilistically sam-

ple the geometry and space of possible reactions and particle paths.

Neutral particle Generally any subatomic particle without an electrostatic charge;

here usually refers to neutrons and photons. Neutral particles have distinct

transport properties from charged particles.

Nuclide A particular substance identified by the specific makeup of its nuclei, that

is, its count of protons and neutrons. Each nuclide is some isotope of some

element.

NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline) A smooth n-dimensional curve or surface

shaped piecewise by control points. Can be used to represent surfaces bound-

ing 3-D volumes for particle transport geometric models, although ray-NURBS

intersection calculations are costly.

Nyquist Limit Half a given sampling frequency. Signal frequencies higher than this

limit can’t be fully reconstructed from their samples, instead yielding aliasing

artifacts.

PLC (Piecewise Linear Complex) A type of geometric structure more general than

a polyhedron. Made up of vertices, edges, and planar facets—which may be

concave and have holes or interior vertices and edges, even disconnected.

Rasterization Conversion of geometric or image information from a vector format

of shapes to a regular grid of raster elements, typically pixels (in 2-D) or voxels

(in 3-D).

Simplex An n-dimensional triangle analogue, the convex hull of its corners.
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Skew Space A type of non-Cartesian Euclidean space where the angles between the

coordinate axes may not necessarily be 90◦.

Slipsheet A thin sheet of plastic or board used as an alternative to a pallet in

unitized cargo handling.

Unitized Load A stabilized bundle of cargo with a slipsheet or pallet as its base,

meant to be handleable by a forklift or push/pull truck. Often an ITU container

is packed with two rows of unitized loads.

Univel Uniform volume element. Similar to a voxel but with any aspect ratio, i.e., a

parallelepiped but not necessarily a cube. Particularly useful for medical scan

data made up of a stack of slices, where the between-slice distance is often not

the same as the within-slice pixel size.

V-Model A geometric object representation with fuzzy boundaries. The “exterior-

ness” of any point is given as a continuous value on [0, 1] with the 0.5 isosurface

at the conventional (crisp) object boundary.

Voxel 3-D (volumetric) analogue of a pixel, one cell of a space subdivided into a

Cartesian grid of cubical cells.

XML Extensible Markup Language. A flexible structured text-based data format de-

rived from SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language) intended to serve

as a broadly universal foundation for exchanging document-like information

widely, such as on the Internet. It has since become widely applied and well-

supported.
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APPENDIX B

LIBRARY OF ELEMENTS AND USE OF NUCLIDE CROSS SECTION DATA
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Table B.1: Elements Represented by One Isotope

Element Isotope

Potassium 39K
Calcium 40Ca
Manganese 55Mn
Cobalt 59Co
Iodine 127I
Gold 197Au
Thorium 232Th

Table B.2: Elements Represented by a Single Combined Cross-Section File

Element Symbol

Beryllium Be
Fluorine F
Sodium Na
Magnesium Mg
Aluminum Al
Phosphorus P
Sulfur S
Chlorine Cl
Argon Ar
Scandium Sc
Molybdenum Mo
Cadmium Cd
Bismuth Bi
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Table B.3: Isotopic Ratios Used for Elements Comprising Multiple Data Files

Element Isotope Fraction (%)

Helium
3He 1.37 · 10−4

4He 99.999863

Lithium
6Li 7.5
7Li 92.5

Boron
10B 19.97
11B 30.17

Nitrogen
14N 99.634
15N 0.366

Oxygen
16O 99.76
17O 0.039

Silicon

28Si 92.23
29Si 4.67
30Si 3.1

Chromium

50Cr 4.345
52Cr 83.789
53Cr 9.501
54Cr 2.365

Iron

54Fe 5.8
56Fe 91.72
57Fe 2.2
58Fe 0.28

Nickel

58Ni 68.077
60Ni 26.223
61Ni 1.14
62Ni 3.634
64Ni 0.926

Copper
63Cu 69.15
65Cu 30.85

Gadolinium

154Gd 2.18
155Gd 14.80
156Gd 20.47
157Gd 15.65
158Gd 24.84
160Gd 21.86

Tungsten

182W 26.5
183W 14.31
184W 30.64
186W 28.43
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Table B.3: Isotopic Ratios Used for Elements Comprising Multiple Data Files

Element Isotope Fraction (%)

Lead

206Pb 24.1
207Pb 22.1
208Pb 52.4

Uranium

234U 5.9 · 10−3

235U 0.7202
238U 99.2739

Table B.4: Elements For Which Individual Nuclides Are Used Separately

Element Isotope Comment

Hydrogen

“Hydrogen” Single combined cross section
1H As part of a water molecule
1H As part of a hydrocarbon
2H As part of a heavy water molecule (D2O)

Carbon
“Carbon” Single combined cross section
“Carbon” As part of a hydrocarbon
“Carbon” In graphite form

Oxygen “Oxygen” As part of a water molecule

Neptunium
237Np
239Np

Plutonium

238Pu
239Pu
240Pu
241Pu
242Pu
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APPENDIX C

COMPOSITION OF HIGH-LEVEL MATERIAL TYPES
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Table C.1: Details of the composition and density (where appropriate) of material types used by
the models in these experiments. Component names refer to other materials in this table, elements
as listed in appendix B, or a molar fraction of elements as specified by the molecular formula in
parentheses.

Air

Nitrogen 78.09 N/A
Oxygen 20.95
Argon 0.93
CO2 0.039
Water 1.0

Red Maple

Cellulose (C6H10O5) 74.8 N/A
Lignin (C9.92H10.68O3.32) 23.0
Pectin (C6H10O7) 1.9
“Ash” (trace amounts of 40Ca, 39K, .
Magnesium, Phosphorus, and 55Mn) 0.3

Wood Red Maple 100.0 0.546

Paper Red Maple 10.8 N/A
Air 89.2

Cardboard Paper 100.0 0.689
Corrugated Cardboard Paper 100.0 0.06

Soda Pop†

Water 207.3935 1.0
H3PO4 0.0635
Caffeine 0.033
CO2 1.44
Sodium 0.07
Sugar 31.0

Technical Matter†

Steel 4140 32.5 N/A
Al Alloy Mix 7.15
Copper 10.5
Lead 0.43
Cadmium 0.0124
197Au 1.2×10−4

Plastic (1:1 Polycarbonate:ABS) 33.875
Lead Glass 9.5
Soda Lime Glass 0.23

Lead Glass†

SiO2 62.9 4.36‡

B2O3 13.6
Al2O3 2.6
MgO 10.3
PbO 8.5

Soda Lime Glass

SiO2 73.5 2.525‡

Na2O 13.5
CaO 9.75
Al2O3 0.725
K2O 0.165
SO3 0.1
MgO 2.1
Fe2O3 0.07
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Material Component Fraction∗ Density ( g/cm3)

Steel 4140†

Iron 97.25 7.8
Chromium 0.95
Molybdenum 0.2
Carbon 0.4
55Mn 0.875
Phosphorus 0.035
Sulfur 0.04
Silicon 0.25

Cor-Ten A Steel

Iron 97.195 7.8
Chromium 0.625
Copper 0.4
Nickel 0.65
Aluminum 0.02
Carbon 0.12
55Mn 0.35
Phosphorus 0.11
Sulfur 0.03
Silicon 0.5

Al Alloy Mix†

Aluminum 93.08 N/A
Silicon 0.475
Iron 0.55
Copper 1.58125
55Mn 0.375
Magnesium 2.25
Chromium 0.16875

Polycarbonate
Carbon (in hydrocarbon) 16.0 1.21
Hydrogen (in hydrocarbon) 14.0
Oxygen 3.0

ABS Plastic
Carbon (in hydrocarbon) 15.0 1.024
Hydrogen (in hydrocarbon) 17.0
Nitrogen 1.0

HDPE Plastic Carbon (in hydrocarbon) 1.0 0.95
Hydrogen (in hydrocarbon) 2.0

EPS Plastic Carbon (in hydrocarbon) 1.0 0.05
Hydrogen (in hydrocarbon) 1.0

Food†

Carbohydrate 37.38 0.765
Protein 11.21
Fat 11.64
Water 38.95
NaCl 0.81

Carbohydrate
Sucrose (C12H22O11) 20.0 N/A
Poly-D-Glucose (starch, .
cellulose; C6H8.2O5) 80.0

Protein

Carbon 2.0 N/A
Oxygen 2.0
Nitrogen 1.0
Hydrogen 2.0
Sulfur 0.04
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Material Component Fraction∗ Density ( g/cm3)

Fat
Carbon 8.5 N/A
Hydrogen 16.0
Oxygen 1.0

Porcelain

Kaolinite (Al2Si2O9H4) 10.0 2.403
K Feldspar (KAlSi3O8) 1.0
Na Feldspar (NaAlSi3O8) 7.0
Ca Feldspar (CaAl2Si2O8) 2.0

Fabric
Cotton (cellulose, C6H10O5) 0.13314 0.082
Nylon-6,6 (C6H11ON) 0.13314
Air 99.73371

∗ Molar fractions unless marked with a †, signifying mass fractions.
‡ Density as used by the “fenster” model.
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APPENDIX D

CONTAINER MODEL JTDL SOURCE
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Listing D.1: con.jtdl

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>

<!DOCTYPE trial [

<!ELEMENT trial (# PCDATA)>

<!-- references to external files -->

<!ENTITY elements SYSTEM "elements.jtdli">

<!ENTITY compounds SYSTEM "compounds.jtdli">

<!ENTITY blends SYSTEM "blends.jtdli">

<!ENTITY objects SYSTEM "objects.jtdli">

<!ENTITY intermodal SYSTEM "intermodal.jtdli">

<!ENTITY modules SYSTEM "modules.jtdli">

<!ENTITY mediumres SYSTEM "medium -resolution.jtdli">

<!ENTITY lowres SYSTEM "low -resolution.jtdli">

<!-- predefined "constants" -->

<!ENTITY worldEndX "484">

<!ENTITY worldEndY "260">

<!ENTITY worldEndZ "246">

<!ENTITY xAxis "1,0,0">

<!ENTITY yAxis "0,1,0">

<!ENTITY zAxis "0,0,1">

]>

<trial >

<title >Intermodal Shipping Container of Stuff</title>

<description >

</description >

<trace >

<generate/>

<threads use='yes'/>

</trace >

<antalun do='no'>

<config seed='576314869759 '/>
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<threads use='yes'/> <!-- for recoding -->

<vmodel function='linear ' w="4.1" csg='1'/>

<!-- to select csg type , give the vmodel attribute csg=’

n’ -->

<code cycleLimit="3" paletteSize='500'>

<recode type="subspace" perturberance="0.001" mutation

='0.05 '/>

<index type='lindex '/>

</code>

<fullcolor name="fc" action="none"/> <!-- action="write"

or "link" -->

<distance xs='no'>

</distance >

</antalun >

<transport do='yes' iter='2' threads='yes'>

<tally supersize='3,3,3' rawTallyGrid='false '>

<flux type="neutron" name="all neutron fluence">

<!-- these counts should approximate a uniform 8cm

spacing -->

<crayola from='0,0,0' to='&worldEndX ;,&worldEndY

;,& worldEndZ;' counts='31,32,60'/>

</flux>

<flux type="photon" name="all photon fluence">

<crayola from='0,0,0' to='&worldEndX ;,&worldEndY

;,& worldEndZ;' counts='31,32,60'/>

</flux>

<energyFluence name='all -particle Ψ' type='n,p'>

<crayola from='0,0,0' to='&worldEndX ;,&worldEndY

;,& worldEndZ;' counts='31,32,60'/>

</energyFluence >

</tally>

<histories >50_000</histories >

</transport >
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<construe as='povray '/>

<test>

<report >header unilog </report >

</test>

<dimensions >

<!-- imsc -view -->

<!-- expanded view -->

<view cornerOne='-4, -4, -4' cornerTwo='488, 264, 250'/>

<univelsize side='2'/>

<sampling bounds='true '/>

</dimensions >

&elements; <!-- include the elements material library -->

&compounds; <!-- include the compounds material library -->

&blends;

<materials >

</materials >

<regions >

<!-- void region is taken care of -->

<region name="air">

<materialRef to="air"/>

<density is="1.2e-3"/>

</region >

<region name="notice -me">

<atom nuclide="pure_absorption"/>

<density is="1.0"/>

</region >

</regions >

<transforms />

<source >
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<ignore >

<prototype type="n" energy="1e5" location="1, 1, 20"

direction="1,0,0" />

</ignore >

<!--

http://www.safetyoffice.uwaterloo.ca/hse/radiation/rad_sealed/

decay/types/neutron_production.htm

This link has info on 2 4 1 Am/Be source spectra and neutron

energy classification.

-->

<distribution >

<cartesian >

<const type='neutron '/>

<d><!-- this is the Am -241/Be source spectrum (-

ish) -->

<pdf>0.363636 0.363636 0.272727 </pdf>

<energy form='linear '>1e6 5e6 7e6 1e7</energy >

</d>

<vf t='direction ' f='unisphere '/>

<const angle='1'/>

<const position='100 ,130 ,130 '/>

</cartesian >

</distribution >

</source >

&objects;

&intermodal;

&modules;

&mediumres;

&lowres;

<geomes >

<union name='high -resolution -model '>

<geomeRef to='imsc -end'/>
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<!-- lower level -->

<geomeRef to='mod -software '><translate by='11, 19.7,

6'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -tile '><translate by='11, 19.7, 136'

/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -foodstuff '><translate by='114,

19.7, 6'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -widgets '><translate by='134, 19.7,

116'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -tv'><translate by='237, 19.7, 6'/><

/geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -tv'><translate by='237, 19.7, 136'/

></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -tile '><translate by='360, 19.7, 9'/

></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -foodstuff '><translate by='360,

19.7, 136'/></geomeRef >

<!-- upper level -->

<geomeRef to='mod -thinsoft '><translate by='11, 144, 6

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -widgets '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

11, 123, 238'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -foodstuff '><translate by='114, 112,

6'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -software '><translate by='134, 95,

116'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -software '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

237, 108, 108'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -software '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

237, 108, 238'/>
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</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -software '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

360, 123, 108'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -foodstuff '><translate by='360, 112,

136'/></geomeRef >

</union>

<union name='medium -resolution -model '>

<geomeRef to='imsc -M'/>

<!-- lower level -->

<geomeRef to='mod -M-software '><translate by='11,

19.7, 6'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-tile '><translate by='11, 19.7,

136'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-food '><translate by='114, 19.7, 6

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-widgets '><translate by='134,

19.7, 116'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-tv'><translate by='237, 19.7, 6'/

></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-tv'><translate by='237, 19.7, 136

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-tile '><translate by='360, 19.7, 9

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-food '><translate by='360, 19.7,

136'/></geomeRef >

<!-- upper level -->

<geomeRef to='mod -M-thinsoft '><translate by='11, 144,

6'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-widgets '><sequence >
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<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

11, 123, 238'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-food '><translate by='114, 112, 6'

/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-software '><translate by='134, 95,

116'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-software '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

237, 108, 108'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-software '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

237, 108, 238'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-software '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

360, 123, 108'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-food '><translate by='360, 112,

136'/></geomeRef >

</union>

<union name='low -resolution -model '>

<geomeRef to='imsc -L'/>

<!-- lower level -->

<geomeRef to='mod -L-software '><translate by='11,

19.7, 6'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -L-tile '><translate by='11, 19.7,

136'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -L-food '><translate by='114, 19.7, 6

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -L-widgets '><translate by='134,

19.7, 116'/></geomeRef >
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<geomeRef to='mod -L-tv'><translate by='237, 19.7, 6'/

></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -L-tv'><translate by='237, 19.7, 136

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -L-tile '><translate by='360, 19.7, 9

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -L-food '><translate by='360, 19.7,

136'/></geomeRef >

<!-- upper level -->

<geomeRef to='mod -L-thinsoft '><translate by='11, 144,

6'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -L-widgets '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

11, 123, 238'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -L-food '><translate by='114, 112, 6'

/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -L-software '><translate by='134, 95,

116'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -L-software '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

237, 108, 108'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -L-software '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

237, 108, 238'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -L-software '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

360, 123, 108'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -L-food '><translate by='360, 112,

136'/></geomeRef >

</union >

</geomes >
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<geometry >

<config >

<!-- final , due to surface alignment -->

<defaultResolver is='random '/>

</config >

<union name="things">

<geomeRef to='high -resolution -model '/>

<!-- <geomeRef to='medium -resolution -model '/> -->

<!--<geomeRef to='low -resolution -model '/>-->

</union>

<!-- everything that isn’t something is air -->

<subtraction name='defair '> <!-- hylite cxc7 -->

<box name='defbox ' cornerOne=" -10,-10,-10" cornerTwo=

"494, 270, 256"/>

<geomeRef to="things"/>

<regionRef to="air"/>

</subtraction >

</geometry >

</trial >

Listing D.2: elements.jtdli

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>

<!-- This file contains a library of standard mixture types.

These mixtures

represent each element as a blend of its isotopes according to

their

natural abundance. If the nuclide data already have something

like that , there’s

no need to repeat it here. -->
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<materials >

<mixture name="boron">

19.97 <atom nuclide="b-10"/>

80.17 <atom nuclide="b-11"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="chromium">

4.345 <atom nuclide="cr -50"/>

83.789 <atom nuclide="cr -52"/>

9.501 <atom nuclide="cr -53"/>

2.365 <atom nuclide="cr -54"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="copper">

69.15 <atom nuclide="cu -63"/>

30.85 <atom nuclide="cu -65"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="iron">

5.8 <atom nuclide="fe -54"/>

91.72 <atom nuclide="fe -56"/>

2.2 <atom nuclide="fe -57"/>

0.28 <atom nuclide="fe -58"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="gadolinium">

2.18 <atom nuclide="gd -154"/>

14.80 <atom nuclide="gd -155"/>

20.47 <atom nuclide="gd -156"/>

15.65 <atom nuclide="gd -157"/>

24.84 <atom nuclide="gd -158"/>

21.86 <atom nuclide="gd -160"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="helium">

1.37e-4 <atom nuclide="he -3"/>

99.999863 <atom nuclide="he -4"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="lithium">

7.5 <atom nuclide="li -6"/>

92.5 <atom nuclide="li -7"/>
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</mixture >

<mixture name="nitrogen">

99.634 <atom nuclide="n-14"/>

0.366 <atom nuclide="n-15"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="nickel">

68.077 <atom nuclide="ni -58"/>

26.223 <atom nuclide="ni -60"/>

1.14 <atom nuclide="ni -61"/>

3.634 <atom nuclide="ni -62"/>

0.926 <atom nuclide="ni -64"/>

</mixture >

<!-- skipping neptunium , treat separately -->

<mixture name="oxygen">

99.76 <atom nuclide="o-16"/>

0.039 <atom nuclide="o-17"/>

<!-- no 18 -->

</mixture >

<mixture name="lead">

24.1 <atom nuclide="pb -206"/>

22.1 <atom nuclide="pb -207"/>

52.4 <atom nuclide="pb -208"/>

</mixture >

<!-- skipping plutonium -->

<mixture name="silicon">

92.23 <atom nuclide="si -28"/>

4.67 <atom nuclide="si -29"/>

3.1 <atom nuclide="si -30"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="uranium">

5.9e-3 <atom nuclide="u-234"/>

0.7202 <atom nuclide="u-235"/>

99.2739 <atom nuclide="u-238"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="tungsten">

26.5 <atom nuclide="w-182"/>
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14.31 <atom nuclide="w-183"/>

30.64 <atom nuclide="w-184"/>

28.43 <atom nuclide="w-186"/>

</mixture >

</materials >

Listing D.3: compounds.jtdli

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>

<materials >

<!-- minerals -->

<mixture name="SiO2"> <!-- SiO 2 -->

1 <materialRef to="silicon"/>

2 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="Al2O3"> <!-- Al 2 O 3 -->

2 <atom nuclide="aluminum"/>

3 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="FeO">

1 <materialRef to="iron"/>

1 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="MnO">

1 <atom nuclide="mn -55"/>

1 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="Fe2O3"> <!-- Fe 2 O 3 -->

2 <materialRef to="iron"/>

3 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="MgO">

1 <atom nuclide="magnesium"/>

1 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="CaO">
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1 <atom nuclide="ca -40"/>

1 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="Na2O"> <!-- Na 2 O -->

2 <atom nuclide="sodium"/>

1 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="K2O"> <!-- K 2 O -->

2 <atom nuclide="k-39"/>

1 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="P2O5"> <!-- P 2 O 5 -->

2 <atom nuclide="phosphorus"/>

5 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="CaSO4"> <!-- CaSO 4 -->

1 <atom nuclide="ca -40"/>

1 <atom nuclide="sulfur"/>

4 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="B2O3"> <!-- B 2 O 3 -->

2 <materialRef to="boron"/>

3 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="PbO">

1 <materialRef to="lead"/>

1 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

<!-- light substances -->

<mixture name="CO2"> <!-- CO 2 -->

1 <atom nuclide="carbon"/>

2 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="water"> <!-- H 2 O and D 2 O -->
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1 <atom nuclide="o_in_h2o"/>

1.9996875 <atom nuclide="h_in_h2o"/>

3.125e-4 <atom nuclide="d_in_d2o"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="SO3"> <!-- SO 3 -->

1 <atom nuclide="sulfur"/>

3 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

<!-- other -->

<mixture name="H3PO4"> <!-- H 3 PO 4 Phosphoric Acid -->

3 <atom nuclide="hydrogen"/>

1 <atom nuclide="phosphorus"/>

4 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="caffeine">

4 <atom nuclide="carbon"/>

5 <atom nuclide="hydrogen"/>

2 <materialRef to="nitrogen"/>

1 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="sugar"> <!-- either glucose or fructose -->

1 <atom nuclide="carbon"/>

2 <atom nuclide="hydrogen"/>

1 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

</materials >

Listing D.4: blends.jtdli

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>

<!-- Material (and region) mixtures at a higher level than

compound or element. -->

<materials >

<mixture name="air">
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78.09 <materialRef to="nitrogen"/>

20.95 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

0.93 <atom nuclide="argon"/>

0.039 <materialRef to="CO2"/>

1.0 <materialRef to="water"/> <!-- average surface

humidity -->

</mixture >

<mixture name="rock">

<!-- per http://www.geo.cornell.edu/geology/classes/

geochemdata/CrustalAbundances.html ,

where both sources list a value I took the average ,

otherwise I went with the single

listed value. All values in %, skipping what I don’t

have (so it renormalizes upon load) -->

<!-- major oxides -->

58.2 <materialRef to="SiO2"/>

<!-- no titanium -->

15.85 <materialRef to="Al2O3"/>

7.85 <materialRef to="FeO"/>

0.14 <materialRef to="MnO"/>

4.85 <materialRef to="MgO"/>

6.9 <materialRef to="CaO"/>

3.15 <materialRef to="Na2O"/>

1.49 <materialRef to="K2O"/>

0.2 <materialRef to="P2O5"/>

<!-- trace elements -->

12.0e-4 <materialRef to="lithium"/>

1.5e-4 <atom nuclide="beryllium"/>

10.0e-4 <materialRef to="boron"/>

26.0e-4 <atom nuclide="scandium"/>

<!-- no vanadium -->

152.0e-4 <materialRef to="chromium"/>

27.0e-4 <atom nuclide="co -59"/>
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78.0e-4 <materialRef to="nickel"/>

49.5e-4 <materialRef to="copper"/>

<!-- no zinc , gallium , germanium , arsenic , selenium ,

rubidium , -->

<!-- strontium , yttrium , zirconium , niobium -->

1.0e-4 <atom nuclide="moly"/>

<!-- no palladium , silver -->

98.0e-7 <atom nuclide="cadmium"/> <!-- note ppb -->

<!-- no indium , tin , antimony , cesium , barium , lanthanum ,

cerium ,

praseodymium , neodymium , samarium , europium -->

3.45e-4 <materialRef to="gadolinium"/> <!-- note back

to ppm -->

<!-- no terbium , dysprosium , holmium , erbium , thulium ,

ytterbium ,

lutetium , hafnium , tantalum -->

1.0e-4 <materialRef to="tungsten"/>

<!-- no rhenium , osmium , iridium -->

1.0e-7 <atom nuclide="au -197"/> <!-- in them hills!

-->

<!-- no tellurium -->

10.3e-4 <materialRef to="lead"/>

60.0e-7 <atom nuclide="bismuth"/>

4.55e-4 <atom nuclide="th -232"/>

1.165e-4 <materialRef to="uranium"/>

</mixture >

<mixture name="tech" fractions="mass">

<!-- Used http:// ewasteguide.info/node /4074 to average "

small household

appliances" and "ICT and consumer electronics" -->

32.5 <materialRef to="steel -4140"/> <!-- ferrous metal

-->

7.15 <materialRef to="al -alloy -mix"/> <!-- aluminum -->

10.5 <materialRef to="copper"/> <!-- copper -->

0.43 <materialRef to="lead"/> <!-- lead -->
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0.0124 <atom nuclide="cadmium"/> <!-- cadmium -->

<!-- no mercury -->

0.00012 <atom nuclide="au -197"/> <!-- gold -->

<!-- no silver , palladium , indium -->

33.875 <!-- plastics (incl. brominated plastics , no

bromine) -->

<mixture >

<!-- rough estimate mix -->

1 <materialRef to="polycarbonate"/>

1 <materialRef to="plastic -abs"/>

</mixture >

9.5 <mixture > <!-- lead glass -->

<!-- also from glassproperties.com -->

62.9 <materialRef to="SiO2"/>

13.6 <materialRef to="B2O3"/>

2.6 <materialRef to="Al2O3"/>

10.3 <materialRef to="MgO"/>

<!-- no zirconium -->

8.5 <materialRef to="PbO"/>

</mixture >

0.23 <materialRef to="glass -soda -lime"/> <!-- glass -->

<!-- 6.3 "other" -->

</mixture >

</materials >

<!-- operate as prototype regions , use <but attr="val"/>

references to attach as unique variant -->

<regions >

<region name="wood">

<!-- the chemical composition of wood , Roger C.

Pettersen -->

<!-- Acer rubrum L. / Red maple , oven -dried -->

<!-- from table XIV , percent

cellulose 39.9 glucomannan 3.5 acetylglucuronoxylan

21.0 arabinogalactan 1.8 pectin 1.9

lignin 23.0 "ash" 0.3 -->
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<!-- ash from table XV

ppt: Ca 0.8 K 0.7 Mg 0.12 P 0.03 Mn 0.07

ppm: Fe 11 Cu 5 Zn 29 -->

<!--

chemicals to elements:

cellulose: c6h10o5

lignin: c 9.92 h 10.68 o 3.32 (Picea abies standing in

as typical)

-->

<mixture name="red -maple" fractions="mass">

74.8 <mixture > <!-- cellulose and hemicelluloses -->

6 <atom nuclide="carbon"/>

10 <atom nuclide="hydrogen"/>

5 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

23.0 <mixture > <!-- lignin -->

9.92 <atom nuclide="carbon"/>

10.68 <atom nuclide="hydrogen"/>

3.32 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

1.9 <mixture > <!-- pectin -->

6 <atom nuclide="carbon"/>

10 <atom nuclide="hydrogen"/>

7 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

0.3 <mixture fractions="mass"> <!-- ash , note missing

mass -->

<!-- the fact these aren’t normalized won’t matter

-->

0.8 <atom nuclide="ca -40"/>

0.7 <atom nuclide="k-39"/>

0.12 <atom nuclide="magnesium"/>

0.03 <atom nuclide="phosphorus"/>

0.07 <atom nuclide="mn -55"/>

</mixture >
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</mixture >

<density is="0.546"/><!-- for red maple , from: http://

www.csudh.edu/oliver/chemdata/woods.htm -->

</region >

<!-- metals -->

<region name="steel">

<!-- 4140 chromoly steel -->

<mixture name="steel -4140" fractions="mass">

97.25 <materialRef to="iron"/>

0.95 <materialRef to="chromium"/>

0.2 <atom nuclide="moly"/>

0.4 <atom nuclide="carbon"/>

0.875 <atom nuclide="mn -55"/>

0.035 <atom nuclide="phosphorus"/>

0.04 <atom nuclide="sulfur"/>

0.25 <materialRef to="silicon"/>

</mixture >

<density is="7.8"/>

</region >

<region name="cor -ten">

<!-- cor -ten a steel -->

<mixture fractions="mass">

97.195 <materialRef to="iron"/>

0.12 <atom nuclide="carbon"/>

0.5 <materialRef to="silicon"/>

0.35 <atom nuclide="mn -55"/>

0.11 <atom nuclide="phosphorus"/>

0.03 <atom nuclide="sulfur"/>

0.625 <materialRef to="chromium"/>

0.4 <materialRef to="copper"/>

0.65 <materialRef to="nickel"/>

0.02 <atom nuclide="aluminum"/>

</mixture >
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<density is="7.8"/>

</region >

<region name="aluminum">

<!-- average of 2024, 7075, 5086, 6061 alloys -->

<mixture name="al -alloy -mix" fractions="mass">

93.08 <atom nuclide="aluminum"/>

0.475 <materialRef to="silicon"/>

0.55 <materialRef to="iron"/>

1.58125 <materialRef to="copper"/>

0.375 <atom nuclide="mn -55"/>

2.25 <atom nuclide="magnesium"/>

0.16875 <materialRef to="chromium"/>

<!-- no zinc -->

</mixture >

<density is="2.7"/>

</region >

<!-- plastics -->

<region name="polycarbonate">

<mixture name="polycarbonate">

16 <atom nuclide="c_in_poly"/>

14 <atom nuclide="h_in_poly"/>

3 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

<density is="1.21"/>

</region >

<region name="abs"> <!-- acrylonitrile butadiene styrene --

>

<mixture name="plastic -abs">

15 <atom nuclide="c_in_poly"/>

17 <atom nuclide="h_in_poly"/>

1 <materialRef to="nitrogen"/>

</mixture >
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<density is="1.024"/>

</region >

<region name="eps"> <!-- expanded polystyrene , typical -->

<mixture >

1 <atom nuclide="h_in_poly"/>

1 <atom nuclide="c_in_poly"/>

</mixture >

<density is="0.05"/>

</region >

<region name='hdpe '> <!-- high -density polyethylene -->

<mixture >

1 <atom nuclide='c_in_poly '/>

2 <atom nuclide='h_in_poly '/>

</mixture >

<density is='0.95 '/>

</region >

<!-- other -->

<region name="glass -soda -lime">

<!-- from soda -lime glass , averaging container and

window -->

<mixture name="glass -soda -lime" fractions="mass">

73.5 <materialRef to="SiO2"/>

13.5 <materialRef to="Na2O"/>

9.75 <materialRef to="CaO"/>

0.725 <materialRef to="Al2O3"/>

0.165 <materialRef to="K2O"/>

0.1 <materialRef to="SO3"/>

2.1 <materialRef to="MgO"/>

0.07 <materialRef to="Fe2O3"/>

</mixture >

<density is="2.525"/>

</region >
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<region name="corrugated -cardboard">

<mixture name="paper">

89.2 <materialRef to="air"/>

10.8 <materialRef to="red -maple"/>

</mixture >

<density is="0.06"/>

<!-- http://www.ehow.com/facts_7823959_density -

corrugated -cardboard.html -->

<!-- using density to solve for mixture of air and wood

-->

</region >

<region name="cardboard">

<materialRef to="paper"/>

<density is="0.689"/>

</region >

<region name="lighttech"> <!-- based on approximate density

of a large -screen flat TV -->

<mixture name='lighttech -mix'>

0.1 <materialRef to="tech"/>

0.9 <materialRef to="air"/>

</mixture >

<density is="0.16074"/>

</region >

<region name="food">

<!-- Western pattern diet: 50% carb , 15% prot , 35% fat

carbs: 20% sucrose , 80% poly -glucose

fat: 50% palmitic acid (saturated), 50% alpha -linoleic

palmitic: C 8 H 1 6 O

a-L: C 9 H 16 O

protein:

C2 O2 N H2 R
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2/21 have as much S as N, then there 's

selenocysteine

but I don't have selenium anyway so nevermind

typical eukaryote has 0.04 S atoms per aa ,

according to

http: //rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/content

/273/1591/1293. full

salt: see http: //www.ars.usda.gov/Services/docs.htm?

docid =22114

sodium content of fast -food cheesburger is 0.6738%

by weight

(add equal amount chlorine)

water: weight percents , also from above site (usda.gov

)

uncooked rice: 9.86%

cheddar cheese: 63.1%

beef jerky: 53.8%

potato chips: 2.54%

equal average: 32.3%

these ratios are in Calories , convert to mass ratios:

fat 9 Cal/gm , prot 4 Cal/gm , carb 4 Cal/gm

12.5 carb , 3.75 prot , 3.88889 fat

62% carb , 18.6% prot , 19.3% fat

-->

<mixture name='food ' fractions="mass">

62.0 <mixture > <!-- carbs -->

20 <mixture > <!-- sucrose -->

12 <atom nuclide="carbon"/>

22 <atom nuclide="hydrogen"/>

11 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

80 <mixture > <!-- complex (starch , cellulose)

-->

6 <atom nuclide="carbon"/>

8.2 <atom nuclide="hydrogen"/> <!--

fraction for branching -->
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5 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

</mixture >

18.6 <mixture > <!-- protein -->

2 <atom nuclide="carbon"/>

2 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

1 <materialRef to="nitrogen"/>

2 <atom nuclide="hydrogen"/>

0.04 <atom nuclide="sulfur"/>

</mixture >

19.3 <mixture > <!-- fat -->

8.5 <atom nuclide="carbon"/>

16 <atom nuclide="hydrogen"/>

1 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

64.6 <materialRef to="water"/> <!-- scaled up because

the above 3 sum to 100 -->

1.35 <mixture > <!-- salt -->

1 <atom nuclide="sodium"/>

1 <atom nuclide="chlorine"/>

</mixture >

</mixture >

<density is="0.765"/> <!-- grnd bf is 0.95, flour is

0.58 -->

</region >

<region name="fabric">

<!-- cotton , nylon , and air -->

<!-- note solid fiber here is solid , and made up with

air to get the

final density of a compressed , bulk shipment of

clothing. some

rough estimating went into that -->

<mixture name='fabric '>

1.335e-3 <mixture > <!-- solid fiber part -->

1 <mixture > <!-- cotton (cellulose) -->
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6 <atom nuclide="carbon"/>

10 <atom nuclide="hydrogen"/>

5 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

</mixture >

1 <mixture > <!-- nylon 6,6 -->

6 <atom nuclide="carbon"/>

11 <atom nuclide="hydrogen"/>

1 <materialRef to="oxygen"/>

1 <materialRef to="nitrogen"/>

</mixture >

</mixture >

1.0 <materialRef to="air"/>

</mixture >

<density is="0.082"/>

</region >

<region name='porcelain '>

<mixture >

1 <mixture > <!-- kaolinite -->

2 <atom nuclide='aluminum '/>

2 <materialRef to='silicon '/>

9 <materialRef to='oxygen '/>

4 <atom nuclide='hydrogen '/>

</mixture >

1 <mixture > <!-- feldspar -->

1 <mixture > <!-- k-spar -->

1 <atom nuclide='k-39'/>

1 <atom nuclide='aluminum '/>

3 <materialRef to='silicon '/>

8 <materialRef to='oxygen '/>

</mixture >

7 <mixture > <!-- Na spar -->

1 <atom nuclide='sodium '/>

1 <atom nuclide='aluminum '/>

3 <materialRef to='silicon '/>

8 <materialRef to='oxygen '/>
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</mixture >

2 <mixture > <!-- Ca spar -->

1 <atom nuclide='ca -40'/>

2 <atom nuclide='aluminum '/>

2 <materialRef to='silicon '/>

8 <materialRef to='oxygen '/>

</mixture >

</mixture >

</mixture >

<density is='2.403 '/>

</region >

<region name='soda -pop'>

<mixture name='soda -pop' fractions="mass"> <!-- pop ,

modeled on Coke -->

207.3935 <materialRef to="water"/>

0.0635 <materialRef to="H3PO4"/>

0.033 <materialRef to="caffeine"/>

1.44 <materialRef to="CO2"/>

0.07 <atom nuclide="sodium"/>

31.0 <materialRef to="sugar"/>

</mixture >

<density is="1"/>

</region >

</regions >

Listing D.5: objects.jtdli

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>

<!-- Predefined objects. -->

<geomes >

<!-- PALLET *************** *****************************

****************** -->

<union name="pallet">

<!-- orientation: box 0,0,0 → 102, 11.8, 122 -->
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<subtraction >

<union> <!-- the wooden parts -->

<!-- base -->

<box name="plank -e" cornerOne="0,0,0" cornerTwo="

102, 1.6, 13.4"/>

<geomeRef to="plank -e">

<translate by="0, 0, 108.6"/></geomeRef >

<box name="plank -m" cornerOne="0,0,0" cornerTwo="

102, 1.6, 10.2">

<translate by="0, 0, 38.1"/></box>

<geomeRef to="plank -m">

<but><translate by="0, 0, 55.9"/></but></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="plank -m">

<but><translate by="0, 0, 73.7"/></but></

geomeRef >

<!-- rails -->

<subtraction name='pallet -rail '>

<box cornerOne="0,1.6,0" cornerTwo="

3.4 ,10.2 ,122"/>

<cylinder endOne=' -0.1, 1.6, 18.8 ' endTwo='

3.5, 1.6, 18.8 ' radius='3.6'/>

<box cornerOne=' -0.1, 1.5, 18.8 ' cornerTwo='

3.5, 5.2, 34.5 '/>

<cylinder endOne=' -0.1, 1.6, 34.5 ' endTwo='

3.5, 1.6, 34.5 ' radius='3.6'/>

<cylinder endOne=' -0.1, 1.6, 87.5 ' endTwo='

3.5, 1.6, 87.5 ' radius='3.6'/>

<box cornerOne=' -0.1, 1.5, 87.5 ' cornerTwo='

3.5, 5.2 ,103.2 '/>

<cylinder endOne=' -0.1, 1.6 ,103.2 ' endTwo='

3.5, 1.6 ,103.2 ' radius='3.6'/>

</subtraction >
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<geomeRef to="pallet -rail">

<translate by="49.3,0,0"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -rail">

<translate by="98.6,0,0"/></geomeRef >

<!-- top -->

<geomeRef to="plank -e"><translate by="0, 10.2, 0"/

></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="plank -e"><translate by="0, 10.2,

108.6"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="plank -m"><but><translate by="0,

10.2, 20.77"/></but></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="plank -m"><but><translate by="0,

10.2, 38.33"/></but></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="plank -m"><but><translate by="0,

10.2, 55.9"/></but></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="plank -m"><but><translate by="0,

10.2, 73.47"/></but></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="plank -m"><but><translate by="0,

10.2, 91.03"/></but></geomeRef >

<!-- region for the wooden parts -->

<regionRef to="wood"/>

</union>

<!-- hollow a space for the nails -->

<geomeRef to="pallet -allnails"/>

</subtraction >

<union name="pallet -allnails">

<union name="pallet -nailgroup">

<cylinder endOne="1.7, 0, 6.7" endTwo="1.7, 4.4,

6.7" radius="0.15"/>

<cylinder endOne="1.7, 0, 3.4" endTwo="1.7, 4.4,

3.4" radius="0.15"/>
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<cylinder endOne="1.7, 0, 10" endTwo="1.7, 4.4,

10" radius="0.15"/>

</union>

<!-- the rest of the base nails -->

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="49.3,

0, 0"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="98.6,

0, 0"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="0, 0,

108.6"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="49.3,

0, 108.6"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="98.6,

0, 108.6"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="0, 0,

38.1"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="49.3,

0, 38.1"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="98.6,

0, 38.1"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="0, 0,

55.9"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="49.3,

0, 55.9"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="98.6,

0, 55.9"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="0, 0,

73.7"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="49.3,

0, 73.7"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="98.6,

0, 73.7"/></geomeRef >

<!-- nails on the top , too -->
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<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="0,

5.96, 0"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="49.3,

5.96, 0"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="98.6,

5.96, 0"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="0,

5.96, 108.6"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="49.3,

5.96, 108.6"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="98.6,

5.96, 108.6"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="0,

5.96, 20.77"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="49.3,

5.96, 20.77"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="98.6,

5.96, 20.77"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="0,

5.96, 38.33"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="49.3,

5.96, 38.33"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="98.6,

5.96, 38.33"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="0,

5.96, 55.9"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="49.3,

5.96, 55.9"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="98.6,

5.96, 55.9"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="0,

5.96, 73.47"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="49.3,

5.96, 73.47"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="98.6,

5.96, 73.47"/></geomeRef >
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<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="0,

5.96, 91.03"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="49.3,

5.96, 91.03"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="pallet -nailgroup"><translate by="98.6,

5.96, 91.03"/></geomeRef >

<!-- region for nail parts -->

<regionRef to="steel"/>

</union>

</union >

<!-- SLIPSHEET -POLY ******* *****************************

************************ -->

<union name='slipsheet -poly '>

<!-- EDIT: removed tab for simplicity

orientation: 0,0,0 → 122, 1, 102

-->

<!-- orientation: -2.8, 0, 0 → 122, 10, 102

tab sticks up on the -X edge , bulk of slipsheet (

non -tab -part) contained in

0,0,0 → 122, 1, 102

-->

<box cornerOne='0,0,0' size='122, 1, 102'/>

<regionRef to='hdpe '/>

</union >

<!-- WIDGETS -IN -BOX ******* *****************************

******************* -->

<union name="iWidget -small">

<union name="iWidget -small -box"> <!-- prestige box -->

<subtraction >

<box cornerOne="0, 0, 0" cornerTwo="12.0, 17.7,

5.1"/>
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<box cornerOne="0.1, 0.1, 0.1" cornerTwo="11.9,

17.6, 5.0"/>

<regionRef to="corrugated -cardboard"/>

</subtraction >

<subtraction >

<union>

<box cornerOne="0.1, 0.1, 3.5" cornerTwo="11.9,

17.6, 3.6"/>

<box cornerOne="0.1, 6.1, 0.1" cornerTwo="11.9,

6.2, 5.0"/>

<box cornerOne="0.1, 11.6, 0.1" cornerTwo="

11.9, 11.7, 5.0"/>

</union>

<geomeRef to="iWidget -small -itself"/>

</subtraction >

<regionRef to="corrugated -cardboard"/>

</union>

<box name="iWidget -small -itself" cornerOne="3.1, 3.1,

3.1" cornerTwo="8.9, 14.6, 4">

<region name="densetech">

<materialRef to="tech"/>

<density is="1.67"/>

</region >

</box>

<cylinder name="iWidget -small -periph" endOne="1,1.5,1.5"

endTwo="8,1.5,1.5" radius="1">

<regionRef to="lighttech"/>

</cylinder >

<subtraction > <!-- airspace is everything not specified

above -->

<box cornerOne="0, 0, 0" cornerTwo="12.0, 17.7, 5.1"/

>

<geomeRef to="iWidget -small -box"/>

<geomeRef to="iWidget -small -itself"/>

<geomeRef to="iWidget -small -periph"/>

<regionRef to="air"/>
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</subtraction >

</union >

<union name="iWidget -large">

<union name="iWidget -large -box"> <!-- prestige box -->

<subtraction >

<box cornerOne="0, 0, 0" cornerTwo="24.0, 17.7,

5.1"/>

<box cornerOne="0.1, 0.1, 0.1" cornerTwo="23.9,

17.6, 5.0"/>

<regionRef to="corrugated -cardboard"/>

</subtraction >

<subtraction >

<union>

<box cornerOne="0.1, 0.1, 3.5" cornerTwo="23.9,

17.6, 3.6"/>

<box cornerOne="0.1, 6.1, 0.1" cornerTwo="23.9,

6.2, 5.0"/>

<box cornerOne="0.1, 11.6, 0.1" cornerTwo="

23.9, 11.7, 5.0"/>

<box cornerOne="6.1, 0.1, 0.1" cornerTwo="6.2,

17.6, 5.0"/>

<box cornerOne="17.9, 0.1, 0.1" cornerTwo="

18.0, 17.6, 5.0"/>

</union>

<geomeRef to="iWidget -large -itself"/>

</subtraction >

<regionRef to="corrugated -cardboard"/>

</union >

<box name="iWidget -large -itself" cornerOne="3.1, 3.1,

3.1" cornerTwo="20.9, 14.6, 4">

<regionRef to="densetech"/>

</box>

<cylinder name="iWidget -large -periph" endOne="7,1.5,1.5"

endTwo="14 ,1.5 ,1.5" radius="1">

<regionRef to="lighttech"/>
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</cylinder >

<subtraction > <!-- airspace is everything not specified

above -->

<box cornerOne="0, 0, 0" cornerTwo="24.0, 17.7, 5.1"/

>

<geomeRef to="iWidget -large -box"/>

<geomeRef to="iWidget -large -itself"/>

<geomeRef to="iWidget -large -periph"/>

<regionRef to="air"/>

</subtraction >

</union >

<union name="widgets -in -box">

<!-- Defined orientation: box 0,0,0 → 24.6, 18.3, 36.3

-->

<!-- multiple widgets -in -boxes arrayed together -->

<geomeRef to="iWidget -large"><translate by="0.3 ,0.3 ,0.3"

/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="iWidget -small"><translate by="0.3 ,0.3 ,5.4"

/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="iWidget -small"><translate by="12.3 ,0.3 ,5.4

"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="iWidget -small"><translate by="0.3 ,0.3 ,10.5

"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="iWidget -small"><translate by="

12.3 ,0.3 ,10.5"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="iWidget -large"><translate by="0.3 ,0.3 ,15.6

"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="iWidget -small"><translate by="0.3 ,0.3 ,20.7

"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="iWidget -small"><translate by="

12.3 ,0.3 ,20.7"/></geomeRef >
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<geomeRef to="iWidget -small"><translate by="0.3 ,0.3 ,25.8

"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="iWidget -small"><translate by="

12.3 ,0.3 ,25.8"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="iWidget -large"><translate by="0.3 ,0.3 ,30.9

"/></geomeRef >

<!-- a cardboard box around it all (3mm thick) -->

<subtraction >

<box cornerOne="0,0,0" cornerTwo="24.6, 18.3, 36.3"/>

<box cornerOne="0.3 ,0.3 ,0.3" cornerTwo="24.3, 18.0,

36.0"/>

<regionRef to="corrugated -cardboard"/>

</subtraction >

</union >

<!-- POPFLAT ************** *****************************

****************************** -->

<union name="popflat">

<!-- orientation: box 0,0,0 → 27, 12.5, 40.2 -->

<!-- density of CO 2 in "airspace" of a can is estimated

based on fill pressure ,

830 kPa , the ideal gas law PV=nRT , assuming T=278 K

, and the formula mass of CO 2

being 44.0095 g/mol -->

<union name="popcan">

<cylinder endOne="3.6, 0.312, 3.6" endTwo="3.6, 10.7,

3.6" radius="3.288">

<regionRef to='soda -pop'/>

</cylinder >

<cylinder endOne="3.6, 10.7, 3.6" endTwo="3.6,

12.488 , 3.6" radius="3.288">

<region ><materialRef to="CO2"/><density is="15.799

" units="kg/m3"/></region >
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</cylinder >

<subtraction > <!-- aluminum can -->

<cylinder endOne="3.6, 0.3, 3.6" endTwo="3.6,

12.5, 3.6" radius="3.3"/>

<cylinder endOne="3.6, 0.312, 3.6" endTwo="3.6,

12.488 , 3.6" radius="3.288"/>

<regionRef to="aluminum"/>

</subtraction >

</union>

<geomeRef to="popcan"><translate by="6.6, 0, 0"/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="popcan"><translate by="13.2, 0, 0"/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="popcan"><translate by="19.8, 0, 0"/></

geomeRef >

<union name="popcan -row">

<geomeRef to="popcan"><translate by="0, 0, 6.6"/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="popcan"><translate by="6.6, 0, 6.6"/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="popcan"><translate by="13.2, 0, 6.6"/><

/geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="popcan"><translate by="19.8, 0, 6.6"/><

/geomeRef >

</union>

<geomeRef to="popcan -row"><translate by="0, 0, 6.6"/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="popcan -row"><translate by="0, 0, 13.2"/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="popcan -row"><translate by="0, 0, 19.8"/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="popcan -row"><translate by="0, 0, 26.4"/></

geomeRef >

<!-- the 3mm cardboard half -box -->

<subtraction >
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<box cornerOne="0,0,0" cornerTwo="27.0, 6.4, 40.2"/>

<box cornerOne="0.3 ,0.3 ,0.3" cornerTwo="26.7, 6.5,

39.9"/>

<regionRef to="corrugated -cardboard"/>

</subtraction >

</union >

<!-- TV -IN -BOX ************ *****************************

*************************** -->

<union name="tv -in -box">

<!-- orientation: 0,0,0 → 112, 75, 29.5 -->

<union name="tv -itself">

<box cornerOne="5, 5, 10" cornerTwo="107, 70, 12.5"/>

<volume corners="45 ,48 ,19.5; 5 ,70 ,12.5; 107 ,70 ,12.5;

67 ,48 ,19.5;

45 ,5 ,19.5; 5,5 ,12.5; 107 ,5 ,12.5;

67,5 ,19.5"/>

<regionRef to="lighttech"/>

</union>

<subtraction name="tv -box">

<box cornerOne="0,0,0" cornerTwo="112, 75, 29.5"/>

<box cornerOne="0.6 ,0.6 ,0.6" cornerTwo="111.4, 74.4,

28.9"/>

<regionRef to="corrugated -cardboard"/>

</subtraction >

<subtraction name="tv -spacers">

<union>

<box cornerOne="0.6, 0.6, 0.6" cornerTwo="20, 20,

28.9"/>

<box cornerOne="0.6, 55, 0.6" cornerTwo="20,

74.4, 28.9"/>

<box cornerOne="92, 0.6, 0.6" cornerTwo="111.4,

20, 28.9"/>

<box cornerOne="92, 55, 0.6" cornerTwo="111.4,

74.4, 28.9"/>
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</union>

<geomeRef to="tv -itself"/>

<regionRef to="eps"/>

</subtraction >

<union name="tv -periph">

<box cornerOne="21, 5, 25" cornerTwo="47, 55, 27"><

regionRef to="steel"/></box>

<box cornerOne="72, 1, 25" cornerTwo="84, 56, 27"><

regionRef to="steel"/></box>

<box cornerOne="45, 1, 22" cornerTwo="58, 4, 28"><

regionRef to="lighttech"/></box>

<box cornerOne='63, 38, 20' cornerTwo='84, 66, 20.5 '>

<regionRef to='cardboard '/></box>

</union>

<subtraction >

<box cornerOne="0.6 ,0.6 ,0.6" cornerTwo="111.4, 74.4,

28.9"/>

<geomeRef to="tv -itself"/>

<geomeRef to="tv -spacers"/>

<geomeRef to="tv -periph"/>

<regionRef to="air"/>

</subtraction >

</union >

<!-- FOOD -IN -BOX ********** *****************************

********************* -->

<union name="food -in -box">

<!-- dimension: 0,0,0 → 60.9, 26.7, 36.5 -->

<union name="food -itself">

<union name="food -unit -layer">

<union name="food -unit -row">

<sphere name="food -unit" center="4.2, 3.9, 4.2"

radius="3.5"/>

<geomeRef to="food -unit"><translate by="7,0,0"/

></geomeRef >
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<geomeRef to="food -unit"><translate by="14,0,0"

/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="food -unit"><translate by="21,0,0"

/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="food -unit"><translate by="28,0,0"

/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="food -unit"><translate by="35,0,0"

/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="food -unit"><translate by="42,0,0"

/></geomeRef >

</union>

<geomeRef to="food -unit -row"><translate by="3.5,

0, 6.063"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="food -unit -row"><translate by="0, 0,

12.126"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="food -unit -row"><translate by="3.5,

0, 18.189"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="food -unit -row"><translate by="0, 0,

24.252"/></geomeRef >

</union>

<geomeRef to="food -unit -layer">

<sequence >

<rotate phi="180" theta="0" psi="0"/>

<translate by="57.1, 13.516 , 2.021"/>

</sequence >

</geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="food -unit -layer"><translate by="0,

11.432 , 0"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="food -unit -layer"><sequence >

<rotate phi="180" theta="0" psi="0"/>

<translate by="57.1, 24.948 , 2.021"/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<regionRef to="food"/>

</union>

<subtraction name="food -box">
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<box cornerOne="0,0,0" cornerTwo="60.9, 26.7, 36.5"/>

<box cornerOne="0.6, 0.3, 0.6" cornerTwo="60.3, 26.4,

35.9"/>

<regionRef to="corrugated -cardboard"/>

</subtraction >

<subtraction >

<box cornerOne="0.6 ,0.3 ,0.6" cornerTwo="

60.3 ,26.4 ,35.9"/>

<geomeRef to="food -itself"/>

<regionRef to="air"/>

</subtraction >

</union >

<!-- PAPER -TOWELS ********* *****************************

************************* -->

<union name="paper -towels">

<!-- dimensions: 0,0,0 → 26.6, 56.6, 65.6 -->

<union name="paper -towels -themselves">

<union name="paper -towel -one">

<subtraction >

<cylinder endOne="6.8, 0.3, 6.8" endTwo="6.8,

28.3, 6.8" radius="6.5"/>

<cylinder endOne="6.8, 0.2, 6.8" endTwo="6.8,

28.4, 6.8" radius="2"/>

<region ><!-- paper towel matter -->

<materialRef to="paper"/>

<density is="0.15"/>

</region >

</subtraction >

<subtraction >

<cylinder endOne="6.8, 0.3, 6.8" endTwo="6.8,

28.3, 6.8" radius="1.99"/>

<cylinder endOne="6.8, 0.2, 6.8" endTwo="6.8,

28.4, 6.8" radius="1.9"/>

<regionRef to="cardboard"/>

</subtraction >
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</union>

<geomeRef to="paper -towel -one"><translate by="13, 0,

0"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="paper -towel -one"><translate by=" 0, 0,

13"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="paper -towel -one"><translate by="13, 0,

13"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="paper -towel -one"><translate by=" 0, 0,

26"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="paper -towel -one"><translate by="13, 0,

26"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="paper -towel -one"><translate by=" 0, 0,

39"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="paper -towel -one"><translate by="13, 0,

39"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="paper -towel -one"><translate by=" 0, 0,

52"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="paper -towel -one"><translate by="13, 0,

52"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="paper -towel -one"><translate by=" 0, 28,

0"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="paper -towel -one"><translate by="13, 28,

0"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="paper -towel -one"><translate by=" 0, 28,

13"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="paper -towel -one"><translate by="13, 28,

13"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="paper -towel -one"><translate by=" 0, 28,

26"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="paper -towel -one"><translate by="13, 28,

26"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="paper -towel -one"><translate by=" 0, 28,

39"/></geomeRef >
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<geomeRef to="paper -towel -one"><translate by="13, 28,

39"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="paper -towel -one"><translate by=" 0, 28,

52"/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to="paper -towel -one"><translate by="13, 28,

52"/></geomeRef >

</union>

<subtraction name="paper -towels -box">

<box cornerOne="0,0,0" cornerTwo="26.6, 56.6, 65.6"/>

<box cornerOne="0.3 ,0.3 ,0.3" cornerTwo="26.3, 56.3,

65.3"/>

<regionRef to="corrugated -cardboard"/>

</subtraction >

<subtraction >

<box cornerOne="0.3 ,0.3 ,0.3" cornerTwo="26.3, 56.3,

65.3"/>

<geomeRef to="paper -towels -themselves"/>

<regionRef to="air"/>

</subtraction >

</union >

<!-- CLOTHES ************** *****************************

******************** -->

<union name='coathanger '>

<!-- dimension: 0,0,0 → 40, 17.65, 0.5 -->

<subtraction > <!-- plastic body -->

<union>

<volume name='coathanger -half '

corners='20, 10, 0.5; 20, 10, 0; 20, 9, 0;

20, 9, 0.5;

0, 0, 0.5; 0, 0, 0; 20, 5, 0;

20, 5, 0.5'/>

<geomeRef to='coathanger -half '><reflect x='20'/></

geomeRef >

</union>
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<geomeRef to='coathanger -mainshaft '/>

<geomeRef to='coathanger -topshaft '/>

<regionRef to='abs'/>

</subtraction >

<cylinder name='coathanger -mainshaft ' endOne='0, 0, 0.25

' endTwo='40, 0, 0.25 '

radius='0.15 '>

<regionRef to='steel '/>

</cylinder >

<cylinder name='coathanger -topshaft ' endOne='20, 5, 0.25

' endTwo='20, 15, 0.25 '

radius='0.15 '>

<regionRef to='steel '/>

</cylinder >

<intersection > <!-- curved part of top hanger -->

<torus center='17.5, 15, 0.25 ' direction='0,0,1'

major='2.5' minor='0.15 '/>

<plane normal='0, -1, 0' offset=' -15'/>

<regionRef to='steel '/>

</intersection >

</union >

<union name='clothes '>

<!-- dimension: 0,0,0 → 60,60,60 -->

<union name='clothes -hanger -side '>

<geomeRef name='clothes -hanger -located ' to='

coathanger '><sequence >

<rotate axis='1,0,0' angle='90'/>

<translate by='10, 1, 5'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -located '><translate by='

0, 2.9, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -located '><translate by='

0, 5.8, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -located '><translate by='

0, 8.7, 0'/></geomeRef >
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<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -located '><translate by='

0, 11.6, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -located '><translate by='

0, 14.5, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -located '><translate by='

0, 17.4, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -located '><translate by='

0, 20.3, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -located '><translate by='

0, 23.2, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -located '><translate by='

0, 26.1, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -located '><translate by='

0, 29.0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -located '><translate by='

0, 31.9, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -located '><translate by='

0, 34.8, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -located '><translate by='

0, 37.7, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -located '><translate by='

0, 40.6, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -located '><translate by='

0, 43.5, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -located '><translate by='

0, 46.4, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -located '><translate by='

0, 49.3, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -located '><translate by='

0, 52.2, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -located '><translate by='

0, 55.1, 0'/></geomeRef >

</union>

<geomeRef name='clothes -hanger -otherside '

to='clothes -hanger -side '><reflect z='30'/></

geomeRef >
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<subtraction >

<box cornerOne='0.3 ,0.3 ,0.3 ' cornerTwo='

59.7 ,59.7 ,59.7 '/>

<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -side '/>

<geomeRef to='clothes -hanger -otherside '/>

<regionRef to='fabric '/>

</subtraction >

<subtraction name='clothes -box'>

<box cornerOne='0,0,0' cornerTwo='60,60,60'/>

<box cornerOne='0.3 ,0.3 ,0.3 ' cornerTwo='

59.7 ,59.7 ,59.7 '/>

<regionRef to='corrugated -cardboard '/>

</subtraction >

</union >

<!-- FLOORTILES *********** *****************************

************************ -->

<union name='floortiles '>

<!-- dimension: 0,0,0 → 30, 15, 30 -->

<!-- a cardboard box (with holes) around a stack of 15

porcelain tiles -->

<box cornerOne='0.3, 0.3, 0.3' size='29.4, 14.4, 29.4 '>

<regionRef to='porcelain '/>

</box>

<subtraction >

<box cornerOne='0, 0, 0' size='30, 15, 30'/>

<box cornerOne='0.3, 0.3, 0.3' size='29.4, 14.4, 29.4

'/>

<box cornerOne='8, 15.1, 8' cornerTwo='22, -0.1, 22'/

>

<regionRef to='corrugated -cardboard '/>

</subtraction >

</union >
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</geomes >

Listing D.6: intermodal.jtdli

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>

<!-- intermodal shipping container -->

<geomes >

<!-- base corner has no top/bottom rectangular toggle

opening -->

<subtraction name="imsc -corner">

<!-- orientation: 0,0,0 → 16.2, 11.4, 17.8; toggle

openings on +X and +Z faces -->

<box cornerOne='0,0,0' cornerTwo='16.2, 11.4, 17.8 '/>

<!-- remove interior to make a box -shell -->

<box cornerOne='2,2,2' cornerTwo='14.2, 9.4, 15.8 '/>

<!-- remove oval side opening as a unit -->

<union name='imsc -corner -oval '>

<cylinder endOne='8.1, 4.45, 15.7 ' endTwo='8.1, 4.45,

17.9 ' radius='2.05 '/>

<cylinder endOne='8.1, 6.95, 15.7 ' endTwo='8.1, 6.95,

17.9 ' radius='2.05 '/>

<box cornerOne='6.05, 4.45, 15.7 ' cornerTwo='10.15 ,

6.95, 17.9 '/>

</union >

<!-- remove it again from the other side -->

<geomeRef to='imsc -corner -oval '><sequence >

<translate by=' -8.1, 0, -8.9'/>

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/>

<translate by='7.3, 0, 8.9'/> <!-- don’t move as far

in X due to rectangle shape -->

</sequence ></geomeRef >
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<!-- assign a region at this level -->

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</subtraction >

<!-- bottom variant -->

<subtraction name='imsc -corner -bot'>

<geomeRef to='imsc -corner '/>

<!-- remove lower opening (approximate with rectangle)

-->

<box cornerOne='4.9, 0, 2.7' cornerTwo='11.3, 2.1, 15.1 '

/>

</subtraction >

<!-- top variant -->

<subtraction name='imsc -corner -top'>

<geomeRef to='imsc -corner '/>

<!-- remove upper opening (approximate with rectangle)

-->

<box cornerOne='4.9, 9.3, 2.7' cornerTwo='11.3, 11.5,

15.1 '/>

</subtraction >

<!-- IMSC -END **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** ****

**** **** **** **** **** **** ****

Unified intermodal container model , of the end away

from the doors.

Orientation: 0,0,0 → &worldEndX;, 259, 244

-->

<union name='imsc -end'>

<union name='imsc -base -side '>

<geomeRef to='imsc -corner -bot'><sequence >

<translate by=' -8.1, 0, -8.9'/>

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle=' -90'/>

<translate by='8.9, 0, 8.1'/>
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</sequence ></geomeRef >

<subtraction > <!-- side bottom beams -->

<box cornerOne='17.8, 1.3, 11.4 ' cornerTwo='&

worldEndX;, 16.8, 15.8 '/>

<box cornerOne='17.7, 1.6, 11.7 ' cornerTwo='&

worldEndX;, 16.3, 15.9 '/>

<box cornerOne='17.7, 1.2, 13.9 ' cornerTwo='&

worldEndX;, 1.6, 15.9 '/>

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</subtraction >

<translate by='0, 0, 227.8 '/><!-- from defined

position to +Z side -->

</union>

<!-- base side on -Z side is mirror image of +Z -->

<geomeRef to='imsc -base -side '><reflect z='122'/></

geomeRef >

<!-- a series of stringers -->

<subtraction name='imsc -base -stringer '>

<box cornerOne='50.8, 1.3, 4.9' size='4.4, 15.5,

234.2 '/>

<box cornerOne='51.1, 1.6, 4.8' size='4.2, 14.9,

234.4 '/>

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</subtraction >

<geomeRef to='imsc -base -stringer '><translate by='50.8,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -base -stringer '><translate by='101.6 ,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -base -stringer '><translate by='152.4 ,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -base -stringer '><translate by='203.2,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -base -stringer '><translate by='254.0,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >
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<geomeRef to='imsc -base -stringer '><translate by='304.8 ,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -base -stringer '><translate by='355.6 ,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -base -stringer '><translate by='406.4 ,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<!-- end sill beam -->

<subtraction >

<box cornerOne='0, 14, 15.7 ' size='10.2, 6.4, 212.6 '/

>

<box cornerOne='0.3, 14.3, 15.6 ' size='9.6, 5.8,

212.8 '/>

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</subtraction >

<!-- flooring -->

<subtraction >

<box cornerOne='10.2, 16.8, 4.9' cornerTwo='&

worldEndX;, 19.7, 239.1 '/>

<box cornerOne='10.1, 16.7, 4.8' cornerTwo='20.4,

19.8, 5.4'/> <!-- notch corner -X-Z -->

<box cornerOne='10.1, 16.7, 238.6 ' cornerTwo='20.4,

19.8, 239.2 '/> <!-- n.c. -X+Z -->

<regionRef to='wood '/>

</subtraction >

<!-- corner boxes and sill extension supporting floor

end -->

<union name='imsc -base -cbox '>

<box cornerOne='10.2, 1.3, 16.2 ' size='0.3, 15.5, 55'

/>

<box cornerOne='10.5, 1.3, 16.2 ' size='4.1, 0.3, 54.7

'/>

<box cornerOne='10.5, 16.5, 16.2 ' size='4.1, 0.3,

54.7 '/>
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<box cornerOne='10.5, 1.3, 71.2 ' cornerTwo='50.8,

16.8, 70.9 '/>

<box cornerOne='50.8, 1.3, 70.9 ' size=' -40.3, 0.3,

-4.1'/>

<box cornerOne='50.8, 16.8, 70.9 ' size=' -40.3, -0.3,

-4.1'/>

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</union>

<geomeRef to='imsc -base -cbox '><reflect z='122'/></

geomeRef >

<subtraction >

<box cornerOne='10.2, 16.8, 71.2 ' size='4.4, -4.4,

101.6 '/>

<box cornerOne='10.5, 16.5, 71.1 ' size='3.8, -3.8,

101.8 '/>

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</subtraction >

<!-- end posts -->

<union name='imsc -end -post '>

<subtraction >

<box cornerOne='0, 11.4, 0.5' cornerTwo='17.8,

247.6 , 15.7 '/>

<box cornerOne='1, 7.4, 1.5' cornerTwo='16.8,

251.6 , 14.7 '/>

<box cornerOne='4.8, 7.4, 5.3' cornerTwo='21.8,

251.6 , 19.7 '/>

</subtraction >

<box cornerOne='17.8, 16.8, 4.3' cornerTwo='20.3,

251, 5.3'/>

<box cornerOne='3.8, 20.4, 15.7 ' cornerTwo='4.8,

247.6, 20.1 '/>

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</union >
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<geomeRef to='imsc -end -post '><reflect z='122'/></

geomeRef >

<!-- sidewall and its mirror image -->

<union name='imsc -sidewall -z'>

<union name='imsc -sidewall -segment '>

<union name='imsc -sidewall -half '>

<box cornerOne='20.3, 16.8, 4.3' cornerTwo='

23.8, 251, 4.5'/>

<box cornerOne='30.8, 16.8, 0.5' cornerTwo='

34.3, 251, 0.7'/>

<intersection >

<volume corners='30.851 , 251, 0.472;

30.851 , 251, 0.7;

23.8, 251, 4.528; 23.8,

251, 4.3;

30.851 , 16.8, 0.472;

30.851 , 16.8, 0.7;

23.8, 16.8, 4.528; 23.8,

16.8, 4.3'/>

<plane normal='0, 0, -1' offset=' -0.5'/>

<plane normal='0, 0, 1' offset='4.5'/>

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</intersection >

</union >

<geomeRef to='imsc -sidewall -half '><reflect x='34.3

'/></geomeRef >

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</union>

<geomeRef to='imsc -sidewall -segment '><translate by='

28, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -sidewall -segment '><translate by='

56, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -sidewall -segment '><translate by='

84, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >
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<geomeRef to='imsc -sidewall -segment '><translate by='

112, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -sidewall -segment '><translate by='

140, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -sidewall -segment '><translate by='

168, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -sidewall -segment '><translate by='

196, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -sidewall -segment '><translate by='

224, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -sidewall -segment '><translate by='

252, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -sidewall -segment '><translate by='

280, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -sidewall -segment '><translate by='

308, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -sidewall -segment '><translate by='

336, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -sidewall -segment '><translate by='

364, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -sidewall -segment '><translate by='

392, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -sidewall -segment '><translate by='

420, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >

</union>

<geomeRef to='imsc -sidewall -z'><reflect z='122'/></

geomeRef >

<!-- endwall -->

<union name='imsc -endwall -segment '>

<union name='imsc -endwall -half '>

<box cornerOne='3.8, 20.4, 20.1 ' cornerTwo='4.0,

247.6 , 26.3 '/>

<box cornerOne='0.0, 20.4, 38.7 ' cornerTwo='0.2,

247.6 , 44.9 '/>

<intersection >
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<volume corners='3.8, 247.6, 26.3; 4.009,

247.6 , 26.3;

0.2, 247.6, 38.730; -0.009,

247.6, 38.730;

3.8, 20.4, 26.3; 4.009,

20.4, 26.3;

0.2, 20.4, 38.730; -0.009,

20.4, 38.730 '/>

<plane normal=' 1, 0, 0' offset='4.0'/>

<plane normal='-1, 0, 0' offset='0'/>

</intersection >

</union>

<geomeRef to='imsc -endwall -half '><reflect z='44.9 '/><

/geomeRef >

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</union>

<geomeRef to='imsc -endwall -segment '><translate by='0, 0,

49.6 '/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -endwall -segment '><reflect z='122'/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -endwall -segment '><sequence >

<reflect z='122'/>

<translate by='0, 0, -49.6'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<!-- fill the gap between segment repeats in the middle

of the end -->

<box cornerOne='3.8, 20.4, 119.3 ' cornerTwo='4.0, 247.6,

124.7 '><regionRef to='cor -ten'/></box>

<!-- top frame -->

<union name='imsc -topend -frame '>

<geomeRef name='imsc -corner -tf' to='imsc -corner -top'>

<sequence >

<translate by=' -8.1, 0, -8.9'/>

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle=' -90'/>

<translate by='8.9, 0, 8.1'/>
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<translate by='0, 247.6 , 227.8 '/><!-- from defined

position to +Z side , +Y top -->

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -corner -tf'><reflect z='122'/></

geomeRef >

<union name='imsc -topside -beam '>

<subtraction >

<box cornerOne='17.8, 251, 0.5' cornerTwo='&

worldEndX;, 255, 4.5'/>

<box cornerOne='17.7, 251.3, 0.8' cornerTwo='&

worldEndX;, 254.7 , 4.2'/>

</subtraction >

<box cornerOne='17.8, 255, 4.5' cornerTwo='&

worldEndX;, 256.3 , 4.2'/>

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</union>

<geomeRef to='imsc -topside -beam '><reflect z='122'/></

geomeRef >

<union name='imsc -topend -beam '>

<subtraction > <!-- original L-beam -->

<box cornerOne='0, 247.6 , 16.2 ' cornerTwo='4,

257.8 , 227.8 '/>

<box cornerOne=' -0.1, 247.9, 16.1 ' cornerTwo='

3.7, 257.9, 227.9 '/>

</subtraction >

<subtraction > <!-- extension to box the beam -->

<box cornerOne='4, 257.8 , 227.8 ' cornerTwo='8,

247.6 , 16.2 '/>

<box cornerOne='3.9, 257.5, 227.9 ' cornerTwo='

7.7, 247.9, 16.1 '/>

</subtraction >

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</union>

</union >
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<!-- roof -->

<subtraction name='imsc -roof -end'>

<union> <!-- keepers -->

<box cornerOne='8, 256.1 , 4.5' size='31.3, 0.2,

235'/> <!-- main end panel -->

<box cornerOne='8, 256.3 , 4.5' size='25.3, 0.5,

29.3 '/> <!-- strike plate -->

<box cornerOne='8, 256.3 , 239.5 ' size='25.3, 0.5,

-29.3'/> <!-- another strike plate -->

</union>

<!-- subtract away the corner blocks -->

<box cornerOne='0, 247.6 , 0' size='17.8, 11.4, 16.2 '/

> <!-- -X-Z corner -->

<box cornerOne='0, 247.6 , 244' size='17.8, 11.4,

-16.2'/> <!-- -X+Z corner -->

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</subtraction >

<union name='imsc -roof -segment '>

<box cornerOne='39.3, 256.1, 4.5' cornerTwo='39.1,

254, 239.5 '/>

<box cornerOne='39.1, 253.8, 239.5 ' cornerTwo='56.9,

254, 4.5'/>

<box cornerOne='56.9, 254, 4.5' cornerTwo='56.7,

256.1, 239.5 '/>

<box cornerOne='56.7, 256.1, 239.5 ' cornerTwo='74.5,

256.3, 4.5'/>

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</union>

<geomeRef to='imsc -roof -segment '><translate by=' 35.2,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -roof -segment '><translate by=' 70.4,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >
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<geomeRef to='imsc -roof -segment '><translate by='105.6 ,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -roof -segment '><translate by='140.8 ,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -roof -segment '><translate by='176.0 ,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -roof -segment '><translate by='211.2 ,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -roof -segment '><translate by='246.4 ,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -roof -segment '><translate by='281.6 ,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -roof -segment '><translate by='316.8 ,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -roof -segment '><translate by='352.0 ,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -roof -segment '><translate by='387.2 ,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

</union >

</geomes >

Listing D.7: modules.jtdli

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>

<!-- pallet -equivalent modules -->

<geomes >

<!-- MOD -TILE ************* *****************************

**************

boxes of floor tiles on a pallet with edge protectors

and steel strapping

pallet is at

0,0,0 → 122, 11.8, 102 (rotated versus its

original orientation)

tile blok (less edge protectors) is at

1, 11.8, 6 → 121, 101.8, 96
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with strapping and edge protectors , the whole thing is

bounded by

-0.1, 0, -0.543 → 122.1 , 102.5 , 102.543

-->

<union name='mod -tile '>

<union name='mod -tile -tileblok '><!-- 0,0,0→120 ,90 ,90 of

tile boxes -->

<!-- start the bottom layer , defining a single row

along with the pair -of-boxes piece -->

<union name='mod -tile -row'>

<union name='mod -tile -pair '>

<geomeRef to='floortiles '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,0,1' angle='90'/>

<translate by='15,0,0'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='floortiles '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,0,1' angle='90'/>

<translate by='30,0,0'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

</union>

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -pair '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/>

<translate by='0,0,60'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -pair '><translate by='0,0,60

'/></geomeRef >

</union>

<!-- second row similar , but parquet has opposite

phase -->

<union name='mod -tile -row2 '>

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -pair '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/>

<translate by='30,0,30'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -pair '><translate by='

30,0,30'/></geomeRef >
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<geomeRef to='mod -tile -pair '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/>

<translate by='30,0,90'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

</union>

<!-- finish the bottom layer -->

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -row'> <translate by='60,0,0'/>

</geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -row2 '><translate by='60,0,0'/>

</geomeRef >

<!-- middle layer -->

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -row2 '><translate by=' -30,30,0'

/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -row'> <translate by=' 30,30,0'

/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -row2 '><translate by=' 30,30,0'

/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -row'> <translate by=' 90,30,0'

/></geomeRef >

<!-- top layer -->

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -row'> <translate by=' 0,60,0'/

></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -row2 '><translate by=' 0,60,0'/

></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -row'> <translate by='60,60,0'/

></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -row2 '><translate by='60,60,0'/

></geomeRef >

<!-- edge braces to distribute strapping loads -->

<subtraction name='mod -tile -edge -side '>

<box cornerOne=' -0.7, 15, -0.7' size='10, 60, 10'/

>
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<box cornerOne='0, 14.9, 0' size='10, 60.2, 10'/>

<regionRef to='cardboard '/>

</subtraction >

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -edge -side '><reflect z='45'/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -edge -side '><reflect x='60'/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -edge -side '><sequence >

<reflect x='60'/><reflect z='45'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<subtraction name='mod -tile -edge -top'>

<box cornerOne=' -0.7, 90.7, 15' size='10, -10, 60'

/>

<box cornerOne='0, 90, 14.9 ' size='10, -10, 60.2 '/

>

<regionRef to='cardboard '/>

</subtraction >

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -edge -top'><reflect x='60'/></

geomeRef >

<subtraction name='mod -tile -edge -top2 '>

<box cornerOne='15, 90.7, -0.7' size='92, -10, 10'

/>

<box cornerOne='14.9, 90, 0' size='92.2, -10, 10'/

>

<regionRef to='cardboard '/>

</subtraction >

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -edge -top2 '><reflect z='45'/></

geomeRef >

<!-- shift the entire thing up to make room for the

pallet (also center it on it) -->

<translate by='1, 11.8, 6'/>

</union>

<!-- include the pallet and position it underneath -->

<geomeRef to='pallet '><sequence >
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<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/>

<translate by='0, 0, 102'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<!-- strap the tileblok to the pallet -->

<union>

<!-- top straps -->

<box cornerOne='0.3, 102.5, 28.5 ' size='121.4, 0.043,

1.2'/>

<box cornerOne='0.3, 102.5, 73.5 ' size='121.4, 0.043,

-1.2'/>

<box cornerOne='33.9, 102.5, 4.6' size=' 1.2, 0.043,

92.8 '/>

<box cornerOne='88.1, 102.5, 4.6' size=' -1.2, 0.043,

92.8 '/>

<!-- side straps -->

<box cornerOne='0.3, 34.3, 5.3' size='121.4 , 1.2,

-0.043'/>

<box cornerOne='0.3, 79.3, 5.3' size='121.4 , -1.2,

-0.043'/>

<box cornerOne='0.3, 34.3, 96.7 ' size='121.4 , 1.2,

0.043 '/>

<box cornerOne='0.3, 79.3, 96.7 ' size='121.4 , -1.2,

0.043 '/>

<box cornerOne='0.3, 34.3, 5.3' size=' -0.043, 1.2,

91.4 '/>

<box cornerOne='0.3, 79.3, 5.3' size=' -0.043, -1.2,

91.4 '/>

<box cornerOne='121.7 , 34.3, 5.3' size=' 0.043 , 1.2,

91.4 '/>

<box cornerOne='121.7 , 79.3, 5.3' size=' 0.043 , -1.2,

91.4 '/>

<!-- bottom straps -->
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<box cornerOne=' -0.1, 9.8, 28.5 ' size='122.2 , -0.043,

1.2'/>

<box cornerOne=' -0.1, 9.8, 73.5 ' size='122.2 , -0.043,

-1.2'/>

<box cornerOne='33.9, 5.1, -0.5' size=' 1.2, -0.043,

103'/>

<box cornerOne='88.1, 5.1, -0.5' size=' -1.2, -0.043,

103'/>

<!-- angled vertical straps -->

<volume name='mod -tile -strap -ang1 '

corners=' 0.257, 102.5, 28.5; 0.3, 102.5 ,

28.5;

0.3, 102.5, 29.7; 0.257, 102.5,

29.7;

-0.143, 9.8, 28.5; -0.1, 9.8,

28.5;

-0.1, 9.8, 29.7; -0.143, 9.8,

29.7 '/>

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -strap -ang1 '><translate by='0,

0, 43.8 '/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -strap -ang1 '><reflect x='61'/><

/geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -strap -ang1 '><sequence >

<translate by='0, 0, 43.8 '/><reflect x='61'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<volume name='mod -tile -strap -ang2 '

corners='33.9, 102.6, 4.557; 35.1, 102.6,

4.557;

35.1, 102.6, 4.6; 33.9, 102.6,

4.6;

33.9, 5.1, -0.543; 35.1, 5.1,

-0.543;

35.1, 5.1, -0.5; 33.9, 5.1,

-0.5'/>
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<geomeRef to='mod -tile -strap -ang2 '><translate by='53,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -strap -ang2 '><reflect z='51'/><

/geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -tile -strap -ang2 '><sequence >

<translate by='53, 0, 0'/><reflect z='51'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<regionRef to='steel '/>

</union>

</union >

<!-- MOD -TV *************** *****************************

*******************

Flat -screen tv’s in their boxes , strapped to a pallet.

Pallet is at

0,0,0 → 122, 11.8, 102 (same as mod -tile)

The whole thing is at

0, 0, -0.543 → 122, 86.853 , 102.543

-->

<union name='mod -tv'>

<!-- first position the pallet the same was as mod -tile

-->

<geomeRef to='pallet '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/>

<translate by='0, 0, 102'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<!-- only 3 tv’s fit -->

<geomeRef to='tv-in-box'><translate by='5, 11.8, 6.75 '/

></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='tv-in-box'><translate by='5, 11.8, 36.25 '/

></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='tv-in-box'><translate by='5, 11.8, 65.75 '/

></geomeRef >
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<!-- only a couple support straps , presume polywrap for

the rest -->

<union>

<!-- top straps -->

<box cornerOne='35.5, 86.81, 6.75 ' size=' 1.2, 0.043,

88.5 '/>

<box cornerOne='86.5, 86.81, 6.75 ' size=' -1.2, 0.043,

88.5 '/>

<!-- bottom straps -->

<box cornerOne='35.5, 5.8, -0.5' size=' 1.2, -0.043,

103'/>

<box cornerOne='86.5, 5.8, -0.5' size=' -1.2, -0.043,

103'/>

<!-- angled vertical straps -->

<volume name='mod -tv -strap -ang'

corners='36.7, 86.8, 6.707; 36.7, 86.8,

6.75;

35.5, 86.8, 6.75; 35.5, 86.8,

6.707;

36.7, 5.8, -0.543; 36.7, 5.8,

-0.5;

35.5, 5.8, -0.5; 35.5, 5.8,

-0.543'/>

<geomeRef to='mod -tv -strap -ang'><reflect x='61'/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef name='mod -tv -strap -ang2 ' to='mod -tv -strap -

ang'>

<reflect z='51'/>

</geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -tv -strap -ang2 '><reflect x='61'/></

geomeRef >

<regionRef to='steel '/>

</union>

</union >
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<!-- MOD -FOODSTUFF ******** *****************************

***********************

Three slabs of pop , two of generic food , stacked on a

slipsheet.

With tabless slipsheet , now at

0,0,0 → 122, 90.9, 102

Whole thing is at

0,0,0 → 124.8, 90.9, 102

-->

<union name='mod -foodstuff '>

<!-- position a slipsheet underneath -->

<geomeRef to='slipsheet -poly '/>

<!-- bottom slab of pop flats -->

<union name='mod -foodstuff -popslab '>

<geomeRef name='mod -foodstuff -first ' to='popflat '><

sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/>

<translate by='0.7, 1, 30.9 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -foodstuff -first '><translate by='

40.2, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -foodstuff -first '><translate by='

80.4, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -foodstuff -first '><translate by=' 0,

0, 27'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -foodstuff -first '><translate by='

40.2, 0, 27'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -foodstuff -first '><translate by='

80.4, 0, 27'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='popflat '><translate by=' 7, 1, 57.9 '/><

/geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='popflat '><translate by='34, 1, 57.9 '/><

/geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='popflat '><translate by='61, 1, 57.9 '/><

/geomeRef >
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<geomeRef to='popflat '><translate by='88, 1, 57.9 '/><

/geomeRef >

</union>

<!-- two more slabs , suitably phase -shifted in stacking

-->

<geomeRef to='mod -foodstuff -popslab '><sequence >

<translate by='0, 12.5, 0'/>

<reflect z='51'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -foodstuff -popslab '><translate by='0,

25, 0'/></geomeRef >

<!-- slab of food -in -boxes -->

<union name='mod -foodstuff -foodslab '>

<geomeRef to='food -in -box'><translate by='0.1, 38.5,

2.3'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='food -in -box'><translate by='61, 38.5,

2.3'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef name='mod -foodstuff -farend ' to='food -in-box

'><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/>

<translate by='6.25, 38.5, 99.7 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -foodstuff -farend '><translate by='

36.5, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -foodstuff -farend '><translate by='

73.0, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >

</union >

<!-- one more slab , phase -shifted -->

<geomeRef to='mod -foodstuff -foodslab '><sequence >

<translate by='0, 26.7, 0'/>

<reflect z='51'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

</union >
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<!-- MOD -WIDGETS ********** *****************************

************************

All widgets -in -box , on a slipsheet.

Whole thing at

0,0,0 → 102, 74.2, 122

EDIT: no longer at

0,0,0 → 102, 74.2, 124.8 (note long direction is +Z

)

-->

<union name='mod -widgets '>

<geomeRef to='slipsheet -poly '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle=' -90'/>

<translate by='102, 0, 0'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<!-- bottom slab of widget -boxes -->

<union name='mod -widgets -slab1 '>

<!-- 4×2 array of nonrotated toward the -Z end -->

<geomeRef to='widgets -in -box'><translate by=' 1.8, 1,

0.1'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -in -box'><translate by='26.4, 1,

0.1'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -in -box'><translate by='51.0, 1,

0.1'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -in -box'><translate by='75.6, 1,

0.1'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -in -box'><translate by=' 1.8, 1,

36.4 '/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -in -box'><translate by='26.4, 1,

36.4 '/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -in -box'><translate by='51.0, 1,

36.4 '/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -in -box'><translate by='75.6, 1,

36.4 '/></geomeRef >

<!-- 2×2 array of rotated toward the +Z end -->
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<geomeRef to='widgets -in -box'><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

27.6, 1, 97.2 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -in -box'><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

27.6, 1, 121.8 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -in -box'><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

63.9, 1, 97.2 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -in -box'><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

63.9, 1, 121.8 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<!-- one more in the -X+Z corner -->

<geomeRef to='widgets -in -box'><translate by='3, 1,

72.7 '/></geomeRef >

</union >

<!-- additional slabs , two dimensions of phase -->

<geomeRef to='mod -widgets -slab1 '><sequence >

<translate by='0, 18.3, 0'/>

<reflect z='61'/>

<reflect x='51'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -widgets -slab1 '><sequence >

<translate by='0, 36.6, 0'/>

<reflect x='51'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -widgets -slab1 '><sequence >

<translate by='0, 54.9, 0'/>

<reflect z='61'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

</union >
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<!-- MOD -SOFTWARE ********* *****************************

****************************

Clothing and paper towel boxes on a slipsheet.

Whole thing at

0,0,0 → 102, 123.2, 122

EDIT tabless , not at

0,0,0 → 102, 123.2, 124.8 (long direction is +Z)

-->

<union name='mod -software '>

<geomeRef to='slipsheet -poly '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle=' -90'/>

<translate by='102, 0, 0'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<!-- lower and upper clothing boxes -->

<geomeRef to='clothes '><translate by='7.7, 1, 1'/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes '><translate by='7.7, 1, 61'/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes '><translate by='7.7, 61, 1'/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes '><translate by='7.7, 61, 61'/></

geomeRef >

<!-- lower and upper paper towel boxes (upper one is

positioned differently) -->

<geomeRef to='paper -towels '><sequence >

<rotate axis='1,0,0' angle=' -90'/><translate by='

67.7, 1, 61'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paper -towels '><sequence >

<rotate axis='1,0,0' angle=' -90'/><translate by='

67.7, 1, 117.6 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >
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<geomeRef to='paper -towels '><translate by='67.7, 66.6,

28.2 '/></geomeRef >

</union >

<!-- MOD -THINSOFT ********* *****************************

****************************

Clothing and paper towel boxes on a slipsheet. Shorter

version of mod -software.

Whole thing at

0,0,0 → 102, 87.7, 122 (long in +Z)

-->

<union name='mod -thinsoft '>

<geomeRef to='slipsheet -poly '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle=' -90'/>

<translate by='102, 0, 0'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<!-- only two clothing boxes -->

<geomeRef to='clothes '><translate by='1, 1, 1'/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes '><translate by='1, 1, 61'/></

geomeRef >

<!-- four paper towel boxes , rotated differently to fill

the remaining space -->

<geomeRef to='paper -towels '><sequence >

<rotate axis='1,0,0' angle=' -90'/><translate by='61,

1, 56.5 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paper -towels '><translate by='61, 1, 56.5 '/

></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paper -towels '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,0,1' angle='90'/><translate by='57.6,

61.1, 1'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paper -towels '><sequence >
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<rotate phi='90' theta='90' psi='0'/><translate by='

1, 61.1, 66.6 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

</union >

</geomes >

Listing D.8: medium-resolution.jtdli

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF -8'?>

<geomes >

<!-- OBJECTS ============== =============================

=============== -->

<!-- IMSC -M *************** *****************************

*******************

Unified intermodal container model , end away from

doors , medium resolution variant.

Orientation: 0,0,0 → &worldEndX;, 259, 244

-->

<union name='imsc -M'>

<!-- end posts -->

<subtraction name='imsc -M-post '>

<box cornerOne='0,0,0' cornerTwo='17.8, 259, 16.2 '/>

<box cornerOne='1, 2, 1' cornerTwo='17.9, 257, 16.3 '/

>

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</subtraction >

<geomeRef to='imsc -M-post '><reflect z='122'/></geomeRef >

<!-- side bottom beams and floor stringers -->

<box name='imsc -M-base -side ' cornerOne='17.8, 1.3, 0'

cornerTwo='&worldEndX;, 16.8, 0.4'>

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</box>

<geomeRef to='imsc -M-base -side '><reflect z='122'/></

geomeRef >
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<box name='imsc -M-stringer ' cornerOne='50.8, 1.3, 0.4'

cornerTwo='51.1, 16.8, 243.6 '>

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</box>

<geomeRef to='imsc -M-stringer '><translate by=' 50.8, 0,

0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -M-stringer '><translate by='101.6, 0,

0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -M-stringer '><translate by='152.4, 0,

0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -M-stringer '><translate by='203.2, 0,

0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -M-stringer '><translate by='254.0, 0,

0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -M-stringer '><translate by='304.8, 0,

0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -M-stringer '><translate by='355.6, 0,

0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -M-stringer '><translate by='406.4, 0,

0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -M-stringer '><translate by='457.2, 0,

0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='imsc -M-stringer '><translate by='508.0, 0,

0'/></geomeRef >

<!-- end sill beam -->

<subtraction >

<box cornerOne='0, 14, 16.2 ' cornerTwo='10.2, 16.8,

227.8 '/>

<box cornerOne='0.4, 13.9, 16.1 ' cornerTwo='10.3,

16.4, 227.9 '/>

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</subtraction >

<!-- flooring -->
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<box cornerOne='10.2, 16.8, 1.1' cornerTwo='&worldEndX;,

19.7, 242.9 '>

<regionRef to='wood '/>

</box>

<!-- top end beam -->

<subtraction >

<box cornerOne='0, 248.8 , 16.2 ' cornerTwo='8, 259,

227.8 '/>

<box cornerOne='0.3, 248.7, 16.1 ' cornerTwo='8.1,

258.7 , 227.9 '/>

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</subtraction >

<!-- side top beams -->

<subtraction name='imsc -M-top -side '>

<box cornerOne='17.8, 251, 0' cornerTwo='&worldEndX;,

259, 4'/>

<box cornerOne='17.7, 250.9, 0.3' cornerTwo='&

worldEndX;, 258.7 , 4.1'/>

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</subtraction >

<geomeRef to='imsc -M-top -side '><reflect z='122'/></

geomeRef >

<!-- side and top panels -->

<union >

<box cornerOne='0, 16.8, 16.2 ' cornerTwo='0.2, 248.8,

227.8 '/> <!-- end -->

<box name='imsc -M-side -panel ' cornerOne='17.8, 16.8,

0' cornerTwo='&worldEndX;, 251, 0.2'/>

<geomeRef to='imsc -M-side -panel '><reflect z='122'/></

geomeRef >
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<box cornerOne='17.8, 259, 4' cornerTwo='&worldEndX;,

258.8, 240'/> <!-- two box roof -->

<box cornerOne='8, 259, 16.2 ' cornerTwo='17.8, 258.8,

227.8 '/>

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</union>

</union >

<!-- PALLET -M ************* *****************************

******************

Medium resolution variant.

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 102, 11.8, 122

-->

<union name='pallet -M'>

<box cornerOne='0, 10.2, 0' size='102, 1.2, 122'/><!--

top platform -->

<!-- three rails -->

<box name='pallet -M-rail ' cornerOne='0, 1.6, 0' size='

3.4, 8.6, 122'/>

<geomeRef to='pallet -M-rail '><translate by='49.3, 0, 0'/

></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='pallet -M-rail '><translate by='98.6, 0, 0'/

></geomeRef >

<regionRef to='wood '/>

</union >

<!-- WIDGETS -M ************ *****************************

*******************

Multiple widgets -in-boxes arrayed together , medium

resolution variant.

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 24.6, 18.3, 36.3

-->
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<union name='iWidget -M-large '><!-- just defined , not used

except by widgets -M -->

<box cornerOne='3.1, 3.1, 3.1' cornerTwo='20.9, 14.6, 4'

> <!-- itself -->

<regionRef to='densetech '/>

</box>

<box cornerOne='7, 0.5, 0.5' cornerTwo='14, 2.5, 2.5'>

<regionRef to='lighttech '/>

</box>

</union >

<union name='widgets -M'>

<geomeRef to='iWidget -M-large '><translate by=' 0.3, 0.3,

0.3'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='iWidget -M-large '><translate by=' 0.3, 0.3,

5.4'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='iWidget -M-large '><translate by=' 0.3, 0.3,

10.5 '/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='iWidget -M-large '><translate by=' 0.3, 0.3,

15.6 '/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='iWidget -M-large '><translate by=' 0.3, 0.3,

20.7 '/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='iWidget -M-large '><translate by=' 0.3, 0.3,

25.8 '/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='iWidget -M-large '><translate by=' 0.3, 0.3,

30.9 '/></geomeRef >

<!-- no cardboard box -->

</union >

<!-- POPFLAT -M ************ *****************************

*******************

Medium resolution variant: just a rectangular slab of

pop with an airspace over.

Now also has an aluminum plate for verisimilitude.

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 27, 12.5, 40.2

-->

<union name='popflat -M'>
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<box cornerOne='0.3, 0.3, 0.3' cornerTwo='26.7, 10.7,

39.9 '>

<regionRef to='soda -pop'/>

</box>

<box cornerOne='0.3, 10.7, 0.3' cornerTwo='26.7, 11.012 ,

39.9 '>

<regionRef to='aluminum '/>

</box>

</union >

<!-- TV -M-BOXED *********** *****************************

********************

Medium resolution variant: the TV itself is

rectangular , and just the peripherals

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 112, 75, 29.5

-->

<union name='tv-M-boxed '>

<box cornerOne='5, 5, 10' cornerTwo='102, 65, 6'><

regionRef to='lighttech '/></box>

<!-- peripherals -->

<box cornerOne="21, 5, 25" cornerTwo="47, 55, 27"><

regionRef to="steel"/></box>

<box cornerOne="72, 1, 25" cornerTwo="84, 56, 27"><

regionRef to="steel"/></box>

<box cornerOne="45, 1, 22" cornerTwo="58, 4, 28"><

regionRef to="lighttech"/></box>

</union >

<!-- FOOD -M-BOXED ********* *****************************

**********************

Medium resolution variant: food is a cartesian array

of cubes; no box

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 60.9, 26.7, 36.5

-->

<union name='food -M-boxed '>
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<union name='food -M-row'>

<box name='food -M-unit ' cornerOne='3.6425 , 2.705 ,

5.155 ' size='7.94, 7.94, 7.94 '>

<regionRef to='food '/>

</box>

<geomeRef to='food -M-unit '><translate by='15.225 , 0,

0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='food -M-unit '><translate by='30.45 , 0,

0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='food -M-unit '><translate by='45.675 , 0,

0'/></geomeRef >

</union>

<geomeRef to='food -M-row'><translate by='0, 0, 18.25

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='food -M-row'><translate by='0, 13.35 , 0'/>

</geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='food -M-row'><translate by='0, 13.35 , 18.25

'/></geomeRef >

</union >

<!-- PAPTWL -M-BOXED ******* *****************************

************************

Medium resolution variant: tall cylinders with no hole

, no central cardboard tube ,

no box.

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 26.6, 56.6, 65.6

-->

<union name='paptwl -M-boxed '>

<cylinder name='paptwl -M-unit ' endOne='6.8, 0.3, 6.8'

endTwo='6.8, 56.3, 6.8' radius='6.5'>

<region ><materialRef to='paper '/><density is='0.15 '/>

</region >

</cylinder >

<geomeRef to='paptwl -M-unit '><translate by='0, 0, 13'/><

/geomeRef >
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<geomeRef to='paptwl -M-unit '><translate by='0, 0, 26'/><

/geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paptwl -M-unit '><translate by='0, 0, 39'/><

/geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paptwl -M-unit '><translate by='0, 0, 52'/><

/geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paptwl -M-unit '><translate by='13, 0, 0'/><

/geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paptwl -M-unit '><translate by='13, 0, 13'/>

</geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paptwl -M-unit '><translate by='13, 0, 26'/>

</geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paptwl -M-unit '><translate by='13, 0, 39'/>

</geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paptwl -M-unit '><translate by='13, 0, 52'/>

</geomeRef >

</union >

<!-- CLOTHES -M ************ *****************************

*******************

This variant represents 10 hangers at a time by a set

of steel and abs boxes ,

repeating that metablock 4 times. The fabric matrix

remains , but no cardboard box.

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 60, 60, 60

-->

<union name='clothes -M'>

<union name='clothes -M-hangers '>

<union name='coathanger -M'>

<!-- a meta -hanger , representing five high and two

across -->

<box cornerOne='10, 5.8, 55' size='40, 1.5, -0.3'>

<regionRef to='steel '/></box>

<box cornerOne='15, 5.3, 50' size='30, 2.5, -5'><

regionRef to='abs'/></box>
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<box cornerOne='29.7, 5.8, 37' size='0.6, 1.5, -14

'><regionRef to='steel '/></box>

<box cornerOne='15, 5.3, 10' size='30, 2.5, 5'><

regionRef to='abs'/></box>

<box cornerOne='10, 5.8, 5' size='40, 1.5, 0.3'><

regionRef to='steel '/></box>

</union>

<geomeRef to='coathanger -M'><translate by='0, 14.5, 0

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='coathanger -M'><translate by='0, 29.0, 0

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='coathanger -M'><translate by='0, 43.5, 0

'/></geomeRef >

</union>

<subtraction >

<box cornerOne='0.3 ,0.3 ,0.3 ' cornerTwo='59.7, 59.7,

59.7 '/>

<geomeRef to='clothes -M-hangers '/>

<regionRef to='fabric '/>

</subtraction >

</union >

<!-- FLOORTILES -M ********* *****************************

**********************

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 30, 15, 30

-->

<box name='floortiles -M' cornerOne='0.3, 0.3, 0.3' size='

29.4, 14.4, 29.4 '>

<regionRef to='porcelain '/>

</box>

<!-- MODULES ============== =============================

=============== -->
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<!-- MOD -M-TILE *********** *****************************

*********

Structured identically as mod -tile , just referencing

floortiles -M instead.

Also , pallet -M, no edge braces , no straps.

overall is at:

0,0,0 → 122, 101.8, 102

-->

<union name='mod -M-tile '>

<union name='mod -M-tile -blok '><!-- 0,0,0→120,90,90 of

tile boxes -->

<!-- start the bottom layer , defining a single row

along with the pair -of-boxes piece -->

<union name='mod -M-tile -row'>

<union name='mod -M-tile -pair '>

<geomeRef to='floortiles -M'><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,0,1' angle='90'/>

<translate by='15,0,0'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='floortiles -M'><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,0,1' angle='90'/>

<translate by='30,0,0'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

</union>

<geomeRef to='mod -M-tile -pair '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/>

<translate by='0,0,60'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-tile -pair '><translate by='

0,0,60'/></geomeRef >

</union>

<!-- second row similar , but parquet has opposite

phase -->

<union name='mod -M-tile -row2 '>

<geomeRef to='mod -M-tile -pair '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/>
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<translate by='30,0,30'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-tile -pair '><translate by='

30,0,30'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-tile -pair '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/>

<translate by='30,0,90'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

</union>

<!-- finish the bottom layer -->

<geomeRef to='mod -M-tile -row'> <translate by='60,0,0'

/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-tile -row2 '><translate by='60,0,0'

/></geomeRef >

<!-- middle layer -->

<geomeRef to='mod -M-tile -row2 '><translate by='

-30,30,0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-tile -row'> <translate by='

30,30,0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-tile -row2 '><translate by='

30,30,0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-tile -row'> <translate by='

90,30,0'/></geomeRef >

<!-- top layer -->

<geomeRef to='mod -M-tile -row'> <translate by=' 0,60,0

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-tile -row2 '><translate by=' 0,60,0

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-tile -row'> <translate by='60,60,0

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-tile -row2 '><translate by='60,60,0

'/></geomeRef >
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<!-- shift the entire thing up to make room for the

pallet (also center it on it) -->

<translate by='1, 11.8, 6'/>

</union>

<!-- include the pallet and position it underneath -->

<geomeRef to='pallet -M'><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/>

<translate by='0, 0, 102'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

</union >

<!-- MOD -M-TV ************* *****************************

*******

Structured identically as mod -tv, just referencing tv-

M-boxed instead.

Also , pallet -M, no straps.

overall is at:

0,0,0 → 122, 86.8, 102

-->

<union name='mod -M-tv'>

<!-- first position the pallet the same was as mod -tile

-->

<geomeRef to='pallet -M'><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/>

<translate by='0, 0, 102'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<!-- only 3 tv’s fit -->

<geomeRef to='tv-M-boxed '><translate by='5, 11.8, 6.75 '

/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='tv-M-boxed '><translate by='5, 11.8, 36.25 '

/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='tv-M-boxed '><translate by='5, 11.8, 65.75 '

/></geomeRef >

</union >
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<!-- MOD -M-FOOD *********** *****************************

*********

General structure like mod -foodstuff , but using

popflat -M and foodstuff -M-boxed.

overall is at:

0,0,0 → 122, 90.9, 102

-->

<union name='mod -M-food '>

<!-- slipsheet is same as high -detail -->

<geomeRef to='slipsheet -poly '/>

<!-- three slabs of popflats , just like mod -foodstuff --

>

<union name='mod -M-food -popslab '>

<geomeRef name='mod -M-food -popfirst ' to='popflat -M'><

sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

0.7, 1, 30.9 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-food -popfirst '><translate by='

40.2, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-food -popfirst '><translate by='

80.4, 0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-food -popfirst '><translate by=' 0,

0, 27'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-food -popfirst '><translate by='

40.2, 0, 27'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-food -popfirst '><translate by='

80.4, 0, 27'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='popflat -M'><translate by=' 7, 1, 57.9 '/

></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='popflat -M'><translate by='34, 1, 57.9 '/

></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='popflat -M'><translate by='61, 1, 57.9 '/

></geomeRef >
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<geomeRef to='popflat -M'><translate by='88, 1, 57.9 '/

></geomeRef >

</union>

<geomeRef to='mod -M-food -popslab '><sequence >

<translate by='0, 12.5, 0'/><reflect z='51'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-food -popslab '><translate by='0, 25,

0'/></geomeRef >

<!-- two slabs of boxed food , like mod -foodstuff -->

<union name='mod -M-food -foodslab '>

<geomeRef to='food -M-boxed '><translate by=' 0.1,

38.5, 2.3'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='food -M-boxed '><translate by='61,

38.5, 2.3'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef name='mod -M-food -farend ' to='food -M-boxed '>

<sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

6.25, 38.5, 99.7 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-food -farend '><translate by='36.5,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-food -farend '><translate by='73.0,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

</union>

<geomeRef to='mod -M-food -foodslab '><sequence >

<translate by='0, 26.7, 0'/><reflect z='51'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

</union >

<!-- MOD -M-WIDGETS ******** *****************************

************

Same arrangement as mod -widgets , but referencing

widgets -M

overall is at:

0,0,0 → 102, 74.2, 122
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-->

<union name='mod -M-widgets '>

<geomeRef to='slipsheet -poly '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle=' -90'/>

<translate by='102, 0, 0'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<!-- bottom slab of widget -boxes -->

<union name='mod -M-widgets -slab '>

<!-- 4×2 array of nonrotated toward the -Z end -->

<geomeRef to='widgets -M'><translate by=' 1.8, 1, 0.1

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -M'><translate by='26.4, 1, 0.1

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -M'><translate by='51.0, 1, 0.1

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -M'><translate by='75.6, 1, 0.1

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -M'><translate by=' 1.8, 1, 36.4

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -M'><translate by='26.4, 1, 36.4

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -M'><translate by='51.0, 1, 36.4

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -M'><translate by='75.6, 1, 36.4

'/></geomeRef >

<!-- 2×2 array of rotated toward the +Z end -->

<geomeRef to='widgets -M'><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

27.6, 1, 97.2 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -M'><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

27.6, 1, 121.8 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -M'><sequence >
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<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

63.9, 1, 97.2 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -M'><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

63.9, 1, 121.8 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<!-- one more in the -X+Z corner -->

<geomeRef to='widgets -M'><translate by='3, 1, 72.7 '/>

</geomeRef >

</union>

<!-- additional slabs , two dimensions of phase -->

<geomeRef to='mod -M-widgets -slab '><sequence >

<translate by='0, 18.3, 0'/>

<reflect z='61'/>

<reflect x='51'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-widgets -slab '><sequence >

<translate by='0, 36.6, 0'/>

<reflect x='51'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -M-widgets -slab '><sequence >

<translate by='0, 54.9, 0'/>

<reflect z='61'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

</union >

<!-- MOD -M-SOFTWARE ******* *****************************

*************

Clothes -M and papwl -M-boxed boxes on a conventional

slipsheet. See mod -software.

overall is at:

0,0,0 → 102, 123.2, 122

-->

<union name='mod -M-software '>
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<geomeRef to='slipsheet -poly '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle=' -90'/>

<translate by='102, 0, 0'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<!-- lower and upper clothing boxes -->

<geomeRef to='clothes -M'><translate by='7.7, 1, 1'/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -M'><translate by='7.7, 1, 61'/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -M'><translate by='7.7, 61, 1'/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -M'><translate by='7.7, 61, 61'/></

geomeRef >

<!-- lower and upper paper towel boxes (upper one is

positioned differently) -->

<geomeRef to='paptwl -M-boxed '><sequence >

<rotate axis='1,0,0' angle=' -90'/><translate by='

67.7, 1, 61'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paptwl -M-boxed '><sequence >

<rotate axis='1,0,0' angle=' -90'/><translate by='

67.7, 1, 117.6 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paptwl -M-boxed '><translate by='67.7, 66.6,

28.2 '/></geomeRef >

</union >

<!-- MOD -M-THINSOFT ******* *****************************

*************

General structure like mod -thinsoft ,

overall is at:

0,0,0 → 102, 87.7, 122 (long in +Z)

-->
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<union name='mod -M-thinsoft '>

<geomeRef to='slipsheet -poly '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle=' -90'/>

<translate by='102, 0, 0'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -M'><translate by='1, 1, 1'/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -M'><translate by='1, 1, 61'/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paptwl -M-boxed '><sequence >

<rotate axis='1,0,0' angle=' -90'/><translate by='61,

1, 56.5 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paptwl -M-boxed '><translate by='61, 1, 56.5

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paptwl -M-boxed '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,0,1' angle='90'/><translate by='57.6,

61.1, 1'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paptwl -M-boxed '><sequence >

<rotate phi='90' theta='90' psi='0'/><translate by='

1, 61.1, 66.6 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

</union >

</geomes >

Listing D.9: low-resolution.jtdli

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF -8'?>

<geomes >

<!-- OBJECTS ============== =============================

============ -->
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<!-- For the low -resolution objects , typically geometric

fidelity

has been replaced by material blending: a complex

structure

that’s part foo and part air will now be a box , with a

region

type that’s a corresponding blend of foo and air. The

mixture

ratios and resulting densities were usually calculated

with

the help of "blend.rb", and are documented in the

paper notes.

-->

<!-- IMSC -L ------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------- --

--------------------------------

Unified intermodal container model , end away from

doors , low resolution

variant. Basically a box of uniform -thickness corten

on all sides but

the floor , which is raised to the usual level , thicker

, and made of

wood.

Orientation: 0,0,0 → &worldEndX;, 259, 244

-->

<union name='imsc -L'>

<subtraction >

<box cornerOne='0,0,0' size='&worldEndX;, 259, 244'/>

<box cornerOne='0.2, -0.1, 0.2' cornerTwo='&worldEndX

;, 258.8 , 243.8 '/>

<regionRef to='cor -ten'/>

</subtraction >

<box cornerOne='0.2, 16.8, 0.2' cornerTwo='&worldEndX;,

19.7, 243.8 '>

<regionRef to='wood '/>
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</box>

</union >

<!-- PALLET -L -------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- --

----------------------------------

Space -filling box of air/wood blend.

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 102, 11.8, 122

-->

<box name='pallet -L' cornerOne='0, 0, 0' size='102, 11.8,

122'>

<region >

<mixture fractions='mass '>

0.01028 <materialRef to='air'/>

0.98972 <materialRef to='red -maple '/>

</mixture >

<density is='0.0963 '/>

</region >

</box>

<!-- WIDGETS -L ------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------- --

----------------------------------

A single box of tech/air blend in the middle of this

object’s

hypothetical space.

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 24.6, 18.3, 36.3

-->

<box name='widgets -L' cornerOne='6.55, 0.25, 3.8' size='

11.5, 17.8, 28.7 '>

<region >

<mixture fractions='mass '>

0.003357 <materialRef to='air'/>

0.9966 <materialRef to='tech '/>

</mixture >

<density is='0.2946 '/>
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</region >

</box>

<!-- POPSLAB -L ------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------- --

----------------------------------

Space -filling box of air/aluminum/pop/CO 2 blend.

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 120.6 , 37.5, 94.2 (long in +X)

-->

<box name='popslab -L' cornerOne='0, 0, 0' size='120.6 ,

37.5, 94.2 '>

<region >

<mixture fractions='mass '>

5.97455e-4 <materialRef to='air'/>

6.17889e-3 <materialRef to='al-alloy -mix'/>

9.90530e-1 <materialRef to='soda -pop'/>

2.69360e-3 <materialRef to='CO2'/>

</mixture >

<density is='0.601978 '/>

</region >

</box>

<!-- TV -L-BOXED ---------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- --

--------------------------------

Closely based on tv -M-boxed , but just the tv , no

peripherals.

Edit 1 JZ1F: blending trick for more realism

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 112, 75, 29.5

-->

<box name='tv -L-boxed ' cornerOne='5, 5, 10' cornerTwo='102,

65, 5.286 '>

<region >

<mixture fractions='mass '>

0.110015 <materialRef to='lighttech -mix'/>

0.889985 <materialRef to='steel -4140 '/>
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</mixture >

<density is='1.252 '/>

</region >

</box>

<!-- FOOD -L-BOXED ------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------- --

--------------------------------

Single box of food/air blend completely occupying the

space.

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 60.9, 26.7, 36.5

-->

<box name='food -L-boxed ' cornerOne='0,0,0' size='60.9,

26.7, 36.5 '>

<region >

<mixture > <!-- formula ratios here -->

0.004314 <materialRef to='food '/>

0.995686 <materialRef to='air'/>

</mixture >

<density is='0.104198 '/>

</region >

</box>

<!-- PAPTWL -L-BOXED -------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- --

------------------------------------

Space -filling box of air/paper blend.

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 26.6, 56.5, 65.6

-->

<box name='paptwl -L-boxed ' cornerOne='0,0,0' size='26.6,

56.5, 65.6 '>

<region >

<mixture fractions='mass '>

0.01623 <materialRef to='air'/>

0.98377 <materialRef to='paper '/>

</mixture >
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<density is='0.0334187 '/>

</region >

</box>

<!-- CLOTHES -L ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------

Space -filling box of steel/abs/fabric blend. The blend

ratios are based

on the clothes -M model rather than the high -resolution

model because the

volumes are much easier to calculate.

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 60,60,60

-->

<box name='clothes -L' cornerOne='0,0,0' size='60,60,60'>

<region >

<mixture fractions='mass '>

7.04861e-2 <materialRef to='steel -4140 '/>

1.42802e-1 <materialRef to='plastic -abs'/>

7.86712e-1 <materialRef to='fabric '/>

</mixture >

<density is='0.102643 '/>

</region >

</box>

<!-- TILEBOX -L ------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------- --

--------------------------

Space -filling box of ordinary porcelain (no blend).

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 120, 90, 90 (long in +X)

-->

<box name='tilebox -L' cornerOne='0,0,0' size='120, 90, 90'>

<regionRef to='porcelain '/>

</box>
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<!-- MODULES ============== =============================

=============== -->

<!-- MOD -L-TILE ---------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- --

----------------------------

See mod -M-tile , note the entire block of tiles is

already done.

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 122, 101.8, 102 (long +X)

-->

<union name='mod -L-tile '>

<geomeRef to='tilebox -L'><translate by='1, 11.81 , 6'/></

geomeRef >

<!-- include the pallet and position it underneath -->

<geomeRef to='pallet -L'><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/>

<translate by='0, 0, 102'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

</union >

<!-- MOD -L-TV -------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- --

------------------------

Like mod -M-tv but all geome references are to L

version.

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 122, 86.8, 102 (long +X)

-->

<union name='mod -L-tv'>

<!-- first position the pallet the same was as mod -tile

-->

<geomeRef to='pallet -L'><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/>

<translate by='0, 0, 102'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >
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<!-- only 3 tv’s fit -->

<geomeRef to='tv-L-boxed '><translate by='5, 11.8, 6.75 '

/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='tv-L-boxed '><translate by='5, 11.8, 36.25 '

/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='tv-L-boxed '><translate by='5, 11.8, 65.75 '

/></geomeRef >

</union >

<!-- MOD -L-FOOD ---------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- --

----------------------------

Like mod -M-food , but the popslab -L is a precomposed

block of all the

three pop layers , and of course food -L-boxed.

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 122, 90.9, 102 (long +X)

-->

<union name='mod -L-food '>

<geomeRef to='slipsheet -poly '/>

<geomeRef to='popslab -L'><translate by='0.7, 1, 3.9'/></

geomeRef >

<!-- two slabs of boxed food , like mod -M-food -->

<union name='mod -L-food -foodslab '>

<geomeRef to='food -L-boxed '><translate by=' 0.1,

38.5, 2.3'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='food -L-boxed '><translate by='61,

38.5, 2.3'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef name='mod -L-food -farend ' to='food -L-boxed '>

<sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

6.25, 38.5, 99.7 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -L-food -farend '><translate by='36.5,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >
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<geomeRef to='mod -L-food -farend '><translate by='73.0,

0, 0'/></geomeRef >

</union>

<geomeRef to='mod -L-food -foodslab '><sequence >

<translate by='0, 26.7, 0'/><reflect z='51'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

</union >

<!-- MOD -L-WIDGETS ---------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- --

--------------------------------

Like mod -M-widgets , but referencing widgets -L. This

may be too

complicated and if the object count needs to come down

, this is the

place to look. But for now it’s ok.

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 102, 74.2, 122 (long in +Z)

-->

<union name='mod -L-widgets '>

<geomeRef to='slipsheet -poly '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle=' -90'/>

<translate by='102, 0, 0'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<!-- bottom slab of widget -boxes -->

<union name='mod -L-widgets -slab '>

<!-- 4×2 array of nonrotated toward the -Z end -->

<geomeRef to='widgets -L'><translate by=' 1.8, 1, 0.1

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -L'><translate by='26.4, 1, 0.1

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -L'><translate by='51.0, 1, 0.1

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -L'><translate by='75.6, 1, 0.1

'/></geomeRef >
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<geomeRef to='widgets -L'><translate by=' 1.8, 1, 36.4

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -L'><translate by='26.4, 1, 36.4

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -L'><translate by='51.0, 1, 36.4

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -L'><translate by='75.6, 1, 36.4

'/></geomeRef >

<!-- 2×2 array of rotated toward the +Z end -->

<geomeRef to='widgets -L'><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

27.6, 1, 97.2 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -L'><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

27.6, 1, 121.8 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -L'><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

63.9, 1, 97.2 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='widgets -L'><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle='90'/><translate by='

63.9, 1, 121.8 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<!-- one more in the -X+Z corner -->

<geomeRef to='widgets -L'><translate by='3, 1, 72.7 '/>

</geomeRef >

</union>

<!-- additional slabs , no phase changes -->

<geomeRef to='mod -L-widgets -slab '><translate by='0,

18.3, 0'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='mod -L-widgets -slab '><translate by='0,

36.6, 0'/></geomeRef >
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<geomeRef to='mod -L-widgets -slab '><translate by='0,

54.9, 0'/></geomeRef >

</union >

<!-- MOD -L-SOFTWARE -------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- --

--------------------------------

Like mod -M-software but referencing clothes -L and

paptwl -L-boxed.

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 102, 123.2, 122 (long in +Z)

-->

<union name='mod -L-software '>

<geomeRef to='slipsheet -poly '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle=' -90'/>

<translate by='102, 0, 0'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<!-- lower and upper clothing boxes -->

<geomeRef to='clothes -L'><translate by='7.7, 1, 1'/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -L'><translate by='7.7, 1, 61'/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -L'><translate by='7.7, 61, 1'/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -L'><translate by='7.7, 61, 61'/></

geomeRef >

<!-- lower and upper paper towel boxes (upper one is

positioned differently) -->

<geomeRef to='paptwl -L-boxed '><sequence >

<rotate axis='1,0,0' angle=' -90'/><translate by='

67.7, 1, 61'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paptwl -L-boxed '><sequence >

<rotate axis='1,0,0' angle=' -90'/><translate by='

67.7, 1, 117.6 '/>
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</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paptwl -L-boxed '><translate by='67.7, 66.6,

28.2 '/></geomeRef >

</union >

<!-- MOD -L-THINSOFT -------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- --

--------------------------------

Like mod -M-thinsoft but referencing L.

Orientation: 0,0,0 → 102, 87.7, 122 (long in +Z)

-->

<union name='mod -L-thinsoft '>

<geomeRef to='slipsheet -poly '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,1,0' angle=' -90'/>

<translate by='102, 0, 0'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -L'><translate by='1, 1, 1'/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='clothes -L'><translate by='1, 1, 61'/></

geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paptwl -L-boxed '><sequence >

<rotate axis='1,0,0' angle=' -90'/><translate by='61,

1, 56.5 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paptwl -L-boxed '><translate by='61, 1, 56.5

'/></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paptwl -L-boxed '><sequence >

<rotate axis='0,0,1' angle='90'/><translate by='57.6,

61.1, 1'/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >

<geomeRef to='paptwl -L-boxed '><sequence >

<rotate phi='90' theta='90' psi='0'/><translate by='

1, 61.1, 66.6 '/>

</sequence ></geomeRef >
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</union >

</geomes >
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